
2020 Joint Position Statements

Adequate funding for public education is our number one priority

Priority Funding for Education
The State of Alaska must provide timely, reliable, and predictable revenue for schools,
funding the actual cost of education in all districts and providing full funding for all
initiatives, laws, and mandates that require additional services. Early notification of funding
and forward funding are crucial to sound financial management, as well as recruitment
and retention of quality educators.

Revenue Enhanced Fiscal Plan Imperative
Alaska has made progress by cutting the budget and restructuring the use of Permanent
Fund earnings for sustainable funding of both the permanent fund dividend and a portion
of government services. State expenditures have been cut by approximately 44% ($3.5
billion) excluding dividends since FY13 when the current run of deficit spending began.



The need to finalize and implement a long-term, multi-revenue fiscal plan remains,
especially with the commitment to additional PFD payments. Diversified revenue streams
would address the remaining deficit and ensure the ability to fund service increases
associated with economic development, inflation, and deferred maintenance capital
requirements, while maintaining the existing minimal reserves in the CBR.
 
ACSA opposes cost shifting state expenditure responsibilities to local governments.

Increasing Bandwidth in Under-served Areas
Alaska’s students need and deserve the full transformative power of technology and
equitable access to online resources. Students, teachers and school leaders of Alaska,

School Safety
ACSA advocates for safe and secure schools as a catalyst for the prevention of school
crime and violence. ACSA supports improving the safety and well-being of our students. 
We support providing school communities and their school safety partners with quality
information, resources, consultation, and training services. School safety is developed
through maintaining effective, positive relationships among students, staff, communities,
and tribes responding to local needs.
 
ACSA supports full funding for law enforcement, VPSOs, and state troopers. School
districts should have access to these public safety supports.

Early Childhood Education
According to the 2019 Alaska Developmental Profile, nearly 70% of Alaska’s students
enter kindergarten lacking foundational preparation for learning. ACSA believes equitable
access to fully funded, sustainable 0-5 and pre-K learning programs provides a
foundation of excellent social, emotional and cognitive instruction to students. Research
clearly demonstrates that early intervention and instruction is one of the best ways to
increase student achievement across all demographics and create the greatest
opportunity for all students to read proficiently by third grade. Early childhood education
should be part of public school funding through the base student allocation.



Career and Technical Education
Career and Technical Education (CTE) for both rural and urban schools is critical to high
academic standards and Alaska’s economic growth and stability. Collaboration through
professional learning with the Department of Education & Early Development (DEED), the
Department of Labor & Workforce Development (DOL), and the University of Alaska with
educators and industry-based professionals is needed for the academic integration of
rigorous and relevant curriculum. ACSA fully supports voluntary internships that prepare
students for high-earning, high-demand jobs, as well as dual credit offerings that provide
opportunities to obtain an occupational certification or credential. These give students
the opportunity to build future-ready skills. The alignment of CTE programs to meet the
needs of local, tribal, regional and state labor markets through this collaboration is also
important for improving on-time graduation rates, higher career earnings, and decreasing
dropout percentages.

Preparing, Attracting and Retaining Qualified Educators
Retaining effective educators and leaders is essential to closing achievement gaps and
increasing student performance in all subjects across all grade levels. ACSA strongly
encourages the development of comprehensive statewide programs to prepare, attract
and retain high quality educators and professionals. ACSA further recommends
strengthening statewide and national recruiting efforts along with a renewed
commitment to growing our own educators, teachers, principals, and superintendents.

 

some of whom live in the most remote areas of the world, require access to modern
technology in order to transform learning, create efficiencies, provide online health
services, and keep pace with their peers globally.
 
ACSA supports continuing the Broadband Assistance Grant (BAG) and increasing the level
of state-funded bandwidth for schools to a minimum of 25 megabits of download per
second. This funding leverages federal E-Rate funds up to a 9:1 match to provide Alaska’s
students and educators fair access to the digital world.



Social, Emotional and Mental Health
Alaska’s students endure extremely high rates of trauma and adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs). One in two of Alaska’s youth have lived through one or more ACEs
by the time they begin kindergarten, and two in three will have one or more ACEs by the
time they graduate. Higher exposure to trauma increases the likelihood of suicide, the
second leading cause of death for American teenagers. Alaska has the highest rate of
teen suicide attempts in the nation. We urge the state to provide resources so schools
can partner with local communities to implement comprehensive, culturally appropriate
school-based mental health programs that foster the health and development of
students.
 
ACSA supports funding to enable schools to recruit, retain and increase their access to
school counselors, school social workers, school psychologists, nurses and mental health
specialists. Increased professional learning opportunities for school leaders and other
school staff in planning and implementing interventions for students experiencing
childhood trauma and other mental health challenges is also needed. ACSA supports
increased SEL training, funding and/or personnel to increase SEL in our schools.

The national teacher shortage makes the need to better align the state's K-12 system
with the University of Alaska paramount. We strongly support one unified University of
Alaska College of Education. Exploring innovative alternative pathways is needed to
attract high quality educators to the education profession and address unique
circumstances. A competitive state retirement system must be available.

Health Care Costs
We encourage solutions to the escalating costs of health insurance in the state. We
support exploration of various mechanisms to decrease health care costs by such
measures as: allowing employers to purchase health insurance policies across state lines,
appropriate controls of the cost of medivacs, and promotion of pro-wellness lifestyles and
proactive health care options.



 
Forest Receipts (Safe and Secure Rural Schools Act)
ACSA strongly endorses the continuation of the 100-plus year partnership that was
created between the federal government and communities to compensate
communities financially impacted by the placement of timber reserves into federal
ownership. ACSA supports a long-term solution.

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
ACSA encourages the United States Department of Education to continue to fulfill the
bipartisan intention of ESSA by honoring local control.
 
Further, we encourage Congress to eliminate discretionary funding caps, to allow
adequate investment in education, including full funding of the education programs
authorized by the bipartisan Every School Succeeds Act.

Affordable Care Act
ACSA supports repeal or modifications to the Affordable Care Act (ACA) “Cadillac Tax” and
how it applies to Alaska. The current calculation, due to begin in 2022, would unfairly
penalize Alaskan employers for factors beyond their control. Solutions may include a
geographic differential or other mechanism to recognize Alaska’s unique cost structure.

We strongly oppose the use of public money to fund private/religious education
through vouchers or other mechanisms.
We support full funding with cost of living increases of E-Rate, Indian Education,
Impact Aid, and all Title programs with no significant program changes. 
We support funding for social emotional learning, social workers, mental health
support, and 0-5 learning for all. 
We encourage increased financial support and focus on school safety issues but do
not support arming school personnel. We do support hiring additional safety officers.

Other Federal Issues
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Capital Improvement (CIP) Funding must be restored. Long-term fiscal planning is
needed to maintain and protect infrastructure.
ACSA supports and expects the State of Alaska to fully utilize matching federal grant
monies such as those required for Head Start and other early learning programs.
The state should continue efforts to control the cost of workers’ compensation claims,
including adoption of medical treatment guidelines, improved management of claims,
and an improved reemployment benefits process.
ACSA supports a non-partisan and independent State Board of Education whose sole
purpose is ensuring a quality education for all of Alaska’s children.
ACSA supports the local control and autonomy of Alaska’s communities who are served
through all 54 unique school districts.
ACSA is proud and supportive of educational alternative programs, so long as the
directive in Alaska’s Constitution is upheld: “No money shall be paid from public
funds for the direct benefit of any religious or other private educational
institution.” This restriction includes vouchers and/or any other mechanisms. Our
funding system must be transparent, inclusive and collaborative.

Other State Issues

ACSA
234 Gold Street
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone (907) 586 9702
lparady@alaskaacsa.org
alaskaacsa.org
@ACSAASDN



Educator Retention and  
Turnover in Alaska
Like many other states, Alaska is finding it difficult to retain educators. Turnover—defined as not returning to 
a position or school in a given year—among Alaska educators is higher in rural areas and among educators 
not prepared in the state. Alaska’s struggle to retain educators is concerning because educator turnover at the 
teacher, principal, or superintendent level is associated with negative student out comes.1

Most of Alaska’s turnover was educators leaving Alaska or the profession
Statewide turnover rates from 2012/13 to 2017/18 remained steady for teachers but varied for principals and superintendents.2  
Nearly 60 percent of teacher turnover involved “leavers”—individuals who left Alaska or remained in the state but were no longer 
educators. For example, in 2017/18, 13 percent of teachers left the profession or their position, while 9 percent of teachers went  
to a new district or school but remained in the Alaska public school system.

Rural schools and students are hardest hit by turnover
Rural schools have much higher teacher and principal turnover than urban or urban-fringe schools, with 64 percent of rural-remote 
teachers who turn over leaving the state or the profession.

Teachers and principals who were prepared outside Alaska were more likely to 
turn over the following year
Teachers and principals prepared outside of Alaska had higher turnover rates compared to teachers and principals prepared in Alaska.
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OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS
Drawing on findings from the full report, education leaders and policymakers  
may want to consider: 
• Increasing the supply of Alaska-educated teachers and principals.
• Improving working conditions for teachers and principals, especially  

in rural schools. 
• Equipping principals to better support teachers.

Potential recruitment and retention strategies based on feedback  
from district leaders

Recruit continuously 
for retention

Build trust between 
administrators and 
teachers

Recreate familiar 
living conditions

Support teacher  
growth

Treat teachers like the 
leaders they are

Make up for pay that 
is not competitive

Find pockets of cross-
district collaboration in a 
competitive environment

Read the report: Vazquez Cano, M., Bel Hadj Amor, H., & Pierson, A. (2019). Educator retention and turnover under the midnight sun: 
Examining trends and relationships in teacher, principal, and superintendent movement in Alaska. Portland, OR: Education Northwest, 
Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest. https://eric.ed.gov/?q=ED598351

Notes
1  Coelli & Green, 2012; Gibbons, Scrutinio, & Telhaj, 2018; Henry, Bastian, & Fortner, 2011; Miller, 2013; Parker-Chenaille, 2012; Snodgrass Rangel, 2018; 

Waters & Marzano, 2006. Please see the full report for references.
2  Superintendent turnover rates were only available from 2013/14 to 2017/18.
3  Rural-remote refers to schools located in small communities in off-road areas that are accessible only by small plane and/or by boat, such as the 

Pribilof Islands.
4  Rural-hub/fringe refers to rural-hub communities, such as Bethel, that may be off road, as well as rural-fringe communities, such as Healy, that  

are on the road system.
5  Urban-fringe refers to on- and off-road communities either near an urban locale or with commercial air access, such as Palmer and Sitka. 
6  Urban refers to larger cities such as Anchorage, Juneau, or Fairbanks. 

This infographic was prepared under Contract ED-IES-17-C-0009 by Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest, administered by Education 
Northwest. The content does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of IES or the U.S. Department of Education, nor does mention of trade 
names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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Educator Retention and Turnover under the Midnight
Sun: Examining Trends and Relationships in Teacher,
Principal, and Superintendent Movement in Alaska
Vazquez Cano, Manuel; Bel Hadj Amor, Hella; Pierson, Ashley
Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest

This study examines trends in educator turnover and retention, and the
relationships of those trends to educator and school characteristics, during a
six-year period (2012/13 to 2017/18, with 2011/12 as the base year) in
Alaska. Turnover refers to educators leaving their positions, while retention
refers to educators staying in their positions at schools and districts. The
study also summarizes the retention strategies used by eight school districts
from across the state. Regional Educational Laboratory (REL) Northwest
conducted this study in response to a request from a group of school
superintendents who are members of the Alaska State Policy Research
Alliance, a REL Northwest partnership. The alliance brings together
policymakers and education stakeholders, including the Alaska Department
of Education and Early Development, the Alaska Superintendents
Association, and the University of Alaska, to use research and evidence to
inform state and local education policy. These stakeholders were seeking a
more in-depth understanding of educator turnover and retention patterns in
Alaska to inform the development and prioritization of recruitment and
retention strategies by state and district policymakers. To address the
stakeholders' request, the study team explored the following research
questions: (1) What were the teacher, principal, and superintendent
(educator) turnover rates by year in Alaska during the 2012/13 to 2017/18
school years? (2) What community, school, educator, and student
characteristics are associated with educator turnover? and (3) What is the
relationship between superintendent and principal turnover and teacher
turnover? Key findings: (1) From 2012/13 to 2017/18, statewide turnover
rates for teachers remained steady at around 22 percent. Rates for
principals varied from 23 to 33 percent. Rates for superintendents fluctuated
from 19 to 40 percent. Most of the teachers, principals, and superintendents
who turned over were leavers, meaning they left the state or remained in the
state but were no longer educators; (2) Turnover rates were higher in rural
areas than in urban areas, with the highest rates in more remote schools; (3)
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Many teachers who changed districts moved from one rural school to
another rural school; (4) Teachers and principals who were prepared outside
Alaska and teachers who were in their first year in either their school or the
Alaska K-12 school system were more likely to turn over the following year;
(5) Lower salaries, holding more than one position, and teaching at more
than one school site were related to increased teacher turnover; (6) High-
poverty, high-diversity, and smaller schools were more likely to experience
teacher turnover; and (7) Principal and teacher turnover were linked:
Schools that experienced principal turnover also had high teacher turnover.
We found no evidence that superintendent turnover was related to teacher or
principal turnover. Implications: This study suggests that state and local
policymakers may want to consider increasing the supply of Alaska-
educated teachers; improving teacher working conditions, especially in rural
schools; and equipping principals to better support teachers and leverage
their input to improve educator retention. The implications of this study may
also apply to rural districts and other communities that have many non-local
educators.

Descriptors: Labor Turnover, Teacher Persistence, Faculty Mobility, Teacher
Characteristics, Institutional Characteristics, Principals, Superintendents, Student
Characteristics, Rural Urban Differences, School Districts, Salaries, Poverty,
Diversity, School Size, Barriers, Teacher Responsibility, Correlation

Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest. Available from: Institute of Education
Sciences. 555 New Jersey Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20208. Tel: 800-872-5327;
Web site: https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest/index.asp

Publication Type: Reports - Research; Tests/Questionnaires

Education Level: N/A

Audience: N/A

Language: English

Sponsor: Institute of Education Sciences (ED)

Authoring Institution: Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest (ED); Education Northwest

Identifiers - Location: Alaska

IES Funded: Yes

Grant or Contract Numbers: EDIES17C0009
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 Transforming Schools: 
A Framework for TraumaEngaged Practice in Alaska 
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Deconstructing 

Trauma 

As Alaskans we are resilient and on the cutting edge of transforming schools together by supporting the whole 

student and integrating trauma engaged practices. This framework brings together lessons learned by school staff 
and community members within Alaska while integrating school-wide trauma-engaged approach to improve academic 

outcomes and well-being for all students. Using stories, research, and best practices, this resource is designed for use 

by school-community teams seeking to make our schools a place of positive transformation and significant learning 
for each student. 

4 | Transforming Schools: a Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practice in Alaska
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

“Understanding my students’ stories has helped us both 
to be more successful ” -Alaska educator 

S U M M A R Y  Understanding the effects of child-

hood trauma transforms our understanding of what our 

students need to succeed, and enables schools to help 

break rather than perpetuate the cycle of trauma. 

In Our Schools: A Small Change with Deep 
Implications 

Imagine standing just inside the front door of an ele-

mentary school at the start of a wintry Alaskan day. It’s 
dark and cold outside and each time a child comes in the 

wind blows just a little bit of snow in with them. Most of 
the children pass through the doors and go on to their 

classrooms; some stop to get breakfast if they haven’t 
eaten. At 8 a.m. sharp, a bell rings, signifying the start of 

school. A few children continue to arrive, late for school… 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  A few children continue to 

arrive after 8:00 am – late for school. The front office staff 
tells the children to line up – sometimes they are backed 

up out the door – while tardy slips are prepared for each 

child. It takes a few minutes to wait in line for a tardy slip 
and then it’s off to class with no time to get breakfast if they 
didn’t get it at home. The child has to take the tardy slip to 
class and present it to the teacher in front of her peers. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  A few children 

continue to arrive after 8:00 am – late for school. The front 
office staff greets each child: “I’m so happy you’re here. 
Have you had breakfast?” If not, the student heads down 
the hall to get a quick breakfast. The children go to class 
without a tardy slip and are greeted warmly by the teacher 

and integrated into the classroom activities. 

A Change in Thinking 

Tardy slips are handed out to teach responsibility; 
the idea is that getting a tardy slip and having to present 

it to the teacher is burdensome enough to change the 

behavior of the child. In reality, not every child starts the 
day with support from an adult at home. By handing out 
tardy slips, children who are late to school take the blame 

for not having the support systems other children rely on 

daily. This isn’t the lesson most schools set out to teach. 
By contrast, transformative practice reflects a reali-

zation that, for the most part, arriving at school on time 

for elementary school children is the responsibility of 

parents or other adult caregivers. Some students get up, 
get dressed, fix breakfast, and get to school without the 
help of an adult. A positive, welcoming message from the 

school is more helpful and productive than a tardy slip, 

and allows students to get to class more quickly. 
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Key Research Findings 
A growing body of research indicates that students’ 

life experiences deeply impact their academic, cognitive, 
and social-emotional development. 

An estimated two in three Alaskan children are exposed 
to traumatic experiences.1 Significant emotional stress 
and trauma during childhood affects Alaskans across ra-

cial, social, economic, and geofigure lines. Figure 1 shows 

the percentage of Alaskan adults who report experiencing 
adverse childhood experiences (ACEs). 

Hundreds of studies have found that the more exposure 
a child has to adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), the 
higher the child’s risk for poor educational, social, health, 
and economic outcomes in childhood and adulthood. 

Figure 2, based on Alaska research, illustrates the link 

between increased exposure to childhood trauma and a 
variety of conditions that present challenges for both the 

learner and the school. 

As figure 2 shows, children with four or more ACEs – 
i.e., significant childhood trauma – have 3 to 6 times the 
rate of learning disabilities, repeating a grade, attention 

problems, and individual education plans than their peers 

with no ACEs. 

These challenges leadtolowereducational attainment: 
Alaskan adults with four or more ACEs are half as likely to 
graduate from college as those with no ACEs, and more 
than twice as likely not to complete high school. Childhood 
trauma reaches into our classrooms and impacts every 
aspect of teaching and learning. 

There is hope. Studies have found that the negative 
impacts of childhood trauma can be reduced through 

positive experiences and relationships. A 2017 study finds, 
“Positive experiences and supportive relationships provide 
the buffering that allows children to withstand, or recover, 

from adverse experiences.”2 

Schools have a unique role to play because schools are 
where families and students intersect with the broader 

community. This framework explores ways schools can 
work with students, families and communities to reduce 

the impact of trauma and help all students thrive. 

What is Alaska’s Transforming Schools Framework? 

The vision of this tool is to help Alaska schools and 
communities integrate trauma-engaged policies and 

practices that improve academic outcomes and well-being 

for all students. Improving student outcomes requires us 
to support the whole child, and to understand how trauma 

impacts a child’s ability to learn and thrive. 

1. Percentage of Alaskan Adults who Reported Individual ACEs by Type 

Emotional Neglect 

Physical Neglect 

Incarcerated Family Member 

Separation or Divorce 

Witnessed Domestic Violence 

Household Substance Abuse 

Household Mental Illness 

Emotional Abuse 

Sexual Abuse 

Physical Abuse 

0  5  10  15  20 25 30 35 

15.8 

11.1 

11.2 

31.8 

18.6 

34.0 

21.3 

32.7 

15.9 

18.3 

Source: 20142015 Alaska Behavioral Risk FactorSurveillance System, Section of Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Alaska Division of Public 
Health, & Centers for Disease Control 
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2. Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) Incidences Among Alaskan Students and Select Outcomes 

Outcomes 0 ACEs 4 or More ACEs Increase from those with 0 to 4+ ACEs 

Learning Disabilities 6.2% 23% 3.6 times greater 

Attention Deficit Disorder 4.7% 21% 4.5 times greater 

Individual Education Plan 7% 27% 3.8 times greater 

Repeated a Grade 2.9% 16% 5.4 times greater 

Source: Child and Adolescent Health Management Initiative (2012). 20112012 National Survey of Children’s Health, U.S. Department of Health and Social Services, Analysis by the Alaska 
Mental Health Board. 

The tardy-slip scenario at the start of this chapter 
illustrates that when our schools are not trauma-engaged, 

we may adopt practices that compound the stresses on 

vulnerable children.3 

Conversely, when we understand trauma and stress, 
we can act compassionately and take steps that support 

wellness and help students engage in learning. In the tar-

dy-slip scenario, those steps were to make each child feel 

welcome, to ensure each child is fed, and to eliminate the 

potential negative peer attention or stigma of a tardy slip. 

This framework is a resource for Alaskans – educators, 
parents, and community members – who want to help 

make their schools a place of positive transformation 

for all children. 

Continuum of Change 

Most trauma-informed work moves along a continuum 

of change: 

Trauma-Organized 

Trauma-organized communities and schools are im-

pacted by stress, avoidant of issues, and isolated in their 

practices, which can exacerbate the impacts of trauma 
for some students. When functioning in isolation, schools 

can be reactive rather than thoughtful, can magnify 

trauma rather than offering an alternative to traumatic 

experiences, can avoid or discount trauma rather than 
acknowledging its prevalence, and can be run in an au-

thoritarian manner rather than an authoritative manner. 

Trauma-Informed 

Trauma-informed communities and schools develop 
a shared language to define, normalize, and address the 
impact of trauma on students and school staff. They op-

erate from a foundational understanding of the nature and 

impact of trauma, coupled with the power of resiliency. 

1  Alaska Department of Health and Social Services. (2015) Adverse Childhood 
Experiences: Overcoming ACEs in Alaska. 

2  Sege, R., et al. (2017) Balancing Adverse Childhood Experiences with HOPE 
(Health Outcomes of Positive Experience): New Insights into the Role 
of Positive Experience on Child and Family Development, Casey Family 
Programs. 

3  McInerney, M. & McKlindon, A. (undated) Unlocking the Door to Learning: 
Trauma-Informed Classrooms & Transformational Schools. Education Law 
Center. 
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Trauma-Engaged 

Trauma-engaged communities and schools go a step 
further. They have policies, procedures, and support 
services that embed an understanding of trauma. Their 
approaches to learning and discipline are trauma-shielding 

or trauma-reducing. They are reflective and collaborative, 
they promote a culture of learning, and they make meaning 

out of the past. They are also prevention-oriented and 
have relational leadership. 

Transforming Schools: Creating trauma-engaged, 
safe, and supportive schools requires holistic change, 

and a mindset shift for students, administrators, school 

staff, and community members. 

Relationships as the Foundation 

Positive relationships are essential for all of us to thrive. 
These relationships are central to success in trauma-en-

gaged schools. The organization Trauma Transformed 
explains: 

Trauma is overwhelming and can leave us feeling isolat-

ed or betrayed, which may make it difficult to trust others 
and receive support. When we experience compassionate 
and dependable relationships, we re-establish trusting 

connections with others that foster mutual wellness.4 

Developing a successful trauma-engaged system 
requires relationship-building every step of the way. 

Each key adult in a student’s life has a role in modeling 
positive, healthy relationships to promote student healing 

and learning. Similarly, the relationships we build across 
schools, communities, and with families are critical for 

supporting the whole child. 

Context for This Work 

Elders often share that communities across Alaska 
have been healing, supporting and strengthening children, 

parents, and all community members for thousands of 

years. This tool builds on past and current work, integrat-

ing what we know about best practices with the unique 

strengths and circumstances of our communities, schools, 

and families in Alaska. 
For nearly two decades, organizations and communi-

ties across the state including behavioral health, public 

health, youth-serving organizations, tribal organizations 

and non-profit organizations like the Association of Alaska 
School Boards have been promoting resilience through 
community-based efforts. 

Alaska public health and behavioral health departments 

have been a leader in researching and sharing information 

about adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), and have 
made significant contributions to the understanding of 
ACEs, trauma, culturally responsive learning, and brain 
science. 

This framework also builds on recent state-level efforts 
– the Alaska Safe Children’s Act and Alaska’s Education 
Challenge. Alaska’s Education Challenge, introduced by 
Governor Bill Walker in January 2017, brought Alaskans 
together to think deeply about our education system and 

decide what an excellent education for every student 
every day looks like. Cultivating trauma-engaged schools 
emerged as one of the top three priorities for every state 

school board member. 

Historic and Systemic Trauma 

There are special considerations for trauma and resil-
ience in Alaska. Alaska’s history is key to understanding 
the disproportionality of Alaska Native children with high 
ACEs scores and high dropout rates, and the need for 
culturally specific trauma-engaged schools. As part of 
the colonial effort to gain control of lands, resources, and 

souls, many Alaska Native children were forcibly removed 
from their homes and communities and sent hundreds or 

thousands of miles away to boarding schools established 

and run by the state, church and businesses. Many Alaska 

Native children were physically, spiritually, emotionally, 
and sexually abused by those who had taken control of their 
lives. Many were punished for speaking their languages. 

Our current systems often perpetuate policies that do not 

recognize Alaska Native peoples’ culture, languages, and 
ways of life or accommodate for the ongoing impact this 

historical trauma has created. 

Trauma also plays a major role in at-risk and special 
populations, including children in foster care and the 

juvenile justice system, LGBTQ children,5 children whose 

families have recently immigrated from war-torn regions, 

and children living in areas of high poverty or crime. 
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Suggested Steps 
Schools and districts looking to become more 

trauma-engaged are most likely to succeed with 

thoughtful preparation. Tips for getting started: 
1. Develop a clear rationale and vision. Consid-

er why this work matters, what your school 
and community stand to gain through more 
thoughtful, trauma-engaged practice, and 
develop a vision for transforming your school, 
district, and community. 

2. Assess your community’s readiness. Dis-
tricts need to assess their capacity to move 
toward more trauma-engaged practices. 
Identify or develop the necessary infrastruc-
ture and supports at the administrative level. 
Districts also need to determine where they 
want to start – district, school, classroom, 
community. 

3. Gain buy-in and trust through communi-
cation, collaboration, and commitment to 
success. This work will not succeed and en-
dure without broad participation and support 
from teachers, administrators, families and 
community members. 

4. Promote a culture of safety and respect 
for this work. Childhood trauma, intergen-
erational trauma, and implicit bias can be 
difficult to approach. Establish and maintain 
clear standards for respectful listening and 
dialog. 

5. Develop a common understanding of terms 
to establish and maintain respectful, con-
structive and open dialog while using this 
tool. For example, the term “historic trauma,” 
used in this document, may be called “untold 
histories” elsewhere. 

6. Expect setbacks. There will be mistakes and 
challenges in this work. View them as oppor-
tunities to learn. This work requires ongoing 
commitment and perseverance, resilience 
and reflection – the same skills children need 
to grow and change. 

7. Use this framework as a resource. You do 
not need to work through the chapters se-
quentially; feel free to pick and choose. Like-
wise, not every suggested step or reflection 
question will apply to all users. Take what 
works, and adapt it as needed. 

Reflections 
XX What does childhood trauma look like in your com-

munity? How does it impact your schools? 
XX Why is this work needed in your community? 
XX What is your community ’s vision for transforming 

schools? What will success look like? 
XX Who can your schools partner with to help reach 

the broader community? 
XX Who needs to be on board for this to work? 
XX What is needed to be ready to successfully under-

take this work? 

Key Terms 

Childhood trauma: A negative event or series of 

events that surpasses the child’s ordinary coping skills. 
It comes in many forms and includes experiences such as 
maltreatment, witnessing violence, or the loss of a loved 

one. Traumatic experiences can impact brain development 
and behavior inside and outside the classroom. 

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): ACEs refer 
to various negative experiences in childhood including 
medical and natural disasters experienced by children 
and youth. The original ACE list includes 10 categories 
of childhood stressors: 

XX Abuse: emotional, physical, sexual abuse 
XX Trauma in household environment: substance 

abuse, parental separation and/or divorce, men-
tally ill or suicidal household member, witnessing 
violence, imprisoned household member 

XX Neglect: abandonment, child’s basic physical and/ 
or emotional needs unmet 

4  Cordero, S. (2018) March Principle of the Month: Compassion and 
Dependability, Trauma Transformed: A Program of East Bay Agency for 
Children (blogpost). 

5  Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning (or queer) 
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Social-emotional learning (SEL): The process through 
which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the 

knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand 

and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, 

feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain 

positive relationships, and make responsible decisions. 

Self-regulation: The ability to manage one’s emotions 
and behavior in accordance with the demands of the sit-

uation. It includes being able to resist highly emotional 
reactions to upsetting stimuli, to calm yourself down when 

you get upset, to adjust to a change in expectations, and 

to handle frustration without an outburst. It is a set of 
skills that enables children to direct their own behavior 

towards a goal despite the unpredictability of the world 

and our own feelings. 

Child well-being: A state of being that arises when a 

child’s needs are met, and the child has the freedom and 
ability to meaningfully pursue their goals and ways of life 

in a supportive, equitable setting now and into the future. 
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 D E C O N ST R U C T I N G  T R AU M A  1 

“ Childhood trauma turns a learning brain into a surviving brain.” 
–Josh Arvidson, Director, Alaska Child Trauma Center 

S U M M A R Y  High levels of toxic stress impact the 

development of children’s brain wiring, impairing their 

ability to regulate, or control, their emotions, thoughts and 

behaviors. Schools can help students learn self-regulation 

and can support positive brain development through a 

whole-school, whole-community approach. 

In Our Schools: Sarah’s Story 
Sarah is a 13-year-old middle school student with aver-

age grades. One day Sarah starts a food fight in her school 
cafeteria. The mess leads to a negative interaction with 
a lunchroom monitor, and Sarah is unable to calm down 
and control her frustrations. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Sarah is suspended from 
school for three days. She falls behind in her work and 
feels angry and alienated from school. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  An adult at the 

school who fostered a relationship with Sarah learned 
that Sarah recently found out her mother was going to 
jail. Sarah’s school has been incorporating knowledge of 
trauma’s impact on students and staff into their culture 
and practices. The adult reports the situation to school 
administrators, and the school develops a plan to promote 

accountability and help Sarah develop the skills she is miss-

ing. These steps include in-school suspension, support 
from a school counselor, outreach to Sarah’s family, and 
an opportunity for Sarah to repair relationships disrupted 
by her behavior in the cafeteria. 

Key Research Findings 
The brain goes through enormous development during 

childhood and adolescence in response to a person’s 
environment and experiences. 

Understanding the biology of stress helps track the 

pathways from childhood stress to undesirable behaviors 

and outcomes, and gives us insight into how we might 

interrupt those pathways and reduce harmful impacts. 
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Childhood is a Key Time for Brain Development 

Figure 3 represents the complexity of the brain’s 
pathways at three stages of development. The early 
years generate immensely complex wiring in response 
to experiences. Around puberty a pruning occurs where 
the most frequently used pathways are hardened and 

those least used are discarded. Schools are in a position 
to reinforce positive brain development and significantly 
mitigate problematic pathways developed from early 

traumatic experiences. 
It is possible to “rewire” the brain at any age, but it is 

easiest in childhood. 

3. Brain Wiring Through Childhood 

At 7 Years At 15 Years At Birth of Age of Age 

Source:  Adapted from Corel, JL. The postnatal development of the human 
cerebral cortex. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; 1975. 

The Center on the Developing Child at Harvard Univer-

sity describes three types of stress: 

XX Positive stress response is a normal and essential 
part of healthy development, characterized by 
brief increases in heart rate and mild elevations in 
hormone levels. For example, the first day at a new 
school might trigger this type of stress response. 

XX Tolerable stress response activates the body’s 
alert systems to a greater degree as a result of 
more severe, longer-lasting stressors, such as the 
loss of a loved one, a natural disaster, or a fright-
ening injury. If the activation is time-limited and 
buffered by relationships with adults who help the 
child adapt, the brain and other organs recover 
without lasting damage. 

XX Toxic stress response can occur when a child ex-
periences strong, frequent or prolonged perceived 
threats or danger – such as physical or emotion-
al abuse, chronic neglect, caregiver substance 
abuse or mental illness, exposure to violence, 
or the accumulated burdens of family economic 
hardship – without adequate adult support. Pro-
longed activation of the stress response systems 
can disrupt the development of brain architec-
ture and other organs, and increase the risk for 
stress-related disease and cognitive impairment. 

12 | Transforming Schools: a Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practice in Alaska
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 Graphics 46: Source: Arvidson, J, et al. 2011, Trauma 101: Understanding 
Trauma in the Lives of Children and Adults. 

4. Typical conditions 

5. Alarm System 

6. Express Route 

Graphics 4-6 illustrate how repeated stress can lead 

to troublesome cognitive habits. 

Under typical conditions, we move through our lives 

taking in the world, interpreting what we experience 
through our senses, processing and evaluating what we 

want to do, and finally planning and acting on all those 
inputs. 

When we run into a stressor or potentially dangerous 

situation, our brain, which is constantly scanning for 

“trouble,” switches to a stress response system. The more 
contemplative aspects of our usual response are cut out – 

and instead flight, fight or freeze responses are activated. 
These responses get us out of trouble fast, and are very 
effective for situations requiring immediate action. 

When we are exposed to repeated or toxic levels of 

stress, the “express route” becomes the default response 
for most events. Being on this kind of alert in all settings 
inhibits thoughtful decision-making and hurts perfor-

mance in school and in life. 

When the developing brain is chronically stressed, 

it releases hormones that shrink the hippocampus, an 

area of the brain responsible for processing emotion and 

memory and managing stress. Recent studies suggest 

that increased exposure to adverse childhood experienc-

es results in less gray matter in the brain, including the 

prefrontal cortex, an area related to decision-making and 
self-regulatory skills, and the amygdala, or fear-processing 

center.1 In other words, childhood trauma may damage 
the developing brain, causing problems with learning, 

decision-making, and managing emotions 

1  Nakazawa, D.J. (2016) 7 Ways Childhood Adversity Changes a Child’s Brain, 
ACEs Too High News. 
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There is hope. Just as negative experiences can 
harm the brain, positive interventions can help repair 
damaged neural pathways.2 Active interventions can and 

do change the life course for individuals exposed to high 
childhood stress levels. A review of research literature 

points to self-regulation3 – or learning to control and 

regulate one’s emotions – as the key to mitigating the 
impacts of stress and trauma. 

Schools Have a Key Role 

Schools have a critical role in helping build and rein-

force neural pathways that support resilience, good deci-

sion-making, positive relationships, and lifelong learning. 

Schools connect children to concepts about numbers, 
sorting and words, and help children understand how to 

interact with others and manage their own thoughts and 

feelings. The impacts of this foundational work stretch 
across a child’s lifetime. 

How should schools approach this task? Surveys of 
Alaska secondary school students suggest some starting 

points. Alaska high school students who believe teachers 

care about them and that their schools have clear rules 

have better grades and participate less often in a host of 

dangerous activities. These findings support research 
on the importance of relationships and structure – in the 

form of clear, fair, and consistent rules – to help children 

manage and overcome the impacts of trauma and difficult 
experiences.4 

Classroom Connection 

Provide warm and responsive relationships in school 
to all students. This includes linking words and actions 
to unconditional positive regard for students. 

The physical environment should be safe both 
physically and emotionally for students. Consistent, 
predictable routines as well as clear goals for behavior 

with well-defined logical consequences for negative 
behavior are essential. 

Self-regulation skills should be a part of the school 
experience through modeling, instruction and opportu-

nities to practice. Just like math skills, self-regulation 
skills take time to develop and strengthen. 

To help children and youth develop and sustain self-reg-

ulation skills, adults need to understand trauma and model 

specific skills and interventions. Key skills for students 
and adults are self-awareness, accessing supportive re-

lationships, and self-regulation amidst what can be a very 

demanding school day. Self-care, addressed in another 
chapter, is also critical. 

This work is not easy given the many demands on 
teachers and school staff. There needs to be a structure 
of support and understanding within the broader school 

and community. 

Trauma-Engaged Practice in Action: Sarah’s Story 

The story at the start of this chapter illustrates that 
troubling in-school behaviors may have their origin in family 

stress. Sarah faces an overwhelming change to her family 
structure. Her mother’s impending incarceration is likely 
not the only difficulty Sarah has faced. 

In an ideal world, Sarah would tell an adult, “I am very 
stressed and need help,” and adults in school would have 
the skills and time to help her. But Sarah doesn’t have the 
skill to take that step, and instead communicates through 

an outburst of inappropriate behavior. 

As Sarah’s story shows, stress and trauma impact 
children’s ability to regulate their emotions and thoughts. 
This is true for adults too. Behavior is a form of commu-

nication and high levels of stress can overwhelm us. A 

trauma-engaged approach focuses on accountability and 

skill-building so Sarah can learn to manage her stress in 
a healthier way. Steps might include: 
XX Let Sarah finish her school day in an alternative 

setting. Rather than send Sarah out of school, 
provide a safe place for her to gain control of her 
emotions and assess what happened with a sup-
portive adult. Use in-school suspension if suspen-
sion is warranted. 

XX Offer a restorative approach for Sarah to make 
amends. People whose behavior hurts others 
need an opportunity to repair broken or strained 
relationships. This provides accountability and 
prevents negative relationships from festering. In 
Sarah’s case, apologizing to cafeteria staff might 
be a starting point. 

2  Hosier, D. (2013) Recovery: How the Brain Can “Re-wire” Itself, Childhood 
Trauma Recovery. 

3  Murray, D.W., et al. (2016) Self- Regulation and Toxic Stress Report 
4: Implications for Programs and Practice. OPRE Report # 2016
97, Washington, DC: Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation, 
Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. 

4  Rosanbalm, K.D., & Murray, D.W. (2017) Caregiver Co-regulation Across 
Development: A Practice Brief. OPRE Brief #201780. Washington, DC: 
Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation, Administration for Children 
and Families, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
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XX Contact a family member or supportive adult to 
get information on Sarah’s mother’s sentencing. 
Working with Sarah’s family will help the school 
support and augment what the family is doing. 

XX Create a plan of support. Make a plan Sarah can 
rely on to help her when feelings get overwhelming. 

XX Model and teach self-regulation skills in the 
classroom and school. Whole-classroom and 
whole-school approaches will support all stu-
dents and adults, and build a more supportive and 
healthy community. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Sarah gets the support she 
needs. While she still struggles she begins to learn to 

regulate her emotions and has a plan she can name to deal 

with strong emotions. Sarah spends more time learning 
because school feels like a safer environment and she is 

better able to control her response to stressors. 

Suggested Steps 
1. Assess your classroom or school’s current 

discipline policies and practices. Consider 
whether these practices promote account-
ability and help students repair relationships 
and improve self-regulation. [See chapters 
on Policy, Skill Building, and Professional 
Learning for more.] 

2. Identify the supports and resources avail-
able to students in school. If these re-
sources are inadequate or underdeveloped, 
consider how they might be augmented. [See 
chapter on Support Services.] 

3. Identify the supports and resources avail-
able within the community at large. Consid-
er engaging those that may not already be 
involved with the schools, or strengthening 
communication and collaboration with those 
that are already engaged. [See chapter on 
Cultural Integration and Community Co-cre-
ation.] 

4. Share this information. Change often begins 
with understanding. The more people un-
derstand that stress has real impacts on the 
brain, the more we can act with compassion 
and caring toward our students and each oth-
er. [See chapter on Professional Learning.] 

Reflections 
XX How does the science of stress and brain develop-

ment described in this chapter shed light on what 
you see in your schools? 

XX How do these policies and practices promote 
accountability and help students repair relation-
ships and improve self-regulation? Could they be 
improved? 

XX What is the current level of understanding of 
trauma among families, school staff, and adminis-
trators in your school or community? 

XX What strengths in your community could be 
tapped to support students and staff with high 
levels of trauma? 

XX What additional information about trauma and its 
impact on the brain would be helpful? 

XX In the scenario described in this chapter, what 
more could be done for Sarah? 

Key Terms 

Self-regulation: The ability to manage one’s emotions 
and behavior in accordance with the demands of the sit-

uation. It includes being able to resist highly emotional 
reactions to upsetting stimuli, to calm yourself down when 

you get upset, to adjust to a change in expectations, and 
to handle frustration without an outburst. It is a set of 
skills that enables children to direct their own behavior 

towards a goal despite the unpredictability of the world 

and our own feelings. 
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R E L AT I O N S H I P  B U I L D I N G  2 

There’s always a story behind a student’s behavior and I do my best 
to tune in carefully to what the student says or doesn’t say. -20-year Alaska educator 

S U M M A R Y  Relationships are at the heart of any 

trauma-engaged approach. Interventions that foster sup-

portive relationships help students make more positive 

connections with peers, feel more safe and secure in school, 

and achieve greater academic success. Transformative 

schools work to value and foster relationships at all levels 

— between adults and students, among students, among 

adults in schools, with families and  in the  community. 

In Our Schools: Christopher’s Story 
Christopher is in 9th grade. He comes to school every 

day but seems uninterested in classes. He does not turn in 
his homework and rarely speaks in class. He becomes most 
animated when another student is disruptive—especially in 

a loud, violent or profane way. Although he is academically 

capable, he is not doing well in school. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  The math teacher asks, 
“What’s wrong with you? Why are you failing this class?” 
Christopher shows little apparent concern. His other 
teachers are equally frustrated with him. Since he is not 
causing any real trouble in class, Christopher tends to 

slide by. Over time, Christopher becomes more distant 
and fails most of his classes. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  The math teach-

er, Mr. Smith, notices Christopher sometimes doodles 
in class, and takes time one day to admire Christopher’s 
drawings. Christopher shares more of his drawings, and 
Mr. Smith and Christopher begin to develop a relationship. 
Mr. Smith asks about life outside of school and learns that 
Christopher is facing major challenges at home. Having 
learned about trauma, Mr. Smith understands that stu-

dents who experience trauma may have more difficulty 
trusting and connecting with adults. He finds this true with 
Christopher, who tends to give up and get angry with his 
teachers. Mr. Smith reaches out to other school staff to 
help support Christopher. Together with Christopher and 
his family they develop a support plan. Mr. Smith and other 
school staff show Christopher they care while continuing to 
set high expectations. With school staff working together 
with Christopher, they see improvements in attention 
and perseverance not only in math class, but in all of his 

classes. They work together to access the best support 
within and outside of the school. 
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Guiding Principles for Building Meaningful 
4 “Although teachers are not Relationships with Students. 

therapists or clinicians, and are 
neither trained nor prepared 
to delve into personal trauma 
histories with their students, 

there are techniques they can use 
that can have a healing effect. 

Indeed, the very relationship they 
form with students can be a key 

element of healing in and of itself.” 

-University of Melbourne researchers 

Key Research Findings 
Research consistently shows that positive and authentic 

relationships can counter negative impacts of childhood 

trauma. One researcher describes safe, stable, nurturing 

adult relationships as “poison control” for children who expe-

rience toxic levels of stress or trauma.1 A 2008 longitudinal 

study found that key roles for adults include listening, being 

available, being positive, and intervening.2 

Another childhood trauma expert cites a 2015 study 
of the brain structure of children who had been removed 

from traumatic homes; several years later, those placed in 

high-quality nurturing environments showed significantly 
different brain activity than children in institutionalized 

care.  “High-quality nurturing caregiving—safe, stable, nur-
turing relationships—can actually change the structure of 
children’s brains,” explains Dr. Nadine Burke Harris.3 

A note on implicit bias: In Culturally Responsive Learn-
ing and the Brain, author Zaretta Hammond explains that 
many teachers may not be fully aware of their interactions 

with students. In one study, teachers reported positively 
interacting with all of their students equally regardless 

of race, economics, trauma experience, etc. Teachers 
were then asked to record their positive interactions with 

students over an extended period. These interactions 
could not include corrective or instructional interactions. 

Reflecting on their records, teachers realized they were 
having many interactions with all students, but there were 

students that only had corrective interactions, not positive 

relationship-building interactions. 

Following are some examples of principles and prac-

tices of trauma-engaged school staff. 

XX Always empower, never disempower: Students 
who have experienced trauma often seek to 
control their environment to protect themselves, 
and their behavior generally deteriorates the more 
helpless they feel. Classroom discipline can be 
done in a way that is respectful, consistent, and 
nonviolent. 

XX Express unconditional positive regard: Consis-
tent and caring adults can help students build 
trust and form relationships. Even if a student acts 
out and expresses hatred for or cruel judgments of 
the teacher, the response must be unconditional 
positive regard: “I care about you and will support 
you in getting your work done.” 

XX Maintain high expectations: Consistency in the 
classroom helps students differentiate between 
unsafe rules that led to them experiencing trauma 
and rules that ensure their safety and well-be-
ing. By consistently providing high expectations, 
limits, and routines, adults send the message that 
the student is worthy of continued unconditional 
positive regard and attention. 

XX Check assumptions, observe, and question: Deep 
listening is more important than your response. 
Ask questions and confirm your understanding 
instead of making assumptions. Trauma and toxic 
stress can affect any student and manifest in 
many ways. 

XX Be a relationship coach: Help students from 
preschool through high school to develop relation-
ship skills through modeling and coaching. This 
will help students learn to regulate emotions and 
connect with their classmates, family members, 
and others. 

XX Provide opportunities for students to help: Sup-
port student relationships through peer tutoring, 
role playing, support groups and other guided 
opportunities to practice and learn social-emo-
tional skills. 
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All Relationships Matter 

There are many relationships that play a role in trans-

forming schools. 

Adult-to-Student Relationships. There is a direct rela-

tionship between the number of caring adults in a student’s 
life and student outcomes. Adults can begin deepening a 

relationship through “the little things” – such as welcoming 
them to school or the classroom, talking about common 

interests, highlighting students’ strengths, or mentioning 
something a student did outside class. 

Student-to-Student Relationships. Fostering positive 

peer relationships begins with establishing norms and a 

supportive environment for the school and classroom. 

Through role playing, healthy relationships programs, 
and peer mentoring programs, schools can create the 

right space for students to create their own positive peer 

climates. 

Some examples of peer-led approaches are Natural 
Helpers, Youth Leaders, You Are Not Alone (YANA), Sources 
of Strength, and Teens Acting Against Violence. 

Adult-to-Adult Relationships. Students see adults 
model behavior throughout the school day. They look to 
school staff to see the norms and how staff relate to each 

other. Adults have a critical role in modeling appropriate 

and supportive practices and language, especially in 

high-stress or controversial situations. Healthy conflict 
resolution practices create productive and supportive 

school climates. 

Family-School Partnerships. Respect and authentic 

interest in families and community goes a long way toward 

fostering trusting, collaborative relationships. Create op-

portunities to build relationships that are equal in power 

and accessible and welcoming to families from all socio-

economic backgrounds. Some families may have negative 
experiences with the education system going back one or 
more generations. Relationships with these families may 

take extra care to build. (See Family Partnerships section 
for more information.) 

Schools that recognize the central role of relationships 
often place a strong value on staff retention and continuity. 

Schools can build learning communities for site admin-

istrators and teachers; create meaningful opportunities 

for community participation in the schools; and support 

training and self-care among school staff. 

“I always talk to students outside 
class time. If they are hanging out 

in my classroom during lunch, I 
have lots of casual conversation. 

-Alaska educator 

1  Bright, M. (2017) Why stable relationships are ‘poison control’ in fighting 
trauma and stress in kids, The Conversation. 

2  Johnson, B. (2008) Teacher student relationships which promote resilience 
at school: a micro-level analysis of students’ views, British Journal of 
Guidance & Counseling, 36(4): 385398. 

3  Smith, J.A. (2018) How to Reduce the Impact of Childhood Trauma, Greater 
Good Magazine. 

4  52 Wolpow, R., Johnson, M.M., Hertel, R., & Kincaid, S.O. (2011). The Heart 
of Learning and Teaching: Compassion, Resiliency, and Academic Success. 
Olympia, WA: Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction. Retrieved 
from  http://www.k12.wa.us/CompassionateSchools/Resources.aspx. 
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“I never push for an answer. Angry 
or defiant kids often can’t answer, 

Why are you so angry? I like to 
leave the conversation door open.  
‘Come by and talk to me when you 

have the time. In the meantime, 
read this...’ They usually come 

back to chat when they’ve 
calmed down.” 

-Alaska educator 

Peer relationships in action: Sources Of Strength 
is a national best-practices youth suicide prevention 

program. Adapted and adopted by communities across 

Alaska, Sources of Strength harnesses the power of 
peer social networks to change unhealthy norms and 

cultures. 

Relationship-Building in Action: Christopher’s Story 

In the story at the beginning of this chapter, Christopher 
was disengaged and at risk of failing out of high school. A 

teacher made some effort to reach Christopher, but did 
not take the time to build trust and understand what may 

have led to his lack of engagement in school. 

When school staff took time to build trust with Chris-

topher, things began to turn around. This was supported 
by a team approach with the following key components: 

XX The teacher reaches out and builds rapport with 
Christopher. As trust is established, Christopher 
shares important insights into his life. 

XX The teacher finds opportunities to recognize 
Christopher in work he does well. 

XX The teacher provides a safe place, or alternative 
learning space, for Christopher in the room when 
he shows signs of being agitated by loud, disrup-
tive noises. 

XX The teacher collaborates with other school staff. 
As a result 

�X Christopher’s teachers better understand what 
works for Christopher academically; 

�X A school counselor reaches out to Christopher; 
�X Ultimately, the school helps the family access out-

side services and support. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Christopher now feels con-

nected to adults around him. He still struggles with the 
situation at home, but becomes more engaged in the 

classroom and earns passing grades. He also gains ac-

cess to services he needs, and the school establishes a 

supportive relationship with Christopher’s mother. 
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XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

Suggested Steps Reflections 
1. Walk the talk about building relationships. 

Model caring and respectful relationships 
from the top down – among school staff, be-
tween staff and families, and between staff 
and students. 

2. Post cultural or school values about re-
lationships. These values should be clear, 
concise, and easy to understand. 

3. Treat each student uniquely. There is no 
formula for relationship-building. Authen-
tic listening and treating each person as a 
unique and valued human is what matters. 

4. Provide professional learning opportuni-
ties about relationship building for staff and 
families. 

5. Create a positive professional climate that 
includes working agreements about staff 
values, interactions, and collaboration. 

6. Ensure every voice is heard. Sometimes 
listening is more important than speaking. 
Create opportunities to check in with stu-
dents individually. 

7. Take inventory. Use the Youth Risk Behavior 
Survey, School Climate & Connectedness 
Survey and other data to evaluate your prog-
ress. 

8. Remember that relationships are at the 
heart of any community. The organization 
Trauma Transformed offers three points of 
reflection: 
�X Compassion: We strive to act compas-

sionately during our interactions with 
others through the genuine expression 
of concern and support. 

�X Relationships: We value and work towards 
secure and dependable relationships 
characterized by mutual respect and 
attunement. 

�X Communication: We promote dependabil-
ity and create trust by communicating in 
ways that are clear, inclusive, and useful 
to others. 

How do you build relationships with students who 
may be experiencing trauma? What results have 
you seen? 
What strategies have you tried that have not 
worked? 
How can you make time for relationship-building 
without exhausting yourself? Are there ways to 
build in time to check in with vulnerable students? 
How do you decide when to ask a personal ques-
tion and when to give a student space? 
What do relationships between staff look like in 
your school? 
What do student relationships look like in your 
school? 
What are discipline norms in your school and how 
do they impact relationship building? 
What does the School Climate and Connectedness 
Survey or the Youth Risk Behavior Survey tell you 
about relationships within your school? 
How would students and families describe their 
experience with staff in your school? 
What does the community value in a relationship? 
What does staff do to repair relationships that 
have been harmed? 
What could your staff do to infuse restorative 
practices in your school? 
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P O L I CY  C O N S I D E R AT I O N S  3 

“ There is nothing inevitable about student outcomes. It is a result of the policies 
and practices we put into place. We hold a great responsibility.” 

-Alaska School Board Member 

S U M M A R Y  Policy helps set the tone and tenor 

of our schools, and ensures consistency of approach and 

understanding. Polices support the overall goals of edu-

cation, student safety and well-being. Intentional policies 

and trauma-engaged policies can help a school system 

and community integrate trauma-engaged practices and 

build social and emotional supports. 

In Our Schools: Maria’s Story 
Maria, a high school junior, comes to school wearing 

a T-shirt that has a beer logo on it, in violation of the 
school’s dress code. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Maria is sent home due to 

her dress code infraction. She misses a day of school and, 
already struggling, falls further behind.

 T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  The school’s goal 
is to enforce the dress code without removing students 

from school. The school has a closet of donated clothes 
for students who don’t meet the dress code. Maria is sent 
to the principal’s office, and a female staff member helps 

her find something suitable. While they are looking, Maria 
shares that due to problems at home, she has been stay-

ing with friends and does not have access to most of her 

clothing and belongings. Maria finds a plain shirt, changes 
in the bathroom, and returns to class. School staff follow 
up with Maria to make a plan of support. 

Key Research Findings 
Policy choices impact student outcomes. In some 

schools, restorative discipline policies – policies that 

emphasize accountability and repairing relationships – 

have led to reductions in out-of-school suspensions and 

increases in student achievement. In one middle school, 
a pilot site for restorative justice, suspension rates fell 
from 30 percent to 10 percent within two years, and within 
four years the school’s standardized test scores went up 
by 74 points.1 

1  Alameda County School Health Services Coalition. (2011) Restorative 
Justice: A Working Guide for Our Schools. 
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Policies can be developed in ways that are reactive 
or proactive:  Reactive policy emerges in response to a 

concern or crisis that must be addressed – health emer-

gencies and environmental disasters are two examples. 
Proactive policies, by contrast, are introduced and pursued 
through deliberate choice. 2 

Often, schools and school boards do not make policy 

changes until an incident – hurtful graffiti, for example – 
occurs. By working proactively, not reactively, districts can 
develop policies and practices that create a supportive 

and sensitive environment for all learners. 

Re-examining Policy 

Policy exists at different levels and in different forms 
XX State-level policy can take the form of laws or res-

olutions. Such policies set a tone or expectation 
from the top-down. These are our state-level stat-
utes that guide or mandate district regulations. 

XX School board policy is an essential governance and 
management tool to operate districts in a legal, 
fair, and consistent manner that is focused on 
student success. Establishing and maintaining 
thoughtful, clearly written policy helps guide board 
members and superintendents in decision-mak-
ing. 

XX School regulations serve as a guide to staff, stu-
dents, parents, and the local community con-
cerning a school’s and district’s philosophy, goals, 
and expectations. These are often published in 
handbooks. 

XX Classroom guidelines – sometimes explicit, some-
times implicit – help establish and reinforce the 
classroom culture and expectations for students 
and parents. 

Many policies have administrative regulations or guid-

ance outlining specific ways to uphold each policy. 

There are many transformative policies that can be 
adopted. Some key areas to consider include: 
XX Attendance 

XX Discipline 
XX School climate 
XX Social and emotional learning 
XX Philosophies including awareness of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences and trauma 
XX Multicultural education 

XX Partnerships with tribes 
XX Instruction and curriculum 
XX Community relationships 

XX Professional development 
XX Crisis response 
XX Multiple measures of student learning 

State Policy 

Alaska’s guiding education policy, set in state law, 
states: 

It is the policy of this state that the purpose of edu-

cation is to: 

XX help ensure that all students will succeed in their 
education and work, 

XX shape worthwhile and satisfying lives for them-
selves, 

XX exemplify the best values of society, and 
XX be effective in improving the character and quality 

of the world about them.3 

State policy compels us to reach all students; to do so 
requires us to use a trauma-engaged lens and supportive 

practices throughout our education system. 

Alaska lawmakers adopted a health bill in 2018 that 

adds trauma-engaged language to the Office of Chil-
dren’s Services statutes: “It is the policy of the state to 
acknowledge and take into account the principles of early 

childhood and youth brain development and, whenever 

possible, consider the concepts of early adversity, toxic 
stress, childhood trauma, and the promotion of resilience 

through protective relationships, supports, self-regula-

tion, and services.” 4 This language can serve as a model 
for education-related legislation in Alaska. 

Some states have adopted education policies specific 
to addressing trauma, including Wisconsin and California: 

Wisconsin: A resolution adopted in 2013 states that 
policy decisions “will acknowledge and take into account 
the principles of early childhood brain development and 

will, whenever possible, consider the concepts of toxic 
stress, early adversity, and buffering relationships, and 

note the role of early intervention and investment in 

early childhood years as important strategies to achieve a 

lasting foundation for a more prosperous and sustainable 

state through investing in human capital.” 5 
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California: A resolution adopted in 2014 urges the Gov-

ernor to reduce children’s exposure to adverse childhood 
experiences, address the impacts of those experiences, 
and invest in preventive health care and mental health 

and wellness interventions; and to consider the principles 

of brain development, the intimate connection between 

mental and physical health, the concepts of toxic stress, 
adverse childhood experiences, buffering relationships, 
and the roles of early intervention and investment in 

children as important strategies.6 

School Board Policy 

Most school district policies are designed to address 

state or federal statutes or to support core philosophies 

for each district. Fifty-two of 54 Alaska school districts 
use recommended policies of the Association of Alas-

ka School Boards (AASB). In recent years, 53 districts 
supported a resolution on trauma-engaged schools.7 

Many Alaska school districts have begun reviewing their 

policies through the lens of cultural safety and trauma 

engagement. Some districts have been working on policy 
changes that address trauma, social and emotional learn-

ing, disciplinary approaches, and cultural safety. Specific 
recommendations are available from the Association of 

Alaska School Boards. 
The Oakland Unified School District’s discipline policy8 

is an example of a policy developed through a trauma-en-

gaged lens. In the excerpts below, note the emphasis on 
positive discipline, equity, staff training, and avoiding 

missed school. 

XX The Board desires the use of a positive approach 
to student behavior and the use of preventative 
and restorative practices to minimize the need 
for discipline and maximize instructional time for 
every student. 

XX The Board desires to identify and address the 
causes of disproportionate treatment in discipline 
to reduce and eliminate the racial disparities in 
the use of punitive school discipline, and any other 
disparities that may exist for other under-served 
populations. 

XX The Board recognizes the importance of using 
school and classroom management strategies 
that keep students in school and in the classroom. 

XX [With limited exceptions] an administrator or ad-
ministrator’s designee may only impose in-school 
and out-of-school suspension when other means 
of correction fail to bring about proper conduct or 
the student’s presence causes a danger to per-
sons. 

XX Other means of correction include, but are not 
limited to, conferences with students and their 
parents/guardians; use of student study teams or 
other intervention-related teams; enrollment in 
a program teaching social/emotional behavior or 
anger management; participation in a restorative 
justice program or restorative circles; and positive 
behavior support approaches. 

XX The Superintendent or designee shall provide 
professional development as necessary to assist 
staff in developing consistent classroom manage-
ment skills, implementing effective disciplinary 
techniques, eliminating unconscious bias, and es-
tablishing cooperative relationships with parents/ 
guardians. 

XX To ensure that discipline is appropriate and eq-
uitable, schools and the District shall collect and 
review discipline data that is disaggregated by 
school, race, gender, status as an English Lan-
guage Learner, status as a student with a disabili-
ty, and type of infraction on a monthly basis. 

The basic process for policy change in Alaska: Each 
school board reviews a recommended policy change or 

new policy, takes public input and comment, adapts it if 

desired, and then votes on whether to adopt the new or 

amended policy. Policies can likewise be removed. Best 
practice is for school boards to update district policies 

annually to stay current with new statutes or to consider 

new policies that align with the needs of students in the 

district. 

Significant policy changes require legal consultation 
to ensure compliance with state and federal law. It is also 
important to consider whether a new policy is consistent 

with the district’s existing policy and guidelines, and 
school handbooks; if not, consider how the district will 

align other protocols and documents to ensure a new or 

amended policy is meaningful. 

2  Torjman, S. (2005) What is Policy? Caledon Institute of Social Justice (now 
Maytree) (p.3). 

3  Alaska Statute 14.03.015, State Education Policy. 

4  Alaska Senate Bill 105, 2018, Marital/Family Therapy; Health Care Prices. 

5  Wisconsin Senate Joint Resolution 59, 2013, Relating to: Early Childhood 
Brain Development. 

6  California Assembly Concurrent Resolution 155, Chapter 144, 2014, Relative 
to Childhood Brain Development. 

7  Where We Stand AASB resolutions 

8  Oakland Unified School District Board Policy 5144: Students, Discipline. 
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Policy Consideration: Tribal Governments and 

Education 

Another policy area relevant to some Alaska commu-

nities is the relationship between tribes and schools. 

Tribal involvement has the potential to strengthen 
school-community bonds and ensure culturally sensitive, 

trauma-reducing practices. Several school districts are 
working with tribes to outline specific roles and relation-

ships between the schools and tribes. Outside the policy 

framework, many districts or schools already work with 

tribal entities to provide guidance, resources, and cultural 

enrichment through programs such as visiting Elders. 
There is also discussion of compacting with tribes 

to provide education. Compacts are agreements that 
enable tribes to take primary responsibility for providing 

services to tribal members. One of the recommendations 

that emerged from Alaska’s Education Challenge in 2017 
is to create an option for education compacting between 

the state and tribal government or similarly empowered 

Alaska Native organizations to realize better education 
outcomes for students.8 

Washington state has worked closely with tribes on 

education, and has established several tribal compacts. 

One of the ideas behind these agreements is that tribes 

can do the best job providing culturally competent edu-

cation to tribal members. 

Policy in Action: Maria’s Story 

In the story at the beginning of this chapter, Maria 
wears a t-shirt that violates her school’s dress code. 
Instead of sending her home, a trauma-engaged school 
helps Maria meet the dress code so she can stay in school. 

This relatively simple change prioritizes Maria’s learning. 
In the process, school staff come to understand more 
about what is going on in Maria’s life, and are better able 
to support her. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Maria feels supported by 

school staff and feels that they are there to help rather 

than punish her. School staff reach out to Maria’s family 
and begin to work on a plan to help Maria get the supports 

she needs. 

8  Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2018) Alaska’s 
Education Challenge Final Report; see SelfGovernance Compacting, p. 17. 

Suggested Steps: Policy Considerations 

1. Review key policies that shape the district 
and schools. School boards and district lead-
ership can begin reviewing key school board 
policies or consider AASB’s trauma-engaged 
policy recommendations package. 

2. Reach out to staff, board members, and 
community members during policy de-
velopment. The more people involved in 
policymaking, the more likely it is that new 
policies will be understood and successfully 
integrated. 

3. When drafting or amending policies, use 
language that is clear and easy to under-
stand. Be concise and use words that reflect 
local usage. 

4. Post policies broadly to ensure broad under-
standing and acceptance. Post in schools 
and public buildings such as post offices and 
libraries, and online. 

5. Develop a short version of key policies and 
post throughout schools and classrooms. 

6. Have a plan to ensure success. This should 
include educating staff and the public on 
the rationale for new and amended policies, 
and providing the necessary staff training. 
Update other documents, administrative 
guidance, and school handbooks to ensure 
consistency. 

26 | Transforming Schools: a Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practice in Alaska
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Reflections 
XX How do policies shape school climate and disci-

plinary approaches? 
XX How do community members help shape and learn 

about policies and administrative regulations in 
your district? 

XX What policy or regulation changes could improve 
trauma-engaged practices at the state, district, or 
school level? 

XX How does your school district review and make 
changes to policies? 

XX How informed is your school board about trauma 
and trauma-engaged policies? 

XX What policies exist to support whole-school social 
and emotional learning, restorative discipline 
practices, and students experiencing trauma? 

XX In what ways do your district’s policies support 
community partnerships? 

XX What measures are in place to break down silos 
and strengthen partnerships? 

XX How do schools, tribes, students, and families 
work together for the best outcomes for students? 

Key Terms 

Policy: a set of rules or principles that guide a govern-

ment, business or organization. 
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P L A N N I N G  A N D  C O O R D I N AT I O N  

O F  S C H O O LW I D E  E F F O R T S  
4 

“Too many initiatives die after a year or so. Trauma-informed work needs 
to be connected to a shared long-term vision and goals.” -Alaska educator 

S U M M A R Y  Trauma-engaged practice is most 

effective with the steady support of the entire school 

community. Crafting a plan that allows school staff, families 

and key partners to be part of the transformation process 

can help generate buy-in and develop consistent language 

and practices throughout the school and community. 

In Our Schools: Steve’s Story 
Steve is a middle school math teacher who is resistant 

to his school’s push for trauma-engaged practice. He has 
let everyone know that he does not believe trauma-en-

gaged practice and social and emotional learning will help 

him teach math. He said he already has enough to do. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  The principal suggests 
Steve get on board, because this directive comes from 
above. Steve is resentful and is often withdrawn from the 
rest of the school staff except in meetings where he makes 

T R A N S F O R M A T I V E  P R A C T I C E  Steve’s col-
leagues ask questions and learn that Steve values student 
achievement and does not see a connection between 

student well-being and student achievement. Some of 
his colleagues work together to review student data 

and research on the impacts of trauma-engaged and 

social and emotional learning practices. In a subsequent 
planning meeting, another math teacher explains how 
integrating social and emotional learning has helped 

her students to work harder and take greater risks in a 

subject many students find difficult. A scientist at heart, 
Steve does more research and review, and over time goes 
from skeptic to willing partner. As the school staff talk 

through trauma-engaged research and school data, it 

becomes clear Steve feels confident teaching math but 
does not feel prepared to use trauma-engaged practices. 

His colleagues share their tools and resources, and Steve 
begins to take steps toward integrating trauma-engaged 

practices in his classroom. 

it difficult for his colleagues to put structures into place. 
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Key Research Findings Planning, Step by Step 

Research suggests that education reform is more 

successful when there is broad buy-in and application of 

new ideas, policies and practices. A crucial factor in suc-

cessful reform is to make programmatic change explicit. 
This provides an opportunity to check assumptions, review 
evidence, and develop a shared vision and language. 

Whole-school approaches and whole-district ap-

proaches have greater impact and staying power than 

changes made in one class or unevenly within a district.1 

Integrated approaches provide developmentally appro-

priate experiences across grades and help students and 
families understand that expectations are consistent 
across the whole school and district. Developing this kind 
of integrated, consistent approach requires planning and 

collaboration. 

Hallmarks of Effective Planning Processes 

An effective planning process usually has the following 

attributes: 

XX Collaboration among administrators, school staff, 
families, community organizations and students 
to develop clear expectations, common language, 
clear tools, and common response strategies; 

XX Intentionality to ensure the work is rooted in a 
district or site’s culture; 

XX Theory of change that outlines the key compo-
nents of your schoolwide approach; 

XX Clearly communicated rationale to increase staff 
buy-in and reduce resistance to change; 

XX Honest, respectful, and productive discussion 
about strengths and gaps; and 

XX Ongoing review: Plan, Do, Reflect (Repeat). 

A successful planning process results in the following 

key outcomes: 

XX A clear road map with timelines, milestones, and 
paths to get there; 

XX Clear roles and responsibilities for implementa-
tion; 

XX A common understanding of trauma-engaged 
language and communication strategies, whole-
school supports, and key approaches and strate-
gies; 

XX Alignment of policies, guidelines, handbooks, and 
practices; and 

XX A process to establish norms, practices, and 
expectations together. 

Planning involves interconnected steps that can rein-

force one another. 

XX Preparation: Invest some time to think about key 
aspects of your planning process. 

XX Participants: Ideally participants will reflect the 
diversity of the community. A team might include 
champions to help spread support, and family and 
community partners. 

XX Time and location: Determine how often the team 
will meet, and select meeting times and locations 
that are convenient for team members. Consider 
language accommodations if needed. 

XX Facilitation: Some planning teams prefer to use an 
external facilitator to help ensure all participants 
have a voice and keep the process moving. 

XX Documentation: Thorough documentation of 
the planning process builds credibility. Consider 
whether and how meetings will be recorded, tran-
scribed, and shared. 

XX Communication: Consider how this process and 
its outcomes will be shared throughout the com-
munity. Consider tools such as district and school 
websites, social media, newsletters, newspapers 
and public radio. 

Community Engagement and Outreach: Expand the 
planning team beyond school staff. Including communi-
ty members provides important perspective and helps 

spread and embed trauma-engaged practice throughout 

a community. At any stage of development, plans can be 

an effective tool for facilitating communication. 
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Data and Information Review: Dedicate staff or con- Plans might consider the following: 
tracted support to compile data, inventory strengths and 

gaps, and identify resources the community can tap. The 
following information may be helpful: 

XX school climate and youth risk behavior survey 
data, 

XX disciplinary trends, 

XX attendance trends, 

XX special education referrals, 

XX academic outcome measures (graduation rates, 
test scores, etc.), 

XX teacher turnover rates, and 

XX staff and family surveys. 

Note: All data must be de-identified. If a population 
is big enough that data can be split out without compro-

mising student privacy, data should be disaggregated in 

ways that help identify whether certain populations need 

additional supports. 

Visioning: A visioning process can help bring consen-

sus on a core goal. A shared vision serves as a guidepost 

to inspire the process and keep everyone on track through 

what can be a difficult journey. 
Plan Development: To truly embed a whole-school 

approach to support resilience, some districts or schools 

establish a planning team, champion, and site-based 

action plan. These plans often lay out roles, activities, 
timelines, an inventory of resources needed and available, 

and ways to measure progress. 

One way to work toward this plan is through a collective 

impact lens: what key results are you working toward, and 

what are key indicators, key strategies, and key activities? 

XX Understanding adverse childhood experiences, 
historical trauma and resilience 

XX Scheduling professional learning for trauma-en-
gaged practices 

XX Support adults to integrate skill-building for stu-
dents 

XX Highlighting and practicing adult modeling of 
social and emotional skills 

XX Incorporating schoolwide practices 
XX Weaving in developmentally appropriate social and 

emotional skill instruction for students 

XX Strengthening community and family partnerships 
XX Integrating local cultural practices 
XX Identifying individual supports and confidentiality 

needs 

XX Developing plans for integrating new staff and new 
initiatives into a trauma-engaged framework. 

Consensus Building: Provide time and opportunities 
to build consensus among school staff, and to inform and 

develop natural champions and popular opinion leaders 

in the school and community. Hold conversations with 
skeptics as well as natural allies such as health, tribal, and 

community organizations committed to similar outcomes 

for children. Engaging community groups reinforces 
school efforts and can lead to formal relationships with 

partners to help heal trauma. 

Consensus building often spreads through individuals 
sharing their perspectives on why a change is important 

to them. Listening is key. It is normal for there to be re-

sistance to change. It can serve as a healthy part of the 
change process by spurring deeper conversations. 

Some models such as CLEAR suggests at least 80 
percent consensus among school staff is needed for 

success. Buy-in can be developed over time. The Cul-
turally Responsive and Embedded Social and Emotional 
Learning (CRESEL) model suggests starting with district 
and site planning including school staff, students and the 

community to have a clear road map with clear actions for 

each year. These actions might shift policies and practices 
in the school. 

1  Hunt, P. (2015) A Whole-School Approach: Collaborative Development of 
School Health Policies, Processes and Practices, Journal of School Health; 
85(11): 802–809 
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7. Stages of Implementation 
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“Planning is about reorienting the 
ship while sailing.” -Alaska educator 

Continuous Improvement: Plan, Do, Reflect, Repeat. 
Successful trauma-engaged practice is an ongoing pro-

cess of planning, implementing, and reviewing results. 

Plans should identify what results are desired, what will be 
measured or evaluated, who will do the evaluation, and how 

often. Together the team can look at how widespread its 
efforts are, what difference these efforts are making, and 

what changes might further these impacts. This requires 
a commitment of staff time for planning, ongoing training, 
and reflective practice. 

For evaluation purposes, the team should use the indi-

cators selected during plan development. These indicators 
will likely be a subset of the data and information used 

at the outset of the process, and may include surveys of 

staff, students and families; student attendance; disci-

pline data; and graduation rates. Additional tools will be 

available at https://aasb.org/transformingschools/ 

Leadership and Support Structures 

Leadership and support structures are critical to 

effectively embed trauma-engaged practice within a dis-

trict and schools, and to ensure that plans translate into 

action. There are several ways districts have approached 
this. Following are a few common structures and roles: 

	Development  	Establish 
Commitment  Leadership 

Teams 

Should we do it?
	Set Up Data 
Systems 

Doing it right 

Leadership team: Districts may choose to establish 
or expand both district and school leadership teams to 
improve trauma-engaged plans and implementation. 

Leadership teams are natural champions to explain how 
and why trauma-engaged practice fits in to school and 
district goals. Participation on these teams should be 
voluntary. 

XX To establish a district leadership team: Recruit 
leaders from administrative staff who would like to 
be part of a Trauma-Engaged Schools Administra-
tive Leadership Team. 

XX To establish a school leadership team: Recruit 
individuals on staff who would like to be part of 
a Trauma-Engaged Schools Leadership Team. 
This team should include six to eight individuals 
reflecting broad representation of your school. 

Collaborative team leadership: Here leadership teams 
are expanded, and may include school staff, community 
leaders, and youth. “Co-creation” helps build community 
support and ensure sustainability of trauma-engaged 

initiatives. 

Champions: It is critical to have an individual or multiple 
individuals who spearhead this work, and hold the system 

accountable for continued progress and system-level 

change. The passion of a single person cannot carry 
this work alone, but it can drive momentum that might 

otherwise stagnate. 

Support networks: Statewide learning communities 
or networks provide peer support and opportunities to 

reflect, plan and collaborate with other districts under-

taking trauma-engaged transformation. 

23 years 

Initial 
Implementation 
	Provide 

Significant 
Support to 
Implementers 

Innovation and 
Sustainability 
	Improvements: 
Increase 
Efficiency and 
Effectiveness 

Doing it better 

Full 
Implementation 
	Embedding 
within 
Standard 
Practice 

Source: Adapted from PBIS.org 
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XX

XX

XX

It’s a Marathon, Not a Sprint Reflections: 
Change does not happen overnight. It takes sustained 

effort over time to establish effective plans, get buy-in, de-

velop the leadership and infrastructure to support change, 

implement new practice, and continuously evaluate and 

improve these practices. 

Steve’s Story 

In the scenario at the start of this chapter, Steve’s col-
leagues helped bring Steve on board by asking questions 
to try to understand what was important to him, and to 

think about trauma-engaged work in light of Steve’s values. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Steve and his colleagues work 
together to develop a shared approach that includes a 

roadmap and action plan. School staff review components 
of the trauma-engaged framework and decide how to build 

a shared understanding, develop policies, integrate school 

practices, and build deeper relationships with students, 

families, and the community 

Suggested Steps: 

1. Consider building a small team to determine 
how to approach this process. 

2. Have informal conversations to gauge 
awareness and readiness for trauma-en-
gaged policies and practices in your district 
or school. Include staff and families. 

3. Gather and analyze data and information. If 
this is daunting, reach out to the Association 
of Alaska Schools Boards or Alaska Dept. of 
Education and Early Development for help 
gathering or analyzing data. 

4. Work through the process outlined in this 
chapter. Customize the steps to fit your com-
munity ’s needs and style, following the broad 
principles of collaboration, intentionality, and 
discussion. 

What opportunities have school staff and admin-
istrators had to develop a common understand-
ing of trauma and their own role in transforming 
schools? 
Was data used in this process? If so, how? If not, 
what data might be helpful? 
What support do you need for this process to 
succeed? 
How can local and regional partners participate in 
planning processes? Who has been included and 
not included in the past? 
What kind of planning tool or supports would help 
school staff, community members, and student 
leaders undertake this work? 
Is there someone within the district or outside 
who has experience and tools to facilitate this 
process? 
How can your team compile information in a way 
that will be useful to communicate to others? 
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P R O F E S S I O N A L  L E A R N I N G  5 

“Adults have to know it and model it first.” -Alaska 5th grade teacher 

S U M M A R Y  School staff members often receive 

one-time training on topics; real and lasting change re-

quires ongoing professional development and reflective 
practice. This chapter describes ongoing and embedded 

professional learning to transform schools through a 

trauma-engaged and community-responsive approach. 

 In Our Schools: In-service 
Upon reviewing school district behavior data, school 

district leaders decide to address trauma-engaged prac-

tice as a professional learning topic. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  The district provides a two-
hour session on trauma-engaged practice to a handful of 

teachers at an in-service day. Teachers find it interesting, 
but daunting to put into practice. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  The district pro-

vides a day of training to all staff on culturally responsive 

trauma-engaged practices. Each school develops or uses 
an existing leadership team to plan the content for ongoing 
professional development throughout the school year. This 
deepens the learning from the in-service and becomes 

the main focus for professional learning over the course 

of the year. Trauma-engaged practices become a topic 

during every building in-service to help all staff integrate 

holistic ways of supporting students. Educators use pro-

fessional learning community (PLC) time twice per month 
to discuss and refine strengths-based practices. All staff 
focus on their schoolwide approaches bi-monthly during 

staff meetings. The school board and site-based council 
members also receive training so they can take an active 

role in engaging the community in the holistic approach. 

“Now that we have a common 
trauma-informed language, a 

conversation at lunch becomes a 
valuable brainstorming session. 

It has brought our staff closer 
together. We wanted [social 

and emotional learning] to help 
us change the culture in our 

school. We’ve realized that the 
change starts with us. 

-AK 5th Grade Teacher 
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Key Research Findings 
Ongoing opportunities for learning and reflection are 

critical for all who work with students: school adminis-

tration, teaching staff, paraprofessionals, support staff, 

afterschool providers, and community members. Accord-

ing to the Professional Learning Association, a 2017 survey 
found that effective professional learning boosted both 

educatoreffectiveness and student learning.1 This learning 
is more effective when staff have opportunities to combine 

theoretical knowledge with practical experience.2 

What should districts focus on? When it comes to pos-

itively impacting students, research suggests something 

very simple may be the most important factor: belief. A 2016 
meta-analysis found that staff collective efficacy – belief 
that through shared actions, the school and community 

team can positively influence outcomes for students – is 
the factor that most influences student achievement.3 

Professional learning for trauma-engaged schools 
should focus not only on effective practice, but on culti-

vating a shared faith that together the school community 

can make a difference. 

In addition, for trauma-engaged practice, researchers 
suggest adults need guided opportunities to develop their 

own social and emotional competencies. Chris Blodgett, 
of the CLEAR model, calls this “placing teachers at the 
center of practice” 4 because adult self-regulation skills 

are a foundation for success. 

Transformative Professional Learning 

Many teachers in Alaska say they are not prepared 

to integrate trauma-engaged approaches in culturally 

responsive ways. Further, frequent migration of teachers 

in and out of Alaskan communities can have a stop-and-

start effect that makes it difficult for schools to move past 
implementation barriers. Embedding professional learning 
in school practices can help overcome these barriers. 

Professional learning should apply to all adults in the 
school community. Everyone in a school community has 
a role – and needs to believe they have a role – in sup-

porting students. This might include Tribes and Elders, 
superintendent, principals, families, teachers, counsel-

ors, specialists, community organizations, bus drivers, 

custodians, paraprofessionals, support staff, classified 
staff, cafeteria staff, safety officer, front office staff, 
recess supervisors, sports coaches, after-school activity 

providers, and school board members. 

Effective learning is integrated with one’s work. On-

going and embedded professional learning enables staff 

to make direct connections between their learning, their 

experience on the job, and district initiatives. 

Alaska educators and national experts suggest pro-

fessional learning for trauma-engaged practice address 

topics such as: 

XX Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and inequi-
ties in Alaska and the impact on learning 

XX Historical and intergenerational impacts of trauma 
XX Cultural strength, resilience, and multi-genera-

tional models for healing 

XX Relationship-building with students, staff, families 
and community 

XX Adult social-emotional skills (e.g., collaboration, 
conflict resolution, consensus building) 

XX Schoolwide practices that create physical, emo-
tional, cultural and academic safety 

XX Helping students develop self-regulation and 
social-emotional skills 

XX Resources and community partnerships for 
helping students with specific trauma (e.g., parent 
in jail, military deployment, alcohol and drugs, 
violence) 

XX How students’ trauma impacts school staff and 
staff self-care 

Keeping Children Safe: Mandatory Reporting 

Trauma-engaged approaches ensure that all edu-

cators and staff are equipped with the knowledge and 

skills to support student safety. As part of a schoolwide 

approach to supporting the whole child, all school 

staff should receive training on the recognition and 

reporting of child abuse and neglect. 

Under Alaska law, teachers, administrators, coun-

selors, athletic coaches and child care providers are 

required to report if they “have reasonable cause to 
suspect that a child has suffered harm as a result of 

child abuse or neglect.” These staff are required to 
receive training on mandatory reporting.5 

1  Learning Forward: The Professional Learning Association (website). 

2  Croft, A., et al. (2010) Job-Embedded Professional Development: What It Is, 
Who Is Responsible, And How to Get It Done Well, National Comprehensive 
Center for Teacher Quality, Issue Brief, p. 8. 

3  Hattie, J. (2009) Visible Learning for Teachers: A Synthesis of Over 800 
MetaAnalyses Relating to Achievement. New York, NY: Routledge. 
Updated 2016. 

4  Blodgett, C. (2017) A Selected Review of TraumaInformed School Practice 
and Alignment with Educational Practice, CLEAR Trauma Center. 

5.  Alaska Statute 47.17 
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Professional Learning Formats and Delivery Models 

Supportive school districts prioritize time for inten-

tionally structured learning and collaboration. Creating 
a growth-oriented adult culture for trauma-engaged 

practice can happen in many ways. Below are a variety of 
formats for professional learning. How will your district 
create an on-going and integrated professional learning 
plan for your school learning community? 

XX Professional learning communities (PLC): struc-
tured collaboration time with identified outcomes 
for student learning and engagement 

XX Coaching and observation: peer coaching and 
classroom observation or instructional coach 
position 

XX Peer support: teachers meet to analyze each 
other’s work and discuss challenges 

XX Consultant model: work with consultants to tailor 
trauma-engaged approaches and coaching 

XX Community dialogue: structure ongoing authen-
tic conversations among stakeholders – school, 
community, families, Tribe (e.g., First Alaskans 
Institute’s Advancing Native Dialogue On Race and 
Equity) 

XX State-wide education conferences: participants 
return and share their learning 

XX In-service: district-wide and site-based training 
that is reinforced in PLCs  or staff meetings in 
ongoing ways 

Second Order Change 

One program focused on strengthening adult 

understanding of self-regulation skills and other so-

cial-emotional competency is the community-based 

Second Order Change Initiative led by the Anchorage 
Youth Development Coalition. The initiative helps 
adults who work with youth gain deeper awareness 

of their social and emotional intelligence. Staff with 
greater awareness and management of their self-reg-

ulation skills are able to better support children who 

have experienced trauma. 

XX Staff meetings: structured meetings with time 
dedicated to trauma-engaged practice on a regu-
lar basis 

XX Book studies: offer credit for book studies or 
classes through UAA Professional and Continuing 
Education (PACE) 

XX Online classes or webinars: staff can take an 
online class or webinar series together through 
the Alaska Department of Education and Early De-
velopment e-learning modules or the Alaska Staff 
Development Network 

“We need authentic ongoing 
conversations to integrate training 

with agencies, tribes, K-12, early 
childhood and more. Our teachers 

need time to participate in 
reflective practice including local 

cultural activities.” 
-Alaska school board member 

Authentic Learning with Families and the Community 

To effectively support students, it is important for 
families and school staff to share knowledge with one 

another. By partnering with communities and families, 
schools align trauma-engaged approaches with com-

munity values and strengthen the place-based cultural 

dimensions of learning and teaching. 

Community partners can teach school staff about 
cultural values, local place-based knowledge, governance 

structures, sexual assault and domestic violence, and 
more. Community partners can also link school staff to 
local and tribal government resources and protocols. This 
kind of authentic partnership means learning from and with 

the community. [See chapters on Cultural Integration & 
Community Co-Creation and Family Partnership for more.] 

Shared learning experiences build skills in both the 
school and community, and strengthen relationships, 

trust and collective efficacy. 
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Professional Learning in Action: In-service 

The Anchorage School District coordinated a day 
of learning with the community in November 2017 that 
focused on trauma-engaged and culturally sensitive 

practice: 

XX The training used a series of videos developed by 
the district and its partners. 

XX All 66 elementary schools invited parents, com-
munity members, and business partners into the 
schools to learn together. As one of the most 
diverse districts in the nation, district leaders felt 
it was important to have community members 
present to share their stories and perspectives. 

XX Schools provided lunch for all participants to build 
relationships and keep the conversation going 

over a shared meal. 

“Watching the modules together 
prompted discussion among 

school staff, community members, 
and families.” 

Anchorage School District staff member 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  The conversation will go on 
long after the day of shared learning, and will strengthen 

connections among school staff and the community. 

Shared understanding of trauma and of ways to support 
resilience fosters a more supportive and connected com-

munity within and beyond the schools. 
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Suggested Steps Reflections 
1. Assess your district and school professional 

learning practice. Is it connected, embed-
ded and collaborative, or top-down, “one and 
done”? 

2. Inventory the opportunities in the district 
and at school to learn about trauma-engaged 
practice in a sequenced way throughout the 
year. 

3. Inventory staff beliefs and knowledge about 
trauma. Meet staff where they are and build 
on staff strengths. 

4. Create a professional learning plan and 
timeline based on staff readiness. Connect 
learning to a shared vision and goals for 
transforming your school. Strive for learning 
that relates directly to each position. 

5. Learn together: Create a model where the 
whole school, all district and school staff, can 
learn, share, and reflect together. 

6. Collaborate with the community (families, 
Elders, Tribe, support services) to design 
community-based and culturally-responsive 
professional learning. 

7. Invite families and community members to 
learn together. 

8. Track and evaluate growth. Consider build-
ing in tracking and evaluation to assess 
progress. 

XX How do you as a district or as a school staff learn, 
plan and reflect together to improve student 
learning? 

XX How can your school community move toward 
a shared belief that together you can positively 
impact student outcomes? 

XX What is the current state of staff knowledge, 
beliefs, and skills with respect to trauma-engaged 
practice? 

XX What kind of professional learning would be help-
ful to you with respect to transforming trauma? 

XX How does your school or district collaborate with 
the community (families, Elders, Tribe, support 
services) to deliver culturally-responsive profes-
sional learning? 

XX How can your school model a community-wide 
approach and learn together with families and 
community? 

Key Terms 
Collective efficacy: A belief that, through collective 

actions, a group of people can influence student outcomes 
and increase achievement. 

Professional learning: Effective professional learning 
refers to structured professional development that results 

in changes in teacher practices and improvements in 

student learning outcomes. 
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6 S C H O O LW I D E  P R AC T I C E S  A N D  C L I M AT E  

“Positive school climate and connectedness is not a program but a way 
of engaging in the world. How do we make this the foundation 

of all of our interactions?” -Alaska school counselor 

S U M M A R Y  Trauma-engaged schools cannot be 

transformed by one person or in one classroom. Schools 

that are truly trauma-engaged support efforts in and 

outside of the classroom. These efforts are coordinated 

across classrooms and in all aspects of the school com-

munity to create an environment where students feel safe 

and supported. 

In Our Schools: Mary’s Story 
Mary, a third grader, has started to tell her teacher and 

the school nurse that her stomach hurts and she wants 

to go home. She is frequently absent from school and is 
falling behind academically. Mary, who is overweight, is 

often teased about her weight by her peers. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Her teacher and the school 
nurse dismiss Mary’s stomach complaints as excuses to 
leave the classroom or get out of school. The teacher 
requires her to stay in for recess to make up missed work. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  Mary’s teacher 
and school nurse recognize that there may be more at 

play. The nurse talks to Mary, and learns that Mary’s fa-

ther died last year. Mary’s mother has bouts of ill health 
and Mary worries her mother will die. The teacher, nurse, 
school counselor and principal work together with Mary’s 
mother to make a plan to address Mary’s needs and ensure 
she can make up work without missing valuable play and 

social time at recess. The school master schedule includes 
time for social and emotional skill instruction for all grade 

levels and has older students in a leadership role. Peer 
mediators from the upper grades use restorative prac-

tices to build empathy with students who teased Mary, 

to repair relationships and make school a safer place for 

Mary and her peers. 
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Key Research Findings 
Research consistently shows that positive student 

and staff perceptions of their school climate are linked to 

increased student academic achievement and graduation 

rates; increased staff job satisfaction and and decreased 
student risk behaviors.1 Positive school climate is good for 
graduation rates and reducing many negative indicators 

including dropout rates, violence,  alcohol and drug use, 

and school absences. It is not just students. When staff 
members feel supported by administration, they report 

higher levels of commitment and job satisfaction.2 

Data from Alaska’s School Climate and Connectedness 
Survey, which surveys students in grades 3-12 across the 
state, show similar patterns. For example, 64 percent of 
students who received mostly As reported feeling close 

to adults at school, while only 42 percent of students who 
received mostly Ds and Fs reported feeling close to adults 
at school. Similarly, students who reported feeling close to 
adults reported fewer unexcused absences; and students 
who reported positive perceptions of school climate had 

better grades and fewer unexcused absences. 

Why Schoolwide Practices? 

Trauma violates physical, social, and emotional safety, 
and can result in feeling threatened and alert to risk. For 

students who have experienced trauma, having core safety 
needs met in a stable and predictable environment can 

minimize stress reactions. This frees students to focus 
on learning. 

8. School Climate and Connectedness Scales 

Schoolwide practices make it clear that everyone in the 
school community has a role and responsibility in creating 

a safe and respectful learning environment. Schoolwide 
practices refer to routines, structures, and strategies that 

are agreed upon and used across the school throughout 

the school day. 

Schoolwide practices help establish a school’s climate. 
The National School Climate Center describes school 
climate as “the quality and character of school life, the 
foundation for learning and positive youth development.” 
Every school has a climate, and everyone in the school 
contributes to it. It can be described as warm or cool, safe 
or unsafe. Many say you can actually feel a welcome and 

positive school climate as you enter a school, creating a 

sense of safety and belonging. 

Climate & Schoolwide Practices 

A goal of the Safety and Well-Being committee of 
Alaska’s Education Challenge is to create sustainable and 
positive school climates that are safe, supportive, and 

engaging for all students, families, staff, and communities. 

This aligns with the federal Every Student Succeeds Act 
(ESSA), which recognizes the strong link between positive 
school climate and student learning. 

Figure 8 lists the measures of Alaska’s School Climate 
and Connectedness Survey that contribute to safe and 
connected school climates (This survey differs by grade 
band 3-5 or 6-12. The family survey was new in 2018). 

Students Staff* Family (new in 2018) 

Respectful Climate 
Caring Adults 
Peer Climate 
High Expectations 
Student Involvement 
Family and Community Involvement 
School Safety 
Cultural Connectedness (grades 6-12) 
Community Support (grades 6-12 only) 
Social and Emotional Learning 
Observed Risk Behaviors (grades 6-12 only) 
Caring Others (grades 3-5 only) 

Student (Peer) Climate 
Family and Community Involvement 
School Leadership and Involvement 
Staff Attitudes 
Student Involvement 
School Safety 
Cultural Connectedness 
Observed Student Risk Behaviors 

Cultural Connectedness 
Family and Community Involvement 
Communication 
Student Support at Home 
Family Engagement at School 
Opportunities for Involvement 

 Source: Association of Alaska School Boards, School Climate and Connectedness Survey 
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Transforming practices can be as simple as saying 

“hello.“ 

Trauma-engaged learning environments allow students 
to bring their culture and whole selves to school. Focus 

areas for schoolwide practices include 

X Safe, predictable and supportive learning environ-
ments; 

X Practices to increase students’ and adults’ resil-
ience and coping skills; and 

X Focus on relationships. 

Trauma-engaged schools transform a paradigm where 
educators operate in isolation into a paradigm of shared re-

sponsibility. In a trauma-engaged school, educators make 
the switch from asking, “What can I do to fix this child?” to 
asking, “What can we do to help all children feel safe and 
participate fully in our school learning community?” 3 

Students also play an important role in school climate. 
As one Alaska school board member said: “We need to 
encourage student input. Youth can be leaders in preven-
tion and peer mentoring.” The Bering Strait Youth Leaders 
program is an example of such an effort [see sidebar]. 

Bering Strait Youth Leaders 

The Bering Strait School District helps students 
strengthen school climate through its Youth Leaders 

program. 

Each year, 50 to 60 youth from across the Bering 
Straits region attend a two-day youth leadership 
training. They learn about peer helper skills such as 
listening, bullying and suicide prevention, referral 

skills, confidentiality, communication techniques, 
and self-care, all with the regional cultures in focus. 

Youth Leaders look at their school’s School Climate 
and Connectedness Survey results and build action 
plans to improve climate, with help from Association 

of Alaska School Boards staff. 
Back in their home communities, Youth Leaders 

meet regularly with an adult mentor for guidance and 

support as they serve their peers, younger students, 

schools and communities. Activities may include 

sharing goals, hosting healing circles, providing peer 

support and suicide intervention. 

1  O’Brennan, L. & Bradshaw, C. (2013). The Importance of School Climate, 
Research Brief by Johns Hopkins Center for the Prevention of Youth 
Violence for the National Education Association. 

2  Ibid. 

3  Cole, S.F., et al. (2009). Helping Traumatized Children Learn, Boston, MA: 
Massachusetts Advocates for Children. 
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Cultural Connectedness 

When schools value the language and culture of 

families; teach the history and culture of students, and 

represent students’ culture in the school environment, 
it impacts school climate and academic achievement. 

In 2018, 48 percent of Alaska students in grades 6-12 
taking the School Climate and Connectedness Survey 
reported positive perceptions of cultural identity, cultural 

responsiveness/sensitivity and instructional equity in their 

school. A stronger sense of cultural connectedness is 

correlated with higher grades, as the chart below shows. 

Of students who reported receiving mostly A’s, 51 
percent reported feeling a strong sense of cultural con-

nectedness. Of students receiving mostly D’s and F’s, 37 
percent reported feeling a strong sense of cultural con-

nectedness. A stronger sense of connectedness is also 

correlated to fewer unexcused absences. 
These links underscore the importance of valuing the 

language and culture of families in the school communi-

ty; teaching the history and culture of people who live in 

the community; and representing culture in the school 

environment. Partnerships with the community can help 
strengthen a school’s sense of cultural connectedness. 
See Cultural Connectedness & Community Co-Creation 
chapter. 

9. Cultural Connectedness Scale Chart 

Mostly A’s 

Mostly B’s 

Mostly C’s 

Mostly D’s and F’s 

51 

48 

44 

37 

0  5  10  15  20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

Source: Association of Alaska School Boards, School Climate and 
Connectedness Survey 

Safe, Predictable and Supportive Learning 

Environments 

Following are some specific ways schools can create 
optimal learning environments for students. 

Safe Spaces: The school develops and designates 
quiet and safe spaces inside and outside the classroom 

for students to find calm and balance, or to self-regulate 
when experiencing behavioral and emotional challenges. 

Positive Behavior Supports: Suspending students 
usually fails to help them develop the skills and strategies 

they need to improve their behavior and avoid future 

problems4. Alaska’s Education Challenge notes that a 
growing awareness of the impact of trauma compels us 

to find alternatives that reduce disciplinary actions that 
remove students from the classroom. Positive behaviors 
need to be taught, supported, and modeled.5 

Alaskans who helped create this framework suggest 

schools 

XX Provide positive behavioral supports to students 
in ways that nurture relationships and reflect 
caring; 

XX Collaborate with community and families to align 
school discipline with traditional cultural or com-
munity-guided discipline and values; 

XX Strive to use consistent and predictable staff 
responses and restorative practices; 

XX Set clear expectations, routines, and plans for 
transitions; 

XX Use common language and points of reference; 

XX Implement disciplinary procedures in an equitable 
way; 

XX Coordinate support services with a student’s fami-
ly and give referrals as needed; and 

XX Reinforce and model self-regulation skills and 
mindfulness strategies. 
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Restorative Practices: Restorative practices should 

be embedded in disciplinary protocols and can even be 

embedded into school district policies. Restorative prac-

tices serve staff and students best when the practices 

are integrated into daily routines to promote healthy rela-

tionships and social connection, classroom management 

and disciplinary protocols. 

Restorative practices are also useful to navigate diffi-

cult situations or times when students have broken school 

rules. Rather than “failing the test,” restorative practices 
focus on repairing harm, restoring relationships, and 

building empathy. This is different than common practices 
that focus largely on the  rule broken.6 

Support in Action: Mary’s Story 

In the story at the start of this chapter, third-grade Mary 
reports stomach aches at school. Instead of dismissing her 
complaints, staff in a transformative school recognize that 

belly pain can be a symptom of stress or anxiety. Here are 
the steps her school takes: 

XX Her classroom teacher takes her complaints se-
riously and expresses compassion: “I’m sorry your 
belly is hurting again – let’s go to the nurse and see 
if we can get you some help.” 

XX The school nurse delves deeper to determine what 
is bothering Mary. Mary feels supported and heard 
by the teacher and school nurse. This is a first 
step in healing. 

XX The nurse shares with Mary’s teacher, the principal 
and counselor that Mary is processing her father’s 
death, her mother’s illness, and teasing by peers. 

XX The principal reaches out to Mary’s mother and 
suggests a meeting. She asks Mary’s mother if 
there are other supportive adults who might like to 
participate, and follows up by inviting an uncle who 
is a key support to Mary. 

XX Together the family and school make a plan to 
support Mary and to keep lines of communication 
open. 

XX The school trains student leaders to improve the 
school climate. Natural helpers or student leaders 
work with the younger students to change the 
peer climate of bullying. 

XX Over time the school implements workshops for 
staff and parents. The school staff create morning 
meetings to focus on relationship building, con-
nectedness, and positive climate. 

XX All staff, including recess and lunch monitors, are 
included to help build a more supportive commu-
nity that does not tolerate bullying. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Mary’s stomach aches be-

gin to lessen as the school and her family acknowledge 

her anxiety and support her more actively. She misses 
less classroom time and less recess time. With more 

social-emotional learning happening in the school, over 

time the school climate improves, and the teasing Mary 

and others experience becomes far less frequent. 
“Mary is better able to learn, and her peers gain better 

social-emotional skills.” 

4  U.S. Department of Education. (2014). Guiding Principles: A Resource Guide 
for Improving School Climate and Discipline (p. ii). 

5  Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2018). Alaska’s 
Education Challenge Report (p. 26). 

6  San Francisco United School District. Restorative Practices (web page). 
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Suggested Steps Reflections 
1. Assess the current school climate using 

Alaska’s School Climate and Connectedness 
Survey and other information that may be 
available. 

2. Include social-emotional learning skill in-
struction in the master schedule for all grade 
levels. 

3. Review existing behavior supports and 
discipline policies and practices. 

4. Inventory the physical space for oppor-
tunity to create physically, emotionally and 
culturally safe spaces. 

5. Bring together stakeholders such as fami-
lies, Elders, Tribes, support services, youth, 
and school staff to create a shared vision 
and goals for improving school climate and 
connectedness. 

6. Collaborate with the community to design 
school discipline practices that are consis-
tent with traditional, cultural, or community 
values. 

XX What activities does your school do to build inten-
tional school climates? 

XX Who else could be involved in school cli-
mate-building activities? 

XX How do students, staff and families perceive your 
school climate? 

XX How can your school embed restorative practices? 
XX How does your school or district use youth as 

leaders to build a positive school climate? 
XX How does your classroom’s or school’s physical 

space promote a sense of emotional and physical 
safety? 

XX How does your school or district collaborate with 
the community (families, Elders, Tribe, support 
services, volunteers) to create a positive school 
climate? 

XX How do district policies support schoolwide cli-
mate-building practices? 

Key Terms 
School climate: The quality and character of school 

life; every school has a climate, and everyone in the school 

contributes to it. 

Schoolwide practices: Routines, structures, and strat-

egies that are agreed upon and used across the school 

throughout the school day. 
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S K I L L  I N ST R U C T I O N  7 

“Social and Emotional Learning is making a difference for our students. We have happy 
learners – students who can focus on academics because they’re not sidetracked by a lot 

of other issues. Our test scores are higher and we have fewer office referrals.” 
-Alaska elementary school principal 

S U M M A R Y  Schools have an opportunity to build 

skills with students throughout the school day. This chap-

ter addresses core skills that build resilience and help 

students engage in learning. 

In Our Schools: Devon’s Story 
Devon is a 2nd grader who lashes out with very little 

provocation. He trips his classmates when he is angry, 
and is quick to raise his fists. 

C O M M O N  R E S P O N S E  Devon is sent to the prin-

cipal’s office repeatedly. Eventually he is suspended for 
a day and his family is warned that his behavior is unac-

ceptable. His behavior does not improve and he is at risk 
of being expelled. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  R E S P O N S E  Devon’s teacher 
finds a quiet time to talk with him. When she asks why he 
is so angry, he has difficulty explaining. She arranges for 
him to talk to the school counselor and Devon is able to 
share that in the past, he witnessed violence between his 

father and his father’s former girlfriend. School staff work 
together to support Devon through skill building both in the 
classroom and individually. Because Devon’s whole class 
is learning self-management and calming techniques, 

the students practice and model the skills for each other. 

School staff also work with Devon individually to deepen 
and practice skills to help him manage frustration, com-

municate effectively, and understand his decision-making. 
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Key Research Findings 
A review of the research literature by Duke University 

concludes that skill development is key to mitigating 

impacts of stress and trauma.1 A key factor common to 

competent children – including those in adverse condi-

tions – is the ability to self-regulate attention, emotions, 

and behaviors.2 Development of social-emotional com-

petencies in early childhood is correlated with improved 

learning and academic success, mental health, and general 

well-being.3 

Social-emotional skills can be taught. A 2011 research 

review found that students in social and emotional learning 

(SEL) programs demonstrated improved self-management 
skills, positive social behaviors, fewer conduct problems, 

and less emotional distress compared to a control group. 

Academic performance was also significantly improved, 
with an 11 percentage point difference between groups on 

standardized scores.4 

The effects last. Ongoing research shows that 3.5 
years after social-emotional skill instruction, students 

performed better on standardized tests than their peers 

who did not have SEL instruction. Behavior problems, 
emotional distress, and drug use were significantly lower 
for students exposed to SEL programs; and development 
of social and emotional skills and positive attitudes toward 

self, others, and school were higher.5 These students also 
had higher high school and college graduation rates; and 

were less likely to have a mental health disorder, or become 

involved with the juvenile justice system. 
Structured afterschool programs provide students 

with an additional opportunity to learn and practice 
social-emotional skills. Programs that deliberately focus 
on social-emotional skill development have been linked 

Flipping Your Lid 
Watch Dan Siegel’s “Flipping Your Lid: A Scientific 

Explanation” hand model of the brain on YouTube. 
Siegel uses a simple visual and kinesthetic illustration 
to show what happens when the “flight, fight or freeze” 
response is triggered. When we get upset, the emo-

tional part of the brain takes over and flips the thinking 
and problem-solving part of the brain out of the way. 

Consider Sarah’s Story in Deconstructing Trauma 
(Chapter 2). Sarah’s support plan includes developing 
the skills to regulate her emotional brain. This allows 
her to access her thinking brain and engage in learning. 

As a result, Sarah feels safer and more in control, and 
can spend more time learning. 

to improved academics and reduced risk behavior. One 

preliminary study of the Anchorage School District’s Youth 
Risk Behavior Survey found that students who participated 
in quality afterschool programs at least two days a week 

were 28% less likely to miss class without permission, 

18% less likely to use alcohol, and 39% less likely to use 
marijuana.6 

Self-Regulation and Co-Regulation 

When students experience toxic levels of stress, their 
“flight, fight or freeze” responses are activated. Being on 
this kind of alert all the time inhibits performance in school 

and in life. Learning to regulate one’s emotional responses 
is key to coping with stressors. These skills can be taught. 

Emotional self-regulation is the ability to manage one’s 
emotions and behavior. It includes not overreacting to up-

setting stimuli, calming yourself down when you get upset, 

adjusting to unexpected change, and handling frustration 
without an outburst. It is a set of skills that enables people 
to direct their own behavior towards a goal, despite the 

unpredictability of the world and our own feelings. 

Self-regulation can be disrupted by prolonged or pro-

nounced stress and adversity. It can also be strengthened 
and taught, particularly through “co-regulation” with par-

ents or other adults.7 

Co-regulation refers to the way a person adjusts their 
emotions and behavior through interaction with another 

person, in order to maintain or regain a regulated state. 

When adults provide warm and responsive interactions, 

they support, coach, and model emotional self-regulation. 

Keeping a student’s cultural context in mind is critical.

 Social and Emotional Learning 

Social and emotional learning enhances students’ 
capacity to deal effectively and ethically with daily tasks 

and challenges. The Collaborative for Academic, Social, 
and Emotional Learning (CASEL) has identified five core 
competencies: 

XX Self awareness is the ability to accurately recog-
nize one’s own emotions, thoughts, and values; 
and the ability to accurately assess one’s strengths 
and limitations, with a well-grounded sense of 
confidence, optimism, and a “growth mindset.” 

XX Self management is the ability to successfully 
regulate one’s emotions, thoughts, and behav-
iors in different situations – effectively managing 
stress, controlling impulses, and motivating one-
self – and the ability to set and work toward per-
sonal and career goals. We develop these through 
instruction and practice, values, and observation. 
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10: Local Traditional Values Embedded in Social and Emotional Learning Standards 

SEL Competencies Hydaburg City School District Haida Connection Lower Yukon School District Yup’ik Value Dimension 

Self-Awareness Respect for self, self-help, self-sufficiency, 
hold yourself up, responsibility for self 

Respect for self, knowledge of family tree, humor, 
respect for nature and animals 

Self-Management Never hold self above another, be humble Listening, humility, hard work, domestic skills 

Social Awareness Treat children and elders with special care and 
conduct, Never harm another, Only take what is needed 

Respect for Elders and others, love for children, 
compassion, family roles, helping others 

Social Management Respect for each other, the land, the water, and the air, 
be caretaker of this world Sharing, cooperation, community wellness, spirituality 

Association of Alaska School Boards, Hydaburg City School District, Lower Yukon School District. 

XX Social awareness is the ability to take the per-
spective of and empathize with others, including 
those from diverse backgrounds and cultures; and 
the ability to understand social and ethical norms 
for behavior. In many cultures that are collectivist 
in nature, individuals adjust their own behaviors to 
meet the expectations of other people and social 
relations. 

XX Responsible decision-making is the ability to 
make constructive choices about personal behav-
ior based on ethical standards, safety concerns, 
and social norms as well as a realistic evaluation of 
consequences, and consideration of the well-be-
ing of oneself and others. 

XX Relationship skills are the ability to establish and 

maintain healthy and rewarding relationships with 

diverse individuals and groups and the ability to 

communicate clearly, listen well, cooperate with 

others, resist inappropriate social pressure, ne-

gotiate conflict constructively, and seek and offer 
help when needed. 

Many school districts have developed standards for 

social and emotional learning skills, including sample 

activities. These standards provide a common language 
for a school and community to engage in conversation 

about these skills. 

Traditional Values and Community Partnerships 

Community values can provide a meaningful foundation 
for self-regulation and social-emotional skill development. 

Using students’ cultural knowledge, prior experiences, 
and frames of reference makes learning more effective.8 

Figure 10 shows how two districts modified social and 
emotional learning standards from the Anchorage School 
District to align with their local traditional values. 

Community collaboration is key to making social and 
emotional learning place-based and relevant for students. 

Community partners can teach and reinforce self-regu-

lation and social-emotional skills through subsistence 

activities, like butchering a moose, and through sharing 

traditional stories and language. Local or regional health 

organizations and nonprofits can also be a resource for 
skill instruction and practice. 

1  Murray, D.W., et al. (2015). Self-Regulation and Toxic Stress Report 
4: Implications for Programs and Practice. OPRE Report # 2016
97, Washington, DC: Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation, 
Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. 

2  Cole, S.F. et al. (2009) Helping Traumatized Children Learn, Boston, MA: 
Massachusetts Advocates for Children. 

3  Rhoades, B.L., et al. (2011) Examining the link between preschool social-
emotional competence and first grade academic achievement: The role 
of attention skills. Early Childhood Research Quarterly, 26(2): 182191; 
Shonkoff, J. & Phillips D. (2000) From Neurons to Neighborhoods: The 
Science of Early Childhood Development, Washington, DC: National 
Academies Press (US); and Zins, J.E. et al. (2004) The Scientific Base 
Linking Social and Emotional Learning to School Success. In J. E. Zins, 
R. P. Weissberg, M. C. Wang, & H. J. Walberg (Eds.), Building academic 
success on social and emotional learning: What does the research say? 
(pp. 322). New York, NY: Teachers College Press. 

4  Durlak, J.A., et al. (2011) The impact of enhancing students’ social 
and emotional learning: A metaanalysis of school-based universal 
interventions. Child Development, 82: 405432. 

5  Taylor, R. et al. (2017) Promoting Positive Youth Development Through 
School-Based Social and Emotional Learning Interventions: A Meta-
Analysis of Follow-Up Effects, Child Development, 88(4):1156–1171. 

6  McDowell Group (2018) Protective Factors for Youth Substance Abuse 
and Delinquency: The Role of Afterschool Programs, Prepared for Alaska 
Afterschool Network. 

7  Child Mind Institute. (undated) How Can We Help Kids With Self-Regulation? 
(blogpost) 

8  Kalyanpur, M. (2003) A challenge to professionals: Developing cultural 
reciprocity with culturally diverse families, Focal Point, 17(1): 1–6; Bazron, 
B. et al. (2005) Creating Culturally Responsive Schools, Educational 
Leadership, 63(1): 8384; Guèvremont, A. & Kohen, D.E. (2012) Knowledge 
of an Aboriginal language and school outcomes for children and adults, 
International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism, 15(1): 127. 
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Direct Skill Instruction 

Just as students can learn math skills, social and 
emotional skills can be taught and practiced. 

Researchers have found the most effective social-emo-

tional learning approaches have four common attributes, 

abbreviated as SAFE: 9 

XX Sequenced: a connected and coordinated set of 
activities to support skill development; 

XX Active: active forms of learning to help youth learn 
new skills; 

XX Focused: at least one component devoted to de-
veloping personal or social skills; and, 

XX Explicit: targets specific SEL skills rather than 
positive development in general terms. 

Additional findings indicate that the most effective SEL 
skill instruction format is educators using evidence-based 

methods in the classroom.10 Some school districts in 
Alaska are beginning to adapt evidence-based approaches 

for various cultural contexts. 

SEL Instructional Practices 

Integrating skill development and practice into aca-

demic content enhances engagement and the learning 

process. The American Institutes for Research (AIR) has 
identified ten instructional strategies, including cooper-

ative learning, that can be used in classrooms to support 

positive learning environments, social-emotional compe-

tencies, and academic learning.11 

Teaching the skills required for collaboration is key 
to successful cooperative learning. A conversation with 

students about the skills they need to work effectively in 

groups makes the social-emotional learning skills visible. 

Some Alaska districts have adopted cooperative learning 
approaches district-wide in all K-12 classrooms. 

Choosing a Curriculum 

There are many social and emotional learning 
programs and curricula. Each community has dif-

ferent needs and strengths and should choose an 

appropriate approach. CASEL offers two guides for 
choosing an evidence-based approach. A 2017 guide 
from the Wallace Foundation also provides information 

on SEL approaches with considerations for adapting 
approaches to the afterschool setting. 

Employment Connection 

Social and emotional skills are a priority for Alaskan 
employers. Inthedocument“WantaGreatCareer?”, the 
Alaska Process Industry Career Consortium describes 
the social-emotional skills Alaskan employers expect: 

Attitudes such as positive outlook, willingness to 

learn, and respect for others; 

Skills and competencies including communication 

and problem solving; and 

Work ethic including honesty and integrity. 

Other opportunities to practice SEL skills include: 
XX Morning meetings at elementary schools and advi-

sory classes in secondary schools; 

XX Peer education with youth leaders teaching so-
cial-emotional skills (e.g. Natural Helpers); 

XX Specialists reinforcing social-emotional skills 
during gym, art, music, library; 

XX Schoolwide practices such as the Zones of Regu-
lation12 curriculum or safe zones; 

XX Techniques such as “brain breaks”, breathing, 
stretching, yoga, and pressure points; and 

XX Afterschool activities and sports. 

As with any instructional area, assessment is import-

ant. Measuring and assessing students’ self-regulation 
and SEL skills can help districts and schools identify 
which supports students need and how effective those 

supports are. American Institutes for Research provides 
a resource for choosing an assessment tool to measure 

district or school SEL outcomes.13 

Skill-Building in Action: Devon’s Story 

In the scenario at the start of this chapter, Devon had 
difficulty regulating his emotions and his behavior. In a 
trauma-engaged school, a response might look like this: 

XX His teacher, weary of punitive responses that have 
no effect, reaches out to Devon in a calm moment 
when both teacher and student are not agitated. 

XX Recognizing Devon needs additional support, the 
teacher involves the school counselor, who meets 
with Devon and learns more about what’s going on 
for him. 
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Infusing Social-Emotional Learning into Academic 

Content 

Social interaction is a fundamental aspect of 
learning. The Edutopia Foundation (edutopia.org) 
spotlights what is working in education, including 

videos and resources about cooperative learning. 

“Deeper Learning: A Collaborative Classroom Is Key” 
suggests five activities to bring deep, meaningful 
collaboration in any academic content area: 

XX Establish group agreements 
XX Teach how to listen 
XX Teach the art of asking good questions 
XX Teach how to negotiate 
XX Model expectations 

XX The teacher and counselor along with the prin-
cipal coordinate a team response for Devon that 
includes supports in and out of school. 

XX The class – and ideally the whole school – imple-
ments social and emotional skill instruction to 
help all students improve their ability to manage 
their emotions and behaviors, and so students can 
model and reinforce each other’s skill develop-
ment. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Devon’s anger and outbursts 
do not go away, but they become less frequent as Devon 
gains self-awareness and gradually improves his self-reg-

ulation skills. His teacher and classmates learn better 
self-regulation and learn to better support and communi-

cate with each other. The class is ultimately able to spend 
more time learning with fewer behavioral challenges. 

Suggested Steps 

1. Adopt learning standards for self-regulation 
and social and emotional skills. 

2. Make place-based and cultural modifica-
tions to these standards in collaboration with 
the community. 

3. Inventory current programs and approaches 
to teaching students self-regulation and so-
cial and emotional skills. Build on strengths 
and identify gaps. 

4. Adopt evidence-based approaches to aug-
ment existing programs. 

5. Include social-emotional learning instruc-
tion in the master schedule for all grades. 

6. Design and facilitate professional learning 
for all staff on the standards, direct instruc-
tion approach, and ways to integrate social 
and emotional skill practice into academics. 

7. Reinforce skill development by collaborating 
with after-school activity providers, coaches, 
youth organizations and families. 

9  Metaanalysis by Durlak, et al. (2011). See footnote 4. 

10  Ibid. 

11  Yoder, N. (2014) Teaching the whole child: Instructional practices that 
support social emotional learning in three teacher evaluation frameworks. 
Washington, DC: Center on Great Teachers and Leaders, American 
Institutes for Research. 

12  Kuypers, L. Zones of Regulation: A Framework to Foster Self-Regulation 
and Emotional Control, website. 

13  American Institutes for Research. (2015) Are You Ready to Assess Social 
and Emotional Development? toolkit. 
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Reflections Key Terms 

XX What social-emotional skills (traditional or com-
munity values, employability skills, etc.) are im-
portant to your community? 

XX How do you partner with the community to inte-
grate these skills throughout the school day? 

XX How does your school or district teach self-regula-
tion and social-emotional skills? 

XX How are these skills reinforced in academics and 
throughout the school day? 

XX What are staff beliefs about their role in teaching 
self-regulation and social-emotional skills? 

XX How can adults in the school community develop 
the skills to co-regulate with students and model 
SEL skills? 

XX How does your district or school partner with out-
of-school activity providers (afterschool, sports, 
etc.) to reinforce SEL skill development? 

XX What ideas in this chapter make the most sense 
for your community? 

Emotional self-regulation: The ability to manage one’s 
emotions and behavior. It includes not overreacting to up-

setting stimuli, calming yourself down when you get upset, 

adjusting to unexpected change, and handling frustration 
without an outburst. It is a set of skills that enables people 
to direct their own behavior towards a goal, despite the 

unpredictability of the world and our own feelings. 

Co-regulation: The way a person adjusts their emotions 
and behavior through interaction with another person, in 

order to maintain or regain a regulated state. When adults 

provide warm and responsive interactions, they support, 

coach, and model emotional self-regulation. 

Social-emotional learning  (SEL): The process through 
which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the 

knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand 

and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, 

feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain 

positive relationships, and make responsible decisions. 
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S U P P O R T  S E RV I C E S  8 

“One of our high school students went from someone not advocating for themselves 
and feeling ‘lost’ to a student who is speaking up and helping others. It is so cool 

to see them get the help they need. It took one adult to help them see their potential. 
That adult was the Project AWARE coordinator.” - Alaska principal 

S U M M A R Y  Support services – such as school 

nurses, counselors, and special education teachers – help 

students and families address academic, behavioral, and 

mental health challenges that may be barriers to student 

success. Support services are an important part of a trau-

ma-engaged system, but Alaska schools often struggle 

with shortages of support services. 

In Our Schools: Tom’s Story 

Tom is walking to lunch in the cafeteria when a class-

mate bumps into him in a crowded hallway. The students’ 
8th grade science teacher, Ms. Clark, hears them yell at 
one another and steps into the hall just as Tom punches 
the other student. Ms. Clark and another staff member 
step in to break up the fight. This is the third fight Tom 
has been in this school year. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Ms. Clark reprimands 
the boys, and escorts Tom to the principal’s office. Tom 
is suspended for nine days, as he is a “repeat offender,” 
and told he will be expelled if he has another offense. The 
other student is given a three-day suspension. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  Ms. Clark and her 
colleague separate the students and bring each to a quiet 

classroom to calm down before taking the students to 

the principal’s office. Both students are given in-school 
suspension. During their suspensions, they keep up with 
school work and receive extra supports. The school coun-

selor meets with Tom and learns that due to chaos at home, 
he was recently placed in the care of his grandmother. The 
counselor reaches out to Tom’s grandmother and other 
key adults in and out of school to develop a plan for Tom. 
The counselor encourages Tom to join an after-school 
program that provides social and emotional skill building 

embedded in fun activities, and follows up to try to make 

sure Tom gets the support he needs. 
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Key Research Findings 
The need for support services in Alaska schools is 

great. In 2017, suicide was the leading cause of death for 
Alaskans ages 14-19. Alaska’s suicide rate is the highest 
in the nation, and almost twice the national average. 

Statewide in 2017, 34 to 45 percent of high school students 
reported feeling so sad or hopeless almost every day for 

two or more weeks in a row that they stopped doing some 

of their usual activities.1 Alaska’s high rates of adverse 
childhood experiences mean our students are at risk of 
many health problems including addiction, depression, 

and poorer physical health. 

Of school-age children who receive behavioral and 

mental health services, 70 to 80 percent receive those 
services at school. 

Studies indicate school supports can be a good invest-

ment. A Massachusetts study of school nurses found that 

every dollar invested in school nursing generated $2.20 in 

benefits; the benefits included direct health care costs 
avoided and parent and teacher productivity saved.2 Stud-

ies show school counselors improve student outcomes 

in academic as well as social-emotional realms.3 Studies 
likewise indicate that school social workers are linked to 

improved student outcomes.4 

Support Service Roles 

What do we mean by support service, and what does 

each provider offer? Support service providers in schools 
may include nurses, counselors, and licensed social 

workers. Schools may also employ specialists like speech, 
occupational and physical therapists. For the purposes 

of supporting trauma-engaged work in schools, we focus 

on nurses, counselors, and social workers, each of whom 

has a slightly different role, but all work most effectively 

when they work as a team with other school staff, family 

members, and community organizations. 

XX School nurses: School nurses are certified health 
professionals who provide direct care for students 
who are sick or injured, provide care for stu-
dents with chronic conditions, serve as a liaison 
between the school and community on health 
matters, and provide leadership and guidance in 

school or district health policy.5 

XX School counselors: School counselors are 
certified and licensed educators with a master’s 
degree in school counseling who support students 
in the areas of academic achievement, career 
and social-emotional development with the aim of 
helping students become productive, well-adjust-

ed adults.6 

XX School social workers: School social workers 
are mental health professionals with a degree 
in social work who provide services related to a 
person’s social, emotional and life adjustment to 
school and/or society. School social workers are 
the link between the home, school and communi-
ty in providing direct as well as indirect services 
to students, families and school personnel to pro-
mote and support students’ academic and social 
success.7 

Provider Shortages 

Many Alaska school districts have a shortage of support 

service providers. Small school sizes, remoteness, high 
costs and statewide provider shortages all present chal-

lenges to ensuring students can access the professional 

supports they need. According to the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control 2012 data and State of Alaska 2017 data: 

�X 31 percent of Alaska school districts do not have 
school counselors; 

�X at least 20 percent of Alaska school children do not 
have a school nurse; 

�X another 10 percent have less than the minimum level 
of nationally recommended services; and 

�X 82 percent of Alaska secondary schools do not have 
a full-time registered nurse. 
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Compounding the challenge, many counselors and 
school health professionals have other responsibilities 

and administrative burdens that pull them away from 

student support. 

The shortages impact other staff as well as students. 
When there are no mental health professionals or nurs-

es available, students may turn to teachers and other 

adults in a school for help. While all adults have a role to 

play in building supportive relationships with students, 

sometimes students need a deeper level of mental health 

support for which teachers and staff lack training. This 
can increase stress on the adults in a school and lead to 

burnout. [See Self-Care chapter.] 

Supplementing School Resources 

The challenge of meeting students’ mental health 
needs is real. Some Alaska schools are looking at models 
that incorporate school-based mental health services or 

braided systems with tribal or local health providers. In 
addition to helping to fill the provider shortage, partnering 
with local or regional providers may bring more stability and 

more cultural and community connectedness to student 

support. This is particularly applicable in places with high 
rates of school staff turnover. 

In many communities there may be partners who can 
help provide services to students and families, such as: 

XX After-school providers 

XX Cultural educators 
XX Tribal councils 
XX Elders 
XX Office of Children’s Services (Alaska Department 

of Health and Social Services) 
XX Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium 
XX RuralCAP 
XX Local and regional behavioral health services 

XX Village and community counselors 

Students can also be a resource. Districts can train and 
empower students with leadership and supportive skills 

to help themselves and their peers. Several programs are 
training students to provide peer support. One, Sources of 
Strength, empowers youth with leadership and supportive 
skills to help themselves and support their peers. 

A note on community context: Consider a community ’s 
perspective on counseling and mental health, and incor-
porate cultural tools to build resilience. Build on traditional 
ways of knowing and healing. 

Support in Action: Tom’s Story 

In the scenario at the start of this chapter, Tom’s repeat 
aggression indicates he needs help. In a trauma-engaged 
school, he receives the supports he needs, including help 

from a school counselor. The counselor provides direct 
support to Tom, reaches out to his family, and connects 
Tom to an after-school program to keep him engaged and 
improve his social and emotional skills. The counselor also 
facilitates communication among school staff to ensure 

all are supporting Tom consistently. 
Conscious of their own social-emotional needs, the 

teachers and counselor involved in helping Tom also talk 
to each other about the strain of helping students with 

trauma, and share strategies for decompressing. 

Building Capacity 

Alaska’s Project AWARE combines enhanced 
mental health services in alternative schools with 

training in three large Alaska school districts. The 
grant-supported project will build schools’ capacity 
to address mental health in a more coordinated and 

integrated fashion; provide training for early detec-

tion and response to mental health issues; connect 

youth and families with mental health services; and 

implement effective strategies to promote behavioral 

health and prevent mental illness. 

1  Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey (2017). 

2  Wang, L.Y. et al, Cost-Benefit Study of School Nursing Services, JAMA 
Pediatr. 2014;168(7):642648. 

3  Empirical Research Studies Showing the Value of School Counselors, 
American School Counselor Association. 

4  Alvarez, M. et al, School Social Workers and Educational Outcomes, Children 
& Schools, 2013;35(4):235243. 

5  The National Association of School Nurses identifies seven core 
responsibilities of school nurses. 

6  The Role of the School Counselor, American School Counselor Association. 

7  School Social Work Association of America. 
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XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Tom feels more supported by Reflections 
the adults around him, and with that support, begins to 

learn strategies for controlling his aggression. His behavior 
improves and he no longer misses school due to fighting. 

Suggested Steps 

1. Assess your school’s strengths and gaps in 
terms of support services. 

2. Brainstorm ways to harness strengths and 
address gaps – consider community part-
ners, potential new funding sources, reallo-
cation of existing resources, and any other 
ideas. 

3. Redefine school counselor job descrip-
tions to allocate more time for working with 
students and their families and less time on 
administrative tasks. 

4. Develop team approaches to working with 
students. 

5. Build meaningful partnerships and agree-
ments with community providers. 

6. Build student peer-to-peer support systems. 

What are some effective support services in your 
school or district? 
What are the greatest unmet needs for student 
support in your school or district? 
Does your school or community have good peer-
to-peer supports? What is the potential to develop 
these supports? 
How can existing resources be used to provide 
better support services to students and families? 
How does staff turnover among teachers and sup-
port services impact your school? 
What community resources – individuals or 
organizations – might be available to expand or 
improve your support service capacity? 
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C U LT U R  A L  I N T E G R  AT I O N  A N  D  

C O M M U N I T Y  C O - C R E AT I O N  
9 

“ Just like you can adopt children you can adopt Elders or grandparents too. 
Elder guidance is needed for children and families to live well.” - Traditional Healer, Bethel 

S U M M A R Y  Alaska communities have cultural and 
collective strengths that, when used respectfully, can be 
foundational for transforming schools. The most effective 
approaches to implementing trauma-engaged work in 
schools are developed collaboratively – or co-created – by 
the school, community, and families. While it is important 
to understand all of the cultures within your school, this 
chapter emphasizes Alaska’s First Peoples, and can serve 
as a model for integrating cultural and collective strengths 
into trauma-engaged work. 

In Our Schools: Deepening Culture and Connection 
Schools are working to transform their schools to 

include language, culture, ways of learning, and ways of 

life into content areas. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  A school administrator and 

community partners begin thinking about how to bring 

culture into the school and incorporate a culture week 

in the school setting. The school also offers a language 
class for students. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  Students and the 
community want culture fully integrated into the school. 

School staff from the region work with the community to 
outline authentic cultural activities and teachings that 

align with the content and social and emotional stan-

dards. Specific culturally fluent school staff work with 
each teacher in the school to brainstorm how to practice, 

implement and reinforce these standards in all content 

areas. 
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Key Research Findings 
Evidence points to cultural and community traditions 

as an important protective factor in buffering against the 

negative impacts of childhood trauma. These traditions 
can provide a foundation for individual and collective 

identity. 

Connecting with culture and community builds 
strength. According to a study of adults with three or 

more adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), those who 
reported enjoying community experiences as a child 
had significantly lower rates of depression, poor health, 
obesity and smoking than their peers who did not enjoy 
community experiences in childhood.1 

Research also suggests that learning becomes more 

relevant when cultural knowledge and prior experiences 
are woven in.2 Experts advise using students’ existing 
knowledge and strengths, whether teaching math or 

social-emotional skills.3 

Authentic relationships – which are at the heart of trau-

ma-engaged work – stem from understanding a person’s 
worldview, cultural background, values and customs. This 
context is important for fostering trust and healing. This is 
also important so students can be free to be who they are, 

and not have to “check their identity at the door” in order to 
be seen as a successful or model student. Students should 
have the ability to be themselves culturally at home, in the 

community, and in school. 

Historical Trauma 

Many communities have experienced collective and 
intergenerational trauma through the process of coloni-

zation. Alaska’s history helps explain the cultural trauma 
many Alaska Natives experience. Following are a few 
examples of Alaska’s history of institutional racism and 
cultural dismantling efforts: 

XX In the Treaty of Cession between Russia and the 
United States, Alaska’s indigenous peoples are 
referred to as “uncivilized native tribes.” 

XX As part of the colonial effort to gain control of 
lands, resources, and souls by destabilizing the 
Native population, boarding schools were es-
tablished and Native children were forcibly and 
systemically removed from their homes. These 
children were often sent hundreds - if not thou-
sands - of miles away, to be ‘civilized.’ Many Native 
children were physically, spiritually, emotionally, 
and sexually abused by those who had taken con-
trol of their lives. Many were punished for speaking 
their languages. Many never returned home. 

XX A 1915 Act establishing guidelines for Native citi-
zenship required the endorsement of at least five 
white citizens attesting to the applicant’s “total 
abandonment of any tribal customs or relation-
ship…” in order for a Native citizen to be deemed 
qualified to vote. 

XX In 1959, the Alaska Constitution was adopted with 
the explicit recognition of the pioneers and those 
who came after. Of 55 convention delegates, only 
one was Alaska Native, while Alaska Native people 
represented approximately one-quarter of the 
population. 

Alaska Native peoples still experience systemic and 
institutional inequalities that were built upon a racially 

inequitable state constitution. Much of this was first 
experienced within the education system and disrupted 
place-based intergenerational teaching approaches that 

had developed over hundreds of years. 

Why is it important to know this? Because this history 
and these systemic practices have lingering effects in our 

communities, families and students today. 
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S A M ’ S  STO RY  

A NationalPublic Radio piece called 
“The Conflicting Educations of Sam 
Schimmel”11 explores one family ’s ex-

perience of intergenerational trauma 

and resilience. The following excerpt 
describes the impact on a child forced 

from her home in Gambell to a boarding 

school: 

Baby Constance was born into a 
culture that was rich and well-adapted 

to the exceptionally harsh environ-

ment. Her ancestors had passed down 
skills for surviving — ways of reading 

the ice to know when walruses, seals 

and whales could be caught and meth-

ods of fishing in the cold water. Fam-

ilies worked together; subsistence 

hunting does not favor the greedy. 

Most people spoke the Alaska Native 
language, St. Lawrence Island Yupik, 
with Russian and English words mixed 
in. That is the language Constance’s 
mother, Estelle, taught her daughter. 

When Constance was in middle 
school, she was forced by the federal 

government to leave her family and to 

fly far away to a 
boarding school 

operated by the 

Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, part of 

the Department 
of the Interior. 

Mt. Edgecumbe High School in Sitka, 
Alaska was 1,200 miles away. Classes 
were in English, the teachers were 
mostly white, and the students were 

forbidden to speak the languages they 

had grown up with. 

St. Lawrence Island is more 
than 1,000 miles from Sitka, 
where many Alaska Native 

children, including Constance 
Oozevaseuk, were sent by the 
federal government to attend 

boarding school. 

Nathalie Dieterle for NPR 

The goal of the boarding school 
program was simple and destructive. 

A founder of the program, Army officer 
Richard Pratt, explained in 1892, “A 
great general has said that the only 

good Indian is a dead one. In a sense, 
I agree with the sentiment, but only in 

this: that all the Indian there is in the 
race should be dead. Kill the Indian in 
him, and save the man.” 

Constance Oozevaseuk was taught 
to hate a lot of things about her culture 

and, by proxy, about herself. The food 
she grew up eating, the clothes her 

family wore, the way they hunted and 

fished, the stories they told, the songs 
they sang and the very words they 

spoke were inferior, she was taught. 

It was traumatizing. 
Constance’s daughter Rene Schim-

mel remembers how her mother was 

affected. “They told her how to dress, 
how to speak, how to hold herself,” 
says Rene.“ She said there was a lot of 
sexual abuse, a lot of physical abuse. 
If you got up late or you didn’t clean 
how you were supposed to clean, you 

were beaten.” 
As an adult, Constance never 

seemed to recover a strong sense 

of whom she was or whom she could 

aspire to be. She died in 2005, but Rene 
remembers noticing contradictions 

in her mother’s identity. When Con-

stance was away 

from Gambell,  

“she would cry 
to be at home,” 
Rene says. “But 
when she was at 

home, she’d be 
miserable.” 

Map illustrated by Nathalie Dieterle for NPR. Used by permission. 

8  Jones, J., Bethell, C.D., Linkenbach, J. & Sege, R. (2017). Health effects 
of ACEs mitigated by positive childhood experiences (Manuscript 
in progress), cited in Sege, R., et al., Balancing Adverse Childhood 
Experiences with HOPE (Health Outcomes of Positive Experience): 
New Insights into the Role of Positive Experience on Child and Family 
Development, Casey Family Programs. 

9  Gay, G. (2010). Culturally responsive teaching: Theory, research, and 
practice (2nd ed.). New York, NY: Teachers College Press. 

10  Morrison, A. et al. (2008). Operationalizing Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: A 
Synthesis of Classroom-Based Research. Equity & Excellence in Education. 
41. (pp.433452). 

11  Used by permission from Hersher, R., The Conflicting Educations of Sam 
Schimmel, National Public Radio, 13 May 2018. 
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Cultural Integration 

As cultural destruction harms us, cultural connect-

edness heals, especially when integrated in deep and 

authentic ways. Sam Schimmel, grandson of Constance 
in the story, finds strength in his cultural traditions: 

Sam says his cultural identity – formed during all 
those hours hunting and fishing with his family – is 
something to fall back on when things get difficult, a 
source of resilience. 

“You’re sitting in a seal blind, you’re talking to your 
uncles, you’re telling stories — you’re disseminating 
culture, is what’s going on,” he explains. “It’s not only 
hunting, it’s passing down traditions, stories and ways 
of life that would otherwise not have a chance to be 

passed down.” 

Many traditions – like subsistence hunting – functioned 

as ways of building individual and community resilience. 

For example, the people of Western Alaska traditionally 
used the Qasgiq (Men’s and Women’s Houses) to honor rites 
of passage, as a way of connecting, healing, and learning. 

This tradition is one way Alaska Native people worked to 
keep familial and tribal relations strong – and it contributed 

to individual and collective well-being. 

Many Alaska families that have migrated to the United 

States from other countries may feel isolated from tradi-
tional kinship ties and culture. This isolation may impact 
their ability to build resilience as a family, community and 

individual. 

“[W]hen Anchorage School 
District data showed that 

Pacific Islanders had a high rate 
of absence, parents from the 

community came together to offer 
an after-school dance program. 

Attendance for those young 
people improved.” 

-Anchorage’s 90 Percent Graduation by 2020 initiative 

Understanding and supporting students’ cultural tra-

ditions strengthens our students, our schools, and our 

communities. Working in ways that integrate content, 

ways of learning, and students’ cultures can ensure that 
students can build new knowledge sets and achieve high-

er-order thinking more quickly. 

Community Co-Creation 

To effectively integrate cultural and community tra-

ditions, community involvement is critical. Working with 

community partners increases opportunities for healing, 

learning, and positive relationships with caring adults. 

Many of our most notable “teachable moments” happen 
outside school. Aligning the work between schools and 

community partners can bring continuity and common 

language to healing. Community involvement can help 
bring healing to the adults who may need it, helping them 

end a cycle of trauma and model resilience. Partners may 
have staffing and resources to support higher-level inter-

vention or services for students and families. 

With the growing interest in resiliency and wellness, 

many community partners are already engaged in this 

work. Potential partners include health organizations, 
tribes and cultural organizations, youth-serving orga-

nizations, faith-based organizations, and businesses 

and local employers. Collaboration, or collective impact, 
processes have shared goals and result in deeper impacts 

for students and their families. 

Moving Toward Cultural Integration: Guiding Principles 

We come from diverse social and cultural groups that 

may experience and react to trauma differently. When we 
approach collaboration with openness and cultural humility 

we can deepen our understanding of culturally specific 
experiences and have the ability to respond sensitively and 
create a space for improved wellness. 

XX Understanding Culture and Trauma – We demon-
strate knowledge of how specific social and cul-
tural groups may experience, react to, and recover 
from trauma differently. 

XX Humility – We are proactive in respectfully seeking 
information and learning about cultures, commu-
nity, and family ways of being. 

XX Responsiveness – We have and can easily access 
support and resources for sensitively meeting the 
unique social and cultural needs of others. 

To better serve all students in Alaska, it is helpful 
to understand community protocols and elevate locally 

self-determined solutions for transforming schools. 
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XX

XX

XX

XX

Cultural Integration in Action 

Following are ideas to guide and inspire deeply em-

bedded cultural integration in schools. While many school 

staff may already engage in these activities, carrying out 

these activities in partnership with community members 

can deepen understanding and alignment with community 

values. 

XX Seek genuinely knowledgeable culture bearers. 
When Elders, families, local leaders and commu-
nity members share cultural teachings and local 
knowledge, cultural integration is more authentic 
than when school staff alone present the informa-
tion. 

XX Incorporate talking circles. Provide healing activ-
ities and grief support in schools, particularly for 
bereavement. 

XX Use meaningful cultural practices such as music, 
drumming, storytelling, art, regional scientific 
knowledge, etc. Focus on a positive, strengths-
based approach. 

XX Create opportunities in each class and practice 
for students to consider their own family, culture, 
and community ways of life, teaching, and expec-
tation. 

XX Use multiple teaching strategies including teach-
ing practices that have been effective teaching 
strategies in your region and cultural context. 

XX Give back to the community. Build a community 
smoke house and garden for foods. Share food, 
tea, and potlucks together. Adopt an Elder and 
check in on them. 

XX Encourage students and families to attend cultur-
al events such as local and statewide Elders and 
Youth conferences, dance festivals, culture camps 
etc. 

XX Respect the land. Teach students about plants 
and animals. Tell stories about respect for the land 
and food. Teach proper ways to dispose of waste. 
Increase students’ time in nature with gardening, 
tree care, pest control, equipment maintenance, 
knots and hitches, erosion control, recycling, and 
with cultural camps that include activities like 
hunting, fishing and berry picking. Consider mak-
ing school schedules compatible with the subsis-
tence lifestyle. 

XX Learn about and show respect for local knowl-
edge. Communities have established knowledge 
and ways of life over hundreds of years. This 
knowledge can contribute to science, language 
arts, social and emotional skill building, art, or 
integrated learning. 

XX Establish district support for language pro-
grams. Dedicate resources to language teachers 
and recognize their expertise. Hire more bilingual 
teachers. Encourage teachers to value and use 
Indigenous languages in school. Create announce-
ments and newsletters in Native languages or the 
languages spoken in the school. Establish paths 
for Indigenous languages through distance learn-
ing. Begin Native languages with Headstart pro-
grams. Apply Native languages in reading, math, 
writing, and when making tools. Have students say 
the Pledge of Allegiance in their Native language. 
Create Native language textbooks. 
Develop curricula that integrate traditional values. 
Include culturally relevant standards and out-
comes. Integrate regional history. 
Find champions within the community who sup-
port local culture and who feel strongly about in-
tergenerational trauma as well as current trauma. 

Build on what exists: Much of this has been de-
veloped by schools, districts, or local and regional 
Alaska Native organizations (Rosetta Stone in 
Inupiaq, Alaska Native Charter School, immersion 
curriculum, local place maps, Native Youth Olym-
pics etc.). 
Hire and invest in staff from the community or 
steeped in the community: Have staff from the 
community help to incorporate community values 
and content into approaches. 
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To equitably support student achievement and reduce 
disparities in education, we can co-create an environment 

of learning that restores respect for students, families and 

their respective cultures. By transforming our schools, 
we strive to advance equity for all Alaskans, so that our 

children and future generations experience their greatest 
personal and collective potential in the future. 

Support in Action: Community and School Together 

Now that the community and school are working 
together much of the language and content is familiar 

and students quickly understand the standard or value 

referenced in the class and learn through a cultural frame-

work. This has made it easier for school staff to integrate 
cultural content and ways of learning into the classroom 

and easier for families to support students at home. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  School staff feel support-

ed and prepared to integrate culture and community 

knowledge into the classroom both in terms of behavior 

management strategies and content. School staff work 
with families to reinforce messaging inside and outside 

of the classroom. Community members feel more com-

fortable to share and be a part of the school and students 

feel like they can bring their whole selves into the school 

environment. 
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Suggested Steps Reflections 
1. Identify the cultures, ethnicities, and lan-

guages spoken in your school and commu-
nity. 

2. Understand your students’ community history 
and relationship to formal education. 

3. Identify existing and potential partners in 
the community for collaborative planning and 
co-creation. 

4. Consider establishing hiring and training 
guidelines to ensure a deep understanding 
of cultural safety and culturally responsive 
teaching. 

5. Consider incorporating regionally enhanced 
curricula including regionally accurate Alaska 
histories. 

6. Host community conversations on racial 
equity, histories and healing. 

XX What ideas and actions in this chapter inspire you? 
XX How do you integrate cultural strengths in your 

classroom content and practices? 
XX How does your school or district build on the 

cultural strengths of students and their families? 
(Modify instruction? Physical space in the room? 
Field trips or activities?) 

XX How can you integrate traditional practices into 
teaching, relationship building, or healing? 

XX What hiring and orientation practices are in place 
in your school to ensure that school staff are 
grounded in students’ cultures? 

XX How does your school align content and teaching 
practices with students’ cultures and family expe-
riences? 

XX How do you use curricula and materials that incor-
porate local knowledge and content? 

XX Who are key partners and culture bearers to en-
gage in this work? 

XX How does a trauma-engaged approach support 
broader community goals and values? 

Key Terms 

Historical trauma (also called intergenerational trau-

ma): the cumulative emotional and psychological wounding 
across generations, including the lifespan, which ema-

nates from massive group trauma. To move forward, this 
history and its impacts must be understood. 
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FA M I LY  PA R T N E R S H I P  10 

“As I learned more, I realized that I could truly partner with parents 
and that together we could identify and attend to each student’s 

needs more quickly and more consistently.” -Alaska educator 

S U M M A R Y  As a child’s first and most signifi-

cant teachers, families are essential partners in helping 

students navigate school and heal from trauma. There is 

overwhelming evidence that meaningful school-family 

partnerships improve student achievement and school 

effectiveness. 

In Our Schools: Anna’s Family 
Anna’s father tries to attend teacher conferences. He 

attends some school sports events but does not spend 

much time in the schools. Since the beginning of the year, 
Anna has seemed withdrawn in class and from her peers. 

When Anna’s teacher, Ms. Jackson, asks her father what 
is going on with Anna, Anna’s father does not have much 
to say. When he goes home, he tells Anna she needs to 

participate more in the classroom. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Ms. Jackson will continue to 
work with Anna and talk to Anna’s father at conferences. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  Ms. Jackson uses 
a variety of methods to get know families. She invites fam-

ilies to her classroom to share their traditions. She invites 
families to family fun activities, and hosts teas where 

students share their class work. She attends community 
events and works to build relationships with families and 

learn the customs of the community. Ms. Jackson follows 
up with the family to provide consistent support at home 

and at school to Anna. 

Ms. Jackson talks to school staff from the community 
and learns that Anna’s aunt helps care for Anna and has a 
significant role in family decisions. 
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Key Research Findings 
Family involvement in a child’s education is strongly 

correlated with improved student learning, attendance 

and behavior. A 2017 research literature review found 
the following strategies to be most related to student 

achievement: 

XX Engaging parents (or caregivers) in their children’s 
learning through social networks, 

XX Empowering parents with leadership roles in the 
school environment, 

XX Providing parents with classes to help with their 
own education or their child’s education and 

XX Providing families with opportunities to engage 
with their children’s education at home and at 
school. 

Schools that build strong family-school relationships 
were found to have a positive impact on students’ academic 
outcomes and well-being. 

Some common characteristics include parents with 
high educational goals and aspirations for their children, 

and children who perceive that their parents support 

their education.1 

Evidence from Alaska echoes these findings. Accord-

ing to the 2017 Alaska School Climate and Connectedness 
Survey, the more respondents felt that their parents and 
community were involved, the better grades they earned. 

Likewise, the less likely they were to miss school without 

permission.2 

The U.S. Department of Education emphasizes the 
importance of building trust to help families and schools 

build relationships, improve their own skills, and authenti-

cally partner to help students succeed.3 This is especially 
important in communities that have experienced trauma 
within educational systems. 

“No meaningful family 
engagement can be established 
until relationships of trust and 

respect are established between 
home and school. A focus on 

relationship building is especially 
important in circumstances 

where there has been a history 
of mistrust between families 

and school.., or where negative 
past experiences or feelings of 

intimidation hamper the building 
of partnerships.” 

-U.S. Dept. of Education 

Building Trusting Relationships with Families 

Schools often find themselves in a position to help 
educate and support parents. Some parents ask, “What 
can I do for my child at home?” The Association of Alaska 
School Boards Initiative for Community Engagement has 
adapted national models on family engagement for Alaska. 

The “C’s” of Strengthening Family Partnerships 

XX Connection: Building trust, investing time, and 
fostering real relationships between families, 
within families, and nurturing relationships with 
families and school staff. 

XX Confidence: Building skills for families and school 
staff to support students and each other and 
co-create together. 

XX Content: Linking the family partnership to learn-
ing and leading in school. 

XX Culture: Embedding the school environment, 
programs and services in the range of community 
values and knowledge represented by your fami-
lies. 

XX Co-regulation: How adults help students to man-

age emotions, attention, and behaviors. 
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  h XX Offer professional learning for families, school Children who have not had extensive practice wit
ulation or have had experiences that overload  staff, and community members to learn side-

ulatory processes have an added need for co-reg- by-side. Learning and thinking through adverse  
childhood experiences together can be a healthy  Families can be taught to provide co-regulation   
way to learn on an even playing field. the developmental stages.  

ts  also  co-regulate  with  friends,  families,  col- XX Outline roles in district or site-based plans for  

, and others when we experience emotions or  families and communities within each component  

rough difficult challenges. We may talk to a spouse  of a trauma-engaged school. 

d about a stressful situation. Students of all ages  XX Share information in culturally appropriate ways  
e to need adults and peers to help navigate stress  about childhood trauma and resilience. 

ma, and to build a solid foundation for social and  XX Open school doors after hours for family events,  
al skills.  such as game night or a harvest fair where fam-

ilies and teachers eat a meal together. These  
Partnership: Guiding Principles events can make schools a more welcoming place  
e are many principles to consider. Below are a few  for all and break down barriers between students,  
d from Alaska educators, families, and national  families, and school staff.  
h. 

XX Invite families to assemblies and school events.  
roach families with humility and respect. A foun-

XX Have families “adopt” a new teacher to foster con-f genuine respect is essential to any successful  
nection and cultural exchange.  ship between a child’s school and family. Families  

know their own child best. Listen and learn.    XX Create a network of mentor parents to help new  
families learning about the school.  st  assumptions. Families come in every size and  

ome students’ primary caregivers may be grand- XX Provide opportunities for parents to join commit-

, foster parents, step-parents, an older sibling  tees that set school policies, goals, or evaluation  

r relative. Students may live in multigenerational  of programs.  

nits. Whatever the configuration, reach out to the  XX Provide training to help families understand and  
dults in a student’s life.   prepare for transitions into elementary, middle,  
 understanding. Seek to understand a family ’s  and high school.  

l traditions, expectations of their children, and  XX Provide ongoing training for teachers, administra-
n past experiences with the education system.  tors, and parents on family engagement.  

milies where they are.  
XX Have parents or community organizations take the  

blish strong communication.  Establish systems  lead on school activities. 
-way communication outside of the traditional  

The Alaska Department of Education and Early De-
eacher meeting. 

velopment’s Family Engagement Action Plan4 provides  
erstand family structures.  Extended family mem-

additional suggestions for effective school-family part-
n play a key role in education and discipline. Learn  

nerships at different levels including district, school and  
out your families and get permissions to contact  

classroom level. A revised edition is under development. 
ily members. 

brate culture. Incorporate culture into each aspect  
y outreach.  

istent and continuous:  Relationship building  

ime and consistent opportunities to build trust  

mon understanding. While many times this can  

mal it can also be helpful to create expected times  
ortunities for relationship building. 

1   Wood, L., and Bauman, E. (2017). How Family, School and Community  

Partnership Approaches 
Engagement Can Improve Student Achievement and Influence School  
Reform: Literature Review, American Institutes for Research for Nellie Mae  

wing are some ways districts and schools can build  Education Foundation. 

ngthen partnerships with families. Effective prac-
2   Coulehan, H. (2017) Transforming Family Engagement Into Thriving Family-

School Partnerships, Association of Alaska School Boards, blogpost. 

e continuous and build long-term relationships.  3   Partners in Education: A Dual Capacity-Building Framework for Family– 
School Partnerships, SEDL/U.S Dept. of Education, 2013.  

4   Family Engagement Action Plan, Alaska Dept. of Education & Early  
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Family Partnership in Action: Anna’s Story 

In the scenario at the start of this chapter, teacher 
Ms. Jackson tries to help Anna, a student who seems 
withdrawn. In a transformative school, the teacher’s effort 
to work with Anna’s family goes beyond parent-teacher 
conferences. Ms. Jackson learns that Anna’s aunt helps 
care for Anna and has a significant role in family decisions.” 

Ms. Jackson speaks with Anna’s father to get permission 
to include Anna’s aunt in meetings and conversations. With 
the family, Ms. Jackson learns more about skills that help 
Anna ground herself and self- regulate. Anna’s aunt shares 
that the family helps Anna at home to talk and relax while 
beading. Ms. Jackson shares some tools that are helpful 
for other students and asks Anna’s family for help to figure 
out which tools to share with Anna. 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  The school and family are 
starting to work as a team to support Anna. As Anna’s 
family and teacher help her gain skills for coping with her 

stress, Anna begins to relax and engage more at school 
with her peers and her schoolwork. 

Suggested Steps 
Like all the work in this framework, some of 

these steps could be undertaken by a school staff 

member, but for deeper and more lasting benefit, 
it is best if school or district leadership is involved 

and the work is approached as a team effort. 

1. Assess current school-family relationships. 
School staff, administrators, and community 
can review family surveys, school climate 
surveys, and host dialogues, and review ex-
isting relationships with families . 

2. Brainstorm ways to strengthen relationships 
in various areas: connection, confidence, 
cultural safety, content, or co-regulation. 

3. Make a plan that includes a vision for ideal 
school-family partnerships, and specific 
activities and strategies for getting there. 

4. Create opportunities for families to share 
their knowledge and build confidence as the 
first and most important teacher. 

5. Find regular and creative ways to link fami-
lies to key content. 

6. Include the role of family partnership in 
professional learning so staff learn principles 
and strategies for deepening their relation-
ships with families. 

Reflections 
XX How do staff at your school learn about families’ 

backgrounds, experiences, and history with edu-
cation? 

XX How do families get to know teachers and the 
school community? Are there opportunities for 
school staff and community to dialog openly? 

XX What ongoing partnerships already exist with fam-
ilies? What are some strengths in this area? 

XX How does your district promote family partnership 
and collaborative learning? 

XX How can schools help families provide co-regula-
tion and resilience for their children? 

XX How can families supplement and reinforce key 
learning outside school? 

XX How can the community create and reinforce 
clear expectations for family involvement in their 
children’s learning? 
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S E L F- C A R E  11 

“ Secure your own oxygen mask before assisting others.” -Aviation safety wisdom 

S U M M A R Y  Tending to one’s own emotional 

health is a critical aspect of trauma-engaged practice. 

Self-care practices can help adults avoid secondary 

trauma and burnout, and provide support and positive 

role modeling for students. 

In Our Schools: Sabrina’s Story 
Sabrina has been teaching high school for four years. 

She feels increasingly burdened by her students’ stresses. 
One student confided to her about a sexual assault when 
she was younger. Another student is sleeping on different 

couches and appears to be falling into drug use. 

C O M M O N  P R A C T I C E  Sabrina feels helpless and 
alone. Some days she feels overwhelmed by her students’ 
challenges and some nights she can’t sleep. She wonders 
if she should quit teaching and go into a less emotionally 

draining field. 

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E  P R A C T I C E  Sabrina’s school 
prioritizes self-care and supportive relationships among 

staff. Sabrina has been trained to recognize signs of 
unhealthy stress and burnout, and realizes she needs to 

address her own emotional needs. She reaches out to 
several friends on staff, and they help her make a plan. 

Her plan includes walking with a friend three days a week 
after school, finding one fun thing to do each weekend, and 
turning off her electronics by 9:30 p.m. every night. She 
also reaches out to her principal, who listens attentively 

and pairs Sabrina with a veteran teacher for support and 
mentoring. 

Key Research Findings 
Working with students who experience toxic stress can 

be draining. Educators and school staff who work with 
traumatized children and adolescents are vulnerable to 

the effects of trauma—referred to as compassion fatigue 

or secondary traumatic stress. These effects can include 
feeling physically, mentally, or emotionally worn out, or 

feeling overwhelmed by students’ traumas. Active self-
care reduces teacher turnover and depression, anxiety, 
anger and fatigue among teachers.1 

1  Figley, C. R. (1995). Compassion fatigue: Coping with secondary traumatic 
stress disorder in those who treat the traumatized. New York: Brunner/ 
Mazel, Inc. 
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Self-Care and Secondary Trauma Reduction 

It is critical for adults who work with children who 
experience trauma to support their own well-being. It’s 
easy for compassionate school staff to become overly 

involved and engaged – to over-identify – with a student 

who experiences trauma. For some school staff, this can 
mean they are unable to stop thinking about the situation; 

and for others, this can result in irritability or detachment. 

Paying attention to the balance between healthy empathy 
and over-identification is essential for one’s well-being. 
Self-care and self-awareness are critical to that balance.2 

Tips for Educators 

Be aware of signs of compassion fatigue. These signs 
include: 

XX Increased irritability or impatience with students, 
XX Difficulty planning classroom activities and les-

sons, 

XX Decreased concentration, 
XX Denying that traumatic events impact students, 
XX Feeling numb or detached, 

XX Intense feelings and intrusive thoughts that don’t 
lessen over time about a student’s trauma, 

XX Dreams about students’ traumas, and 
XX Personal involvement with a student outside the 

school setting. 

“If I had one wish for every school 
in the country, it would be that 
they made time for teachers to 
really sit down and talk about 

how they’re feeling in the work. It 
doesn’t serve anybody to pretend 
that we’re teacher-bots with no 

emotions, which I think sometimes 
teachers feel like they have to be.” 

-Alaska educator 

Don’t go it alone. Guard against isolation. While respect-

ing the confidentiality of your students, get support by: 
XX Working in teams, 

XX Talking to others in your school, and 
XX Asking for support from administrators or col-

leagues. 

Recognize compassion fatigue as an occupational 
hazard. When an educator approaches students with an 

open heart and a listening ear, it can be hard not to be 

affected by students’ traumas. 
XX Don’t judge yourself for having strong reactions to 

a student’s trauma. 
XX Compassion fatigue is a sign to seek more support 

and care for oneself. 

XX Establish the boundaries you need to ensure your 
own well-being. 

Attend to self-care. Find healthy outlets for navi-

gating stressful experiences. These include exercise, 
friendships, outdoor activities, and cultural and creative 

activities. These activities along with mindful practices 
can help us to create space from both work and stress. 

Other self-care tips: 

XX Eat well and exercise, 
XX Write in a journal and reflect, 
XX Use progressive relaxation techniques, 
XX Increase Vitamin D to guard against Seasonal Af-

fective Disorder (through supplements, Vitamin-D 
rich foods, or “happy lights”), 

XX Take a break during the workday, 
XX Allow yourself to cry, 

XX Find things to laugh about, and 

XX Visit an Elder for advice on how to care for yourself 
in the local area or ideas for nutrition healthy fun 
activities in the community. 
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Educators can avoid compassion fatigue, in part, by 
letting go of that which we can’t control: 

Know what is yours to do. Separate what you wish you 
could do from what you know you can do. You may feel 

that you are not doing enough—a sure way of developing 

stress and feeling overwhelmed. While you may not be 

able to prevent trauma or remove suffering children from 

their situations, you can do your job to the best of your 
ability, with love and compassion for both the students and 

yourself. Focus on the task at hand and be fully present 

for your students. You might begin the day by setting an 

intention such as, “Today my intention is to do my part in 
fostering a safe environment for my students...” And once 

your intention is set... 

“You cannot pour from an empty 
cup, you must fill your cup first.” 

Let go of the result. This is not to say that you stop 
caring about the efficacy of your teaching, connecting 
with students, or community building, it is to say that you 

can practice being less attached to exactly how you think 
things should look. When we loosen the grip on our ideas 

about the way things should be, we are much more open to 

new ideas and new ways of looking at things. Acknowledge 

the brain’s desire for control with humor and compassion, 
and you create more space to find creative solutions.3 

Self-Care in Action: Sabrina’s Story 

In the scenario at the start of this chapter, Sabrina 
feels overwhelmed and unsure if she should continue 

teaching. In a trauma-engaged school, adults are trained 
and supported in recognizing and addressing their own 

emotional needs. Here’s what happens: 
XX Sabrina recognizes signs of emotional exhaustion 

and compassion fatigue; 

XX She feels safe confiding in her colleagues; 
XX Her colleagues respond supportively and compas-

sionately; 

XX Sabrina reaches out to her principal, who re-
sponds without judgment and with concrete ideas 
for support; and 

XX Sabrina makes a plan with specific actions and ac-
countability (meeting a friend to walk, scheduling 
check-ins with a mentor colleague). 

I D E A L  O U T C O M E S  Sabrina feels less isolated and 
better able to cope with the traumas her students carry 

with them. She focuses on the things she can impact, 
such as her classroom culture. She models self-care 
with her students, instituting strategies like mindfulness 

breaks for herself and the class. She builds relationships 
with students and colleagues. Teaching becomes more 
rewarding for Sabrina, and her students benefit from her 
positive role modeling and energetic teaching. 

2  Rodenbush, K. (2015). The effects of trauma on behavior in the classroom 
[Presentation materials]. 

3  Six Ways for Educators to Avoid Compassion Fatigue, Lesley University. 
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Suggested Steps 

1. Prioritize self-care in professional learning 
and the school and community culture. 

2. Foster open and supportive peer relation-
ships among school staff. 

3. Train all staff to recognize signs of com-
passion fatigue or secondary trauma, and 
to understand that self-care is necessary 
to be able to support students’ learning and 
students’ well-being. 

4. Encourage self-care among staff and com-
munity members who support students with 
trauma. 

5. Build staff peer-to-peer support systems. 

Reflections 
XX How do staff members in your school care for 

themselves and each other? 
XX Have you experienced compassion fatigue or sec-

ondary stress? How have you managed it? 
XX How does your school or community support 

adults who work with students who experience 
trauma? 

XX What resources and assets does your community 
have to offer for recharging? (e.g., wild or other 
places, people, events, stories, recreation, etc.) 

Key Terms 

Secondary traumatic stress: The emotional duress 
that results when an individual hears about the firsthand 
trauma experiences of another. Its symptoms mimic 
those of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Individ-

uals affected by secondary stress may find themselves 
re-experiencing personal trauma. 

Compassion fatigue: The physical and mental exhaus-

tion and emotional withdrawal sometimes experienced 
by those who care for sick or traumatized people over an 

extended period of time. 
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Appendix B: Suggested Steps, all chapters 

Introduction 
1.  Develop a clear rationale and vision. 

Consider why this work matters, what 
your school and community stand to 
gain through more thoughtful, trauma
engaged practice, and develop a vision 
for transforming your school, district, 
and community. 

2.  Assess your community’s readiness. 
Districts need to assess their capacity 
to move toward more traumaengaged 
practices. Identify or develop the 
necessary infrastructure and supports 
at the administrative level. Districts 
also need to determine where they want 
to start – district, school, classroom, 
community. 

3.  Gain buyin and trust through 
communication, collaboration, and 
commitment to success. This work will 
not succeed and endure without broad 
participation and support from teachers, 
administrators, families and community 
members. 

4.  Promote a culture of safety and respect 
for this work. Childhood trauma, 
intergenerational trauma, and implicit 
bias can be difficult to approach. 
Establish and maintain clear standards 
for respectful listening and dialog. 

5.  Develop a common understanding 
of terms to establish and maintain 
respectful, constructive and open 
dialog while using this tool. For example, 
the term “historic trauma,” used in 
this document, may be called “untold 
histories” elsewhere. 

6.  Expect setbacks. There will be mistakes 
and challenges in this work. View them 
as opportunities to learn. This work 
requires ongoing commitment and 
perseverance, resilience and reflection 
– the same skills children need to grow 
and change. 

7.  Use this framework as a resource. 
You do not need to work through the 
chapters sequentially; feel free to 
pick and choose. Likewise, not every 
suggested step or reflection question 
will apply to all users. Take what works, 
and adapt it as needed. 

Chapter 1: Deconstructing 
Trauma 
1.  Assess your classroom or school’s 

current discipline policies and practices. 
Consider whether these practices 
help students repair relationships, 
improve selfregulation, and promote 
accountability. [See chapters on Policy, 
Skill Building, and Professional Learning 
for more.] 

2.  Identify the supports and resources 
available to students in school. If 
these resources are inadequate or 
underdeveloped, consider how they 
might be augmented. [See chapter on 
Support Services.] 

3.  Identify the supports and resources 
available within the community at large. 
Consider engaging those that may not 
already be involved with the schools, 
or strengthening communication 
and collaboration with those that are 
already engaged. [See chapter on 
Cultural Integration and Community Co
creation.] 

4.  Share this information. Change often 
begins with understanding. The more 
people understand that stress has real 
impacts on the brain, the more we can 
act with compassion and caring toward 
our students and each other. [See 
chapter on Professional Learning.] 

Chapter 2: Relationships 
1.  Walk the talk about building 

relationships. Model caring and 
respectful relationships from the top 
down – among school staff, between 
staff and families, and between staff and 
students. 

2.  Post cultural or school values about 
relationships. These values should be 
clear, concise, and easy to understand. 

3.  Treat each student uniquely. There is 
no formula for relationshipbuilding. 
Authentic listening and treating each 
person as a unique and valued human is 
what matters. 

4.  Provide professional learning 
opportunities about relationship building 
for staff and  families. 

5.  Create a positive professional climate 
that includes working agreements 
about staff values, interactions, and 
collaboration. 

6.  Ensure every voice is heard. Sometimes 
listening is more important than 
speaking. Create opportunities to check 
in in with students individually. 

7.  Take inventory. Use the Youth Risk 
Behavior Survey, School Climate & 
Connectedness Survey and other data to 
evaluate your progress. 

8.  Remember that relationships are 
at the heart of any community. The 
organization Trauma Transformed offers 
three points of reflection: 

9.  Compassion: We strive to act 
compassionately during our interactions 
with others through the genuine 
expression of concern and support. 

10.  Relationships: We value and work 
towards secure and dependable 
relationships characterized by mutual 
respect and attunement. 

11.  Communication: We promote 
dependability and create trust by 
communicating in ways that are clear, 
inclusive, and useful to others. 

Chapter 3: Policy 
Considerations 
1.  Review key policies that shape the 

district and schools. School boards 
and district leadership can begin 
reviewing key school board policies or 
consider AASB’s traumaengaged policy 
recommendations package. 

2.  Reach out to staff, board members, 
and community members during policy 
development. The more people involved 
in policymaking, the more likely it is that 
new policies will be understood and 
successfully integrated. 

3.  When drafting or amending policies, 
use language that is clear and easy to 
understand. Be concise and use words 
that reflects local usage. 
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Appendix B: Suggested Steps, all chapters, continued 

4.  Post policies broadly to ensure broad 
understanding and acceptance. Post 
in schools and public buildings such as 
post offices and libraries, and online. 

5.  Develop a short version of key policies 
and post throughout schools and 
classrooms. 

6.  Have a plan to ensure success. This 
should include educating staff and the 
public on the rationale, and providing 
the necessary training for staff. Update 
other documents, administrative 
guidance, and school handbooks to 
ensure consistency. 

Chapter 4: Planning and 
Coordination 
1.  Consider and recruit allies or a small 

team to determine how to approach this 
process. 

2.  Have informal conversations to gauge 
awareness and readiness for trauma
engaged policies and practices in your 
district or school. Include staff and 
families. 

3.  Gather and analyze data and information. 
If this is daunting, reach out to the 
Association of Alaska Schools Boards 
or Alaska Dept. of Education and Early 
Development for help gathering or 
analyzing data. 

4.  Work through the process outlined 
in this chapter. Customize the steps 
to fit your community’s needs and 
style, following the broad principles 
of collaboration, intentionality, and 
discussion. 

Chapter 5: Professional 
Learning 
1.  Assess your district and school 

professional learning practice. Is it 
connected, embedded and collaborative, 
or topdown, “one and done”? 

2.  Inventory the opportunities in the 
district and at school to learn about 
traumaengaged practice in a 
sequenced way throughout the year. 

3.  Inventory staff beliefs and knowledge 
about trauma. Meet staff where they are 
and build on staff strengths. 

4.  Create a professional learning plan 
and timeline based on staff readiness. 
Connect learning to a shared vision 
and goals for transforming your school. 
Strive for learning that relates directly to 
each position. 

5.  Learn together: Create a model where 
the whole school, all district and school 
staff, can learn, share, and reflect 
together. 

6.  Collaborate with the community 
(families, Elders, Tribe, support 
services) to design communitybased 
and culturallyresponsive professional 
learning. 

7.  Invite families and community members 
to learn together. 

8.  Track and evaluate growth. Consider 
building in tracking and evaluation to 
assess progress. 

Chapter 6: Schoolwide 
practices and climate 
1.  Assess the current school climate 

using Alaska’s School Climate and 
Connectedness Survey and other 
information that may be available. 

2.  Review existing behavior supports and 
discipline policies and practices. 

3.  Inventory the physical space for 
opportunity to create safe spaces. 

4.  Bring together stakeholders such 
as families, Elders, Tribes, support 
services, youth, and school staff 
to create a shared vision and goals 
for improving school climate and 
connectedness. 

5.  Cocreate a map for reaching these 
goals; engage youth in developing and 
implementing the plan. 

6.  Collaborate with the community to 
design school discipline practices that 
are consistent with traditional, cultural, 
or community values. 

Chapter 7: Skill Instruction 
1.  Adopt learning standards for self

regulation and social and emotional 
skills. 

2.  Make placebased and cultural 
modifications to these standards in 
collaboration with the community. 

3.  Inventory current programs and 
approaches to teaching students self
regulation and social and emotional 
skills. Build on strengths and identify 
gaps. 

4.  Adopt evidencebased approaches to 
augment existing programs. 

5.  Include SEL instruction in the master 
schedule for all grades. 

6.  Design and facilitate professional 
learning for all staff on the standards, 
direct instruction approach, and ways 
to integrate social and emotional skill 
practice into academics. 

7.  Reinforce skill development by 
collaborating with afterschool activity 
providers, coaches, youth organizations 
and families. 

Chapter 8: Support Services 
1.  Assess your school’s strengths and gaps 

in terms of support services. 
2.  Brainstorm ways to harness strengths 

and address gaps – consider community 
partners, potential new funding sources, 
reallocation of existing resources, and 
any other ideas. 

3.  Redefine school counselor job 
descriptions to allocate more time for 
working with students and their families 
and less time on administrative tasks. 

4.  Develop team approaches to working 
with students. 

5.  Build meaningful partnerships and 
agreements with community providers. 

6.  Build student peertopeer support 
systems. 

Chapter 9: Cultural Integration 
and Community Co-creation 
1.  Identify the cultures, ethnicities, and 

languages spoken in your school and 
community. 

2.  Understand your students’ community 
history and relationship to formal 
education. 

3.  Identify existing and potential partners 
in the community for collaborative 
planning and cocreation. 

4.  Consider establishing hiring and 
training guidelines to ensure a deep 
understanding of cultural safety and 
culturally responsive teaching. 

5.  Consider incorporating regionally 
enhanced curricula including regionally 
accurate Alaska histories. 

6.  Host community conversations on racial 
equity, histories and healing. 

Chapter 10: Family Partnerships 
1.  Assess current schoolfamily 

relationships. School staff, 
administrators, and community can 
review family surveys, school climate 
surveys, and host dialogs. 

2.  Review relationships with families for 
each classroom and schoolwide. In what 
ways are families engaged and with who, 
which staff have strong relationships 
with families. 

3.  Brainstorm ways to strengthen 
relationships in various areas: 
connection, confidence, cultural safety, 
content, or coregulation. 

4.  Make a plan that includes a vision for 
ideal schoolfamily partnerships, and 
specific activities and strategies for 
getting there. 
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5.  Create opportunities for families 
to share their knowledge and build 
confidence as the first and most 
important teacher with school staff, 
students, and each other. 

6.  Find regular and creative ways to link 
families to key content. 

7.  Include the role of family partnership 
in professional learning so staff learn 
principles and strategies for deepening 
their relationships with families. 

Chapter 11: Self Care 
1.  Prioritize selfcare in professional 

learning and the school and community 
culture. 

2.  Foster open and supportive peer 
relationships among school staff. 

Appendix  C: Reflections, all chapters 

3.  Train all staff to recognize signs of 
compassion fatigue or secondary 
trauma, and to understand that self
care is necessary to be able to support 
students’ learning and students’ well
being. 

4.  Encourage selfcare among staff and 
community members who support 
students with trauma. 

5.  Build staff peertopeer support 
systems. 

Introduction 
XXWhat does childhood trauma look like in 

your community? How does it impact your 
schools? 

XXWhy is this work needed in your 
community? 

XXWhat is your community’s vision for 
transforming schools? What will success 
look like? 

XXWho can your schools partner with to help 
reach the broader community? 

XXWho needs to be on board for this to 
work? 

XXWhat is needed to be ready to 
successfully undertake this work? 

Chapter 1: Deconstructing 
Trauma 
XXHow does the science of stress and 

brain development described in this 
chapter shed light on what you see in your 
schools? 

XXHow do the policies and practices 
in your classroom or school help 
students improve selfregulation, 
repair relationships, and promote 
accountability? Could they be improved? 

XXWhat is the current level of understanding 
of trauma among families, school staff, 
and administrators in your school or 
community? 

XXWhat strengths in your community could 
be tapped to support students and staff 
with high levels of trauma? 

XXWhat additional information about trauma 
and its impact on the brain would be 
helpful? 

XXIn the scenario described in this chapter, 
what more could be done for Sarah? 

Chapter 2: Relationships 
XXHow do you build relationships with 

students who may be experiencing 
trauma? What results have you seen? 

XXWhat strategies have you tried that have 
not worked? 

XXHow can you make time for relationship
building without exhausting yourself? Are 
there ways to build in time to check in 
with vulnerable students? 

XXHow do you decide when to ask a personal 
question and when to give a student 
space? 

XXWhat do relationships between staff look 
like in your school? 

XXWhat do student relationships look like in 
your school? 

XXWhat are discipline norms in your school 
and how do they impact relationship 
building? 

XXWhat does the School Climate and 
Connectedness Survey or the Youth 
Risk Behavior Survey tell you about 
relationships within your school? 

XXHow would students and families describe 
their experience with staff in your school? 

XXWhat does the community value in a 
relationship? 

XXWhat does staff do to repair relationships 
that have been harmed? 

XXWhat could your staff do to infuse 
restorative practices in your school? 

Chapter 3: Policy Consideration 
XXHow do your policies shape school 

climate and disciplinary approaches? 
XXHow do community members help 

shape and learn about policies and 
administrative regulations in your 
district? 

XXWhat policy or regulation changes could 
shape traumaengaged practices at the 
state, district, or school level? 

XXHow does your school district review and 
make changes to policies? 

XXHow informed is your school board about 
trauma and traumaengaged policies? 

XXWhat policies exist to support whole
school social and emotional learning, 
restorative discipline practices, and 
students experiencing trauma? 

XXIn what ways do your district’s policies 
support community partnerships? 

XXWhat measures are in place to break 
down silos? 

XXHow do schools, tribes, students, and 
families work together for the best 
outcomes for students? 

Chapter 4: Planning and 
Coordination of Schoolwide 
Efforts 
XXWhat opportunities have school staff and 

administrators had to develop a common 
understanding of trauma and their own 
role in transforming schools? 

XXWhat support do you need for this 
process to succeed? 

XXWas data used in this process? If so, how? 
If not, what data might be helpful? 

XXHow can local and regional partners 
participate in planning processes? Who 
has been included and not included in 
the past? What kind of planning tool 
or supports would help school staff, 
community members, and student 
leaders undertake this work? 

XXIs there someone within the district or 
outside who has experience and tools to 
facilitate this process? 

XXHow can your team compile information in 
a way that will be useful to communicate 
to others? 

Chapter 5: Professional 
Learning 
XXHow do you as a district or as a school 

staff learn, plan and reflect together to 
improve student learning? 

XXHow can your school community move 
toward a shared belief that together you 
can positively impact student outcomes? 

XXWhat is the current state of staff 
knowledge, beliefs, and skills with respect 
to traumaengaged practice? 

XXWhat kind of professional learning 
would be helpful to you with respect to 
transforming trauma? 
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Appendix  C: Reflections, all chapters, continued 

XXHow does your school or district 
collaborate with the community (families, 
Elders, Tribe, support services) to deliver 
culturallyresponsive professional 
learning? 

XXHow can your school model a community
wide approach and learn together with 
families and community? 

Chapter 6: Schoolwide 
Practices and Climate 
XXWhat activities does your school do to 

build intentional school climates? 
XXWho else could be involved in school 

climatebuilding activities? 
XXHow do students, staff and families 

perceive your school climate? 
XXHow can your school embed restorative 

practices? 
XXHow does your school or district use 

youth as leaders to build a positive school 
climate? 

XXHow does your classroom’s or school’s 
physical space promote a sense of 
emotional and physical safety? 

XXHow does your school or district 
collaborate with the community 
(families, Elders, Tribe, support services, 
volunteers) to create a positive school 
climate? 

XXHow do district policies support 
schoolwide climatebuilding practices? 

Chapter 7: Skill Instruction 
XXWhat social emotional skills (traditional 

or community values, employability skills, 
etc) are important to your community? 

XXHow do you partner with the community 
to integrate these skills throughout the 
school day? 

XXHow does your school or district teach 
selfregulation and socialemotional 
skills? 

XXWhat approaches could help strengthen 
these skills in students? 

XXHow are these skills reinforced in 
academics and throughout the school 
day? 

XXWhat are staff beliefs about their role 
in teaching selfregulation and social
emotional skills? 

XXHow can adults in the school community 
develop the skills to coregulate with 
students and model SEL skills? 

XXHow does your district or school partner 
with outofschool activity providers 
(afterschool, sports, etc.) to reinforce SEL 
skill development? 

XXWhat ideas in this chapter make the most 
sense for your community? 

Chapter 8: Support Services 
XXWhat are some effective support services 

in your school or district? 
XXWhat are the greatest unmet needs for 

student support in your school or district? 
XXDoes your school or community have 

good peertopeer supports? What is the 
potential to develop these supports? 

XXHow can existing resources be used 
to provide better support services to 
students and families? 

XXHow does staff turnover among teachers 
and support services impact your school? 

XXWhat community resources – individuals 
or organizations – might be available to 
expand or improve your support service 
capacity? 

Chapter 9: Cultural Integration 
and Community Co-Creation 
XXWhat ideas and actions in this chapter 

inspire you? 
XXHow do you integrate cultural strengths? 
XXHow does your school or district build 

on the cultural strengths of students 
and their families? (Modify instruction? 
Physical space in the room? Field trips or 
activities?) 

XXHow can you integrate traditional 
practices into teaching, relationship 
building, or healing? 

XXWhat hiring and orientation practices 
are in place in your school to ensure that 
school staff are grounded in students’ 
cultures? 

XXHow does your school align content and 
teaching practices with students’ cultures 
and family experiences? 

XXHow do you use curricula and materials 
that incorporate local knowledge and 
content? 

XXWho are key partners and culture bearers 
to engage in this work? 

XXHow does a traumaengaged approach 
support broader community goals and 
values? 

Chapter 10: Family Partnerships 
XXHow do staff at your school learn about 

families’ backgrounds, experiences, and 
history with education? 

XXHow do families get to know teachers 
and the school community? Are there 
opportunities for school staff and 
community to dialog openly? 

XXWhat ongoing partnerships already exist 
with families? What are some strengths in 
this area? 

XXHow does your district promote family 
partnership and collaborative learning? 

XXHow can schools help families provide 
coregulation and resilience for their 
children? 

XXHow can families supplement and 
reinforce key learning outside school? 

XXHow can the community create and 
reinforce clear expectations for family 
involvement in their children’s learning? 

Chapter 11: Self- Care 
XXHow do staff members in your school care 

for themselves and each other? 
XXHave you experienced compassion 

fatigue or secondary stress? How have 
you managed it? 

XXHow does your school or community 
support adults who work with students 
who experience trauma? 

XXWhat resources and assets does your 
community have to offer for recharging? 
(e.g., wild or other places, people, events, 
stories, recreation, etc.) 
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Appendix D: Key Terms 

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): 
ACEs refer to various negative 
experiences in childhood including 
medical and natural disasters 
experienced by children and youth.  The 
original ACE list included 10 categories of 
childhood stressors. 

Abuse: emotional, physical, sexual abuse 
Trauma in household environment: 

substance abuse, parental separation 
and/or divorce, mentally ill or suicidal 
household member, witnessing violence, 
imprisoned household member 

Neglect: abandonment, child’s basic 
physical and/or emotional needs unmet 

Child well-being: A state of being with 
others that arises when a child’s needs 
are met, and the child has the freedom 
and ability to meaningfully pursue their 
goals and ways of life in a supportive, 
equitable setting now and into the future. 

Childhood trauma: A negative event or 
series of events that surpasses the 
child’s ordinary coping skills. It comes in 
many forms and includes experiences 
such as maltreatment, witnessing 
violence, or the loss of a loved one. 
Traumatic experiences can impact brain 
development and behavior inside and 
outside the classroom. 

Co-regulation: The way a person adjusts 
their emotions and behavior through 
interaction with another person, in 
order to maintain or regain a regulated 
state. When adults provide warm and 
responsive interactions, they support, 
coach, and model emotional self
regulation. 

Collective efficacy: A belief that, through 
collective actions, a group of people can 
influence student outcomes and increase 
achievement. 

Compassion fatigue: The physical and 
mental exhaustion and emotional 
withdrawal sometimes experienced by 
those who care for sick or traumatized 
people over an extended period of time. 

Emotional self-regulation: The ability to 
manage one’s emotions and behavior. It 
includes not overreacting to upsetting 
stimuli, calming yourself down when 
you get upset, adjusting to unexpected 
change, and handling frustration 
without an outburst. It is a set of skills 
that enables people to direct their own 
behavior towards a goal, despite the 
unpredictability of the world and our own 
feelings. 

Policy: a set of rules or principles that guide 
a government, business or organization. 

Professional learning: Effective 
professional learning refers to structured 
professional development that results 
in changes in teacher practices and 
improvements in student learning 
outcomes. 

School climate: the quality and character 
of school life; every school has a climate, 
and everyone in the school contributes 
to it. 

Schoolwide practices: routines, structures, 
and strategies that are agreed upon and 
used across the school throughout the 
school day. 

Secondary traumatic stress: The emotional 
duress that results when an individual 
hears about the firsthand trauma 
experiences of another. Its symptoms 
mimic those of posttraumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). Individuals affected by 
secondary stress may find themselves 
reexperiencing personal trauma. 

Social-emotional learning (SEL): The 
process through which children and 
adults acquire and effectively apply the 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary 
to understand and manage emotions, 
set and achieve positive goals, feel and 
show empathy for others, establish and 
maintain positive relationships, and make 
responsible decisions. 

Stress: Stress is the physical, mental 
and emotional human response to a 
particular stimulus, or stressor. Stress 
is the adaption or copingresponse that 
helps the body prepare for challenging 
situations. Stress can be either negative 
or positive, depending on the context. 

Stressor: An experience or event that 
signals a potentially dangerous situation. 
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The Alaska RTI/MTSS Effective Instruction Conference is the largest K-12 education conference in Alaska. 
It is hosted by the Alaska Staff Development Network (ASDN), which is the largest private non-profit 
provider of K-12 professional development in Alaska. 

 This year the RTI/MTSS Effective Instruction Conference celebrated its tenth 
year and served over 1,000 attendees from 49 of Alaska’s 54 school districts.  

The RTI/MTSS Effective Instruction Conference brings national 
caliber master educators to Alaska, so that school districts do 
not have to incur the expense of sending staff to the lower 48.  

Content at this year’s conference addressed everything from literacy and mathematics 
instruction, to social/emotional support, to computer science curriculum.  Conference 
content each year is identified to ASDN by school districts as priority areas of professional 
development they need for their staff.    

The 2020 keynote was presented by Dr. Doug Fisher and Dr. Dominique Smith and was entitled 
‘All Learning is Social and Emotional’.  This year’s conference was also chosen as the venue for 
BP’s final ‘Classrooms of Excellence’ grant award ceremony. This event cap stoned BP’s 25-year 
commitment to K-12 education in Alaska.  

 

2020 RTI/MTSS Effective Instruction Conference Speakers List 

Harold Asturias 

Harold Asturias is the director of the Center for Mathematics Excellence and Equity (CeMEE) at the 
Lawrence Hall of Science; a science center located at the University of California, Berkeley. Before that, 
he was the Deputy Director of the Mathematics and Science Professional Development at the University 

of California Office of the President. He has extensive experience providing professional development in the areas of 
standards and assessment in mathematics for teachers in large urban districts (Chicago, Los Angeles, Oakland, San 
Francisco, New York City) and smaller and rural districts. Over the past few years, he has focused in the area of designing 
and implementing professional development for K-12 mathematics teachers who teach English Language Learners. 

Susan Barrett 

Susan is working with the Office of Special Education Programs Technical Assistance Center on PBIS as 
an implementer partner. She assists with large-scale implementation of schoolwide positive behavior 
supports by providing training and technical assistance to states and districts across the country. She 

works with Johns Hopkins University, University of Virginia and University of New Hampshire to evaluate the impact of 
PBIS on students, school staff and school communities. She also serves on the Association of Positive Behavior Supports 
Board of Directors. She co-leads the development of the Interconnected Systems Framework, a mental health and PBIS 
expansion effort as well as serving on a National Coaching workgroup to develop systems coaching materials, tools and 
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curriculum. Susan has been published in the areas of large-scale adoption of SW-PBS, mental health, cost-benefit 
analysis, advanced tier system development, and adoption of evidence-based practices in schools. 

Eric Bruns 

Eric Bruns is a Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences in the University of Washington School of 
Medicine. Dr. Bruns’s research focuses on public child-serving systems, and how to maximize their 
positive effects on youth with behavioral health needs and their families. Toward this end, Dr. Bruns 

focuses primarily on two areas with high public health significance. The first is intensive care coordination models for 
youths with serious emotional and behavioral challenges. The second area is school mental health services. In this area, 
Dr. Bruns is Associate Director of the UW SMART Center, where he leads the Center’s Technical Assistance Core and 
directs its Institute for Education Sciences (IES)-funded Post-doctoral Research Training Program. He has served as PI or 
Co-I on six Institute for Education Sciences (IES)-funded research studies, on topics such as development and efficacy 
testing of an assessment, engagement, triage, and brief intervention strategy for school clinicians and counselors, 
intensive Tier 3 intervention-models for high school students with SEBC, and methods for addressing racial disparities in 
school discipline. 

Jennifer Bay-Williams 

Jennifer Bay-Williams is a national leader in mathematics education, working with teachers and leaders 
for over thirty years to support effective mathematics teaching. She has authored 18 books, 40 journal 
articles, and 23 book chapters, and offered over 400 presentations and workshops for mathematics 

teachers and leaders. Her books include Math Fact Fluency: 60+ Games and Assessment Tools to Support Learning and 
Retention (with G. Kling), Everything you need to know about Mathematics Coaching (with M. McGatha), Elementary 
and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching Developmentally and Teaching Student Centered Mathematics (with J. Van 
de Walle, L. Lovin, & K. Karp). Her national leadership includes serving on the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM) Board of Directors, as secretary and president of the Association of Mathematics Teacher 
Educators (AMTE), and on the TODOS: Mathematics for All Board of Directors. She is a professor at the University of 
Louisville (Kentucky), where she teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in mathematics education and works in 
local schools to support effective mathematics teaching and learning. Before becoming a teacher educator, Jennifer 
taught K-12 mathematics in Missouri and in Perú. 

Heather Coulehan 

Heather Coulehan, Social and Emotional Learning Coordinator for the Association of Alaska School 
Boards, works with school districts across Alaska to integrate culturally responsive social and emotional 
learning (SEL) and trauma engaged practices into the core functioning of districts and schools. Heather 

supports districts in building partnerships with communities, organizations, families and schools to define the skills for 
success in cultural, community and place-based ways to increase academic achievement and other positive outcomes 
for students. 

Carol Davis 

Carol has worked with children with chronic and persistent behavioral challenges, including students 
with developmental disabilities since 1984 in both general and special education settings as a teacher 
and subsequently as a researcher and teacher educator in higher education. She is currently a professor 

of special education at the UW. While much of her research has focused on validating effective intervention strategies 
for students with the most chronic behavior issues, more recently, she has focused on developing systems and processes 
to assist with the implementation of these practices in classrooms and schools. She has been the PI on several federally 
funded grants examining dissemination and implementation of appropriate interventions for schools to address 
challenging behavior and those who are at-risk for or have emotional behavioral disorders. 
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Lexie Domaradzki 

Lexie Domaradzki started as an elementary school teacher more than 20 years ago and has since 
dedicated her professional life to high quality education for all. She provides consultation and 
professional development services to the Alaska, Oregon, Montana and Idaho Departments of 

Education, and the Alaska Staff Development Network. Areas of focus include K-12 literacy, support with school 
improvement facilitators, Response to Intervention, and the comprehensive assessment system. She has served as a 
Research Associate at RMC Research in Portland, Oregon, where she provided technical assistance on the 
implementation of Reading First grants for the National Reading Technical Assistance Center. Prior to RMC Research, 
Lexie served as the Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and Learning for the Washington State Office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. From 2004 to 2007 she was the Washington Reading First Director, directing the 
implementation of the Washington Reading First grant. 

Audrey Drew 

Audrey Drew is a Nationally Board-Certified Media Specialist working in the Anchorage School District in 
Alaska. She has 29 years of experience in K12 and higher education. As a Library Media Specialist in the 
Anchorage School District, she breaks down traditional classroom walls by creating a culture that fosters 

collaboration, creativity, communication, and facilitating authentic learning. Audrey has a B.S. in Elementary Education 
from the University of Nebraska, a B.S. in Psychology from Utah State University, a M.S. in Secondary Science Education 
from Utah State University, and a Library Endorsement from the University of Washington. In addition to her role as a 
Code.org Facilitator, she is a Certified Educator for Common Sense Education, BrainPOP, Raspberry Pi, and Google. She is 
passionate about being a connected educator, and empowering both teachers and students to be part of our global 
society in the digital age. 

Sean Dusek 

An Alaskan educator since 1991, Sean Dusek has served as a teacher, assistant principal, principal, 
director, assistant superintendent, and superintendent. Recently retired from the Kenai Peninsula 
Borough School District, he is now working with the Alaska Council of School Administrators coaching 

early career superintendents. Sean holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Secondary Education-Math, and a Master of 
Education in Educational Leadership. 

Bobbi Jo Erb 

Bobbi Jo Erb is a self-proclaimed “Math Geek”. Currently, she works as a math consultant with districts in 
Alaska and Idaho on best practices in mathematics instruction. Formerly, she was the Executive Director 
of Curriculum and Instruction and the STEM: Math Curriculum Coordinator for the Anchorage School 
District. Ms. Erb has 20 years of classroom teaching experience ranging from 6th grade through middle 

school, high school and the university level. While in the classroom, Ms. Erb received the Milken Educator Award from 
the Milken Family Foundation and the American Star of Teaching Award from the U.S. Department of Education. She 
firmly believes in the inherent beauty of mathematics and the right and ability of all students to enjoy that beauty. 

Dougl Fisher 

Douglas Fisher, Ph.D., is Professor of Educational Leadership at San Diego State University and a teacher 
leader at Health Sciences High & Middle College having been an early intervention teacher and 
elementary school educator. He is the recipient of an International Reading Association Celebrate 

Literacy Award, the Farmer award for excellence in writing from the National Council of Teachers of English, as well as a 
Christa McAuliffe award for excellence in teacher education. He has published numerous articles on reading and literacy, 
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differentiated instruction, and curriculum design as well as books, such as Better Learning Through Structured 
Teaching, Rigorous Reading, and Text Complexity: Raising Rigor in Reading. 

Victoria Flint 

Victoria is a Code.org Fundamentals Facilitator and a proud supporter of Girls Who Code in Mat-Su. She is 
currently a Grants Manager at the Mat-Su Health Foundation. She came to the foundation from the Mat-
Su Borough School District, where she served most recently as ed tech coordinator and previously as an 

instructional coach. 

Nancy Frey 

Nancy Frey, Ph.D., is a Professor of Educational Leadership at San Diego State University. She is a 
recipient of the Christa McAuliffe award for excellence in teacher education from the American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities. She has co-authored several books on literacy, and was a 

co-recipient (with Doug Fisher) of NCTE’s 2004 Kate and Paul Farmer award for outstanding writing for their article, 
“Using Graphic Novels, Anime, And The Internet In An Urban High School,” published in The English Journal. In 2008, she 
received the Early Career Achievement Award from the Literacy Research Association. Dr. Frey teaches a variety of 
courses in school improvement and literacy leadership. Her favorite place to be is Health Sciences High and Middle 
College, where she learns from teachers and students every day. 

Janet Johnson 

Janet Johnson, Yup'ik Language and Culture Director for the Lower Yukon School District (LYSD), has been co-creating 
the CRESEL grant (culturally responsive embedded SEL) with AASB and LYSD school teams for 3 years, since the 
beginning of the project. In LYSD, CRESEL binds and nurtures the wisdom of elders to younger generations, empowering 
and preparing them to live and learn successfully, through the teachings and values of Yup’ik traditions, native language 
(Yugtun) and Yuuyaraq. Janet supports schools and communities in coming together using a community conversation 
model that helps participants speak from the heart about culture in school and use the community wisdom to transform 
the learning environment for students and families. 

Martha Kaufield 

Martha Kaufeldt is a professional development specialist, author and a part-time enrichment teacher at a 
public charter school in California. Since 1984, her specialty has been interpreting and applying 
educational neuroscience into classroom practice. She travels internationally conducting workshops and 

trainings on curriculum development, differentiated instruction, classroom assessment, natural learning, and brain-
friendly strategies for teachers and parents. Martha has also served as a district staff development specialist and gifted 
education program director. Her audiences appreciate her practical applications, and her personable, humorous style. 

David Nagel 

David Nagel is an author consultant with Corwin. A former high school teacher and administrator, Dave 
has been a professional developer; presenting, keynoting, and coaching teachers and school 
administrators at all levels in Pre-K-12, since 2003. His primary areas of expertise have in effective 

collaboration (PLCs), common formative assessments, effective use of scoring guides for learning targets, and 
meaningful and practical grading practices. Dave is also one of Corwin's certified presenters in John Hattie's Visible 
Learning+. His book, Effective Grading Practices for Secondary Teachers, was recently released. 
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Tammy Morris 

Tammy Morris is a 21st Century Learning Specialist with 20 years of experience in Alaska school districts 
as both classroom teacher and district educational technology coordinator. Her insight into the needs of 
today’s Alaskan educators and students comes from serving as an Alaska State School Improvement 

Coach, leading and participating in state-sponsored educational technology endeavors, providing face-to-face 
professional development throughout Alaska, facilitating online professional development courses, and serving as 
Engagement Manager for the Alaska Professional Learning Network (AkPLN). Tammy’s passion for making computer 
science accessible for all students has led her to support school districts as they explore computational thinking in all 
classrooms and the implementation of AK’s new standards in computer science. In addition to holding a masters in 
educational technology and a masters in educational leadership, she holds certifications in several education programs. 

Kristie Pretti-Frontczak 

An accomplished author, consultant, and educator's educator, Dr. Kristie Pretti-Frontczak spent 16 
years as a tenured professor in Higher Education at Kent State University before leaving to lead a 
{r}evolution in early care and education. Through comprehensive classes, thought-provoking keynote 
addresses, and practical resources for teachers, she's guiding adult professionals who work with our 

youngest students toward developing their emotional intelligence, reclaiming children's right to learn through play and 
reimagining more inclusive classrooms. She has written six textbooks, two workbooks, and the AEPS curricular system, 
served as past President of the International Division for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children, and 
spent over 50,000 hours teaching adults best practices in early childhood care and education in locations from Cincinnati 
to Singapore. It's all part of her effort to build kinder, more inclusive, and more creative classrooms-and therefore, a 
better world. 

Bob Pymn 

Bob is a certified Code.org Fundamentals Facilitator. He is currently the principal and teacher in a grade 3-5 
classroom in the John Fredson School in the Yukon Flats School District. 

 

Dean Richards 

Dean Richards has more than 20 years of experience in education – both in the classroom and working 
with administrators. He has a diverse background with expertise in curriculum writing, professional 
development, Response to Intervention, assessment and much more. Dean is currently an 

Implementation Coach with the Oregon RTIi Project. He works alongside districts to create RTI structures across the 
state of Oregon and beyond. When Dean is not traveling Oregon by bike, boots, or boats, he shares his specialties in high 
quality instruction and assessment through the lens of a classroom teacher and instructional coach. 

Ricky Robertson 

Ricky Robertson has had the privilege to work with students from pre-K to 12th grade who have 
persevered in the face of adverse experiences and trauma. Drawing from experience as a teacher and 
Behavior Intervention Specialist, Ricky coaches educators in developing a relationship-based approach to 

teaching and learning that inspires transformation through compassion, humor, deep listening, and “real talk.” Ricky is 
the co-author of Building Resilience in Students Impacted by Adverse Childhood Experiences. 
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 Flint Simonsen 

Dr. Flint Simonsen is an Associate Professor of special education and behavior analysis at Whitworth 
University. He has conducted research and consulted nationally in the areas of behavior management, 

academic interventions, and school-wide reform. He has provided professional learning for K-12 teachers throughout 
Washington State. 

Shelby Skaanes 

Shelby Skaanes is passionate about providing data-driven consultation, from establishment of an 
assessment system, to determining the best intervention approach so that each student has access to 
optimal improvement. She has been in the education field for nearly 20 years, nine of which were as an 

elementary school teacher in Tacoma, Washington. Shelby has a proven ability to develop school cultures that support 
continuous improvement for teachers and students. For the past two years she has been the Development Team and 
Facilitator for the Technical Assistance Academy, which provides comprehensive professional development for 
educators who support schools in the change process. Previous to the TA Academy, she worked for the Office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction as a School Improvement Technical Assistance Contractor in Washington. She has 
presented at numerous institutes and leadership conferences the past ten years. 

Kelcey Schmitz 

Kelcey leads the school mental health supplement that is part of the SAMHSA funded Northwest 
Mental Health Technology Transfer Center that covers SAMHSA’s Region 10 states of Alaska, Idaho, 
Oregon and Washington. She recently joined the SMART Center from the Washington Office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction where she was leading state-wide MTSS. She has worked with 

schools and districts in Washington and Kansas providing professional learning, coaching, and evaluation to meet the 
social, emotional, and behavioral needs of students within an MTSS framework. Prior to moving to Washington she was 
part of the Kansas MTSS project. She has a master’s degree in special education from the University of Kansas. 

Dominique Smith 

Dominique Smith is the director of student services at Health Sciences High & Middle College, where he 
also serves as a culture builder and student advocate. He is also social worker, school administrator, 
mentor, national trainer for the International Institute on Restorative Practices, and member of ASCD's 
FIT Teaching Cadre. He is passionate about creating school cultures that honor students and build their 

confidence and competence. He is the winner of the National School Safety Award from the School Safety Advocacy 
Council. Smith is the coauthor of Better Than Carrots or Sticks: Restorative Practices for Positive Classroom 
Management and Building Equity: Policies and Practices to Empower All Learners. He holds a master's degree in social 
work from the University of Southern California. 

Gary Whiteley 

Dr. Gary Whiteley has been a public-school educator for 34 years. He has served in many roles at the 
school-level and district-level, including as classroom teacher, assistant principal, school principal, and 
assistant superintendent. As a consultant he has assisted departments of education, school district 
leaders, principals and teachers. Whiteley was a research associate with the Center for Research and 

Evaluation at the University of Maine. He served as the Director of the Alaska Administrator Coaching Project for ten 
years and was a leadership consultant for The Education Commission of the States for five years. 
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Hattie Ranking: 252 Influences And
Effect Sizes Related To Student
Achievement
Posted on October 27, 2015 by Sebastian Waack — 59 Comments ↓

John Hattie developed a way of synthesizing various influences in different meta-analyses
according to their effect size (Cohen’s d). In his ground-breaking study “Visible Learning” he
ranked 138 influences that are related to learning outcomes from very positive effects to very
negative effects. Hattie found that the average effect size of all the interventions he studied was
0.40. Therefore he decided to judge the success of influences relative to this ‘hinge point’, in
order to find an answer to the question “What works best in education?”

Originally, Hattie studied six areas that contribute to learning: the student, the home, the school, the
curricula, the teacher, and teaching and learning approaches. (The updated list also includes the
classroom.) But Hattie did not only provide a list of the relative effects of different influences on student
achievement. He also tells the story underlying the data. He found that the key to making a difference
was making teaching and learning visible. He further explained this story in his book “Visible learning for
teachers“.

John Hattie updated his list of 138 effects to 150 effects in Visible Learning for Teachers (2011), and
more recently to a list of 195 effects in The Applicability of Visible Learning to Higher Education (2015).
His research is now based on nearly 1200 meta-analyses – up from the 800 when Visible Learning came
out in 2009. According to Hattie the story underlying the data has hardly changed over time even though
some effect sizes were updated and we have some new entries at the top, at the middle, and at the end
of the list.

Below you can find an updated version of our first, second and third visualization of effect sizes related to
student achievement.
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Source: www.visiblelearningplus.com/content/250-influences-student-achievement (Retrieved 28 March 2018 /
PDF)
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59 comments on “Hattie Ranking: 252 Influences And Effect Sizes Related To Student
Achievement”

Tom Barrett says:
March 17, 2014 at 12:22 AM

Hi there – thanks for sharing the graphic – not sure if someone has already pointed out to you the
error. You have “Classroom Behavioural” with an effect size of 0.8

I was looking for Classroom Discussion and assume you must have got those mixed up. Classroom
Behavioural has an effect size of only 0.62.

Hope this helps with a revision of the graphic – cheers

Reply

Sebastian Waack says:
March 23, 2014 at 3:36 PM
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http://edte.ch/blog
https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/?replytocom=1133#respond
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'
Retention'is'the'practice'of'not'promoting'students'up'a'grade'level'in'school'(that'is,'the'
student'repeats'the'level)'and'it'is'based'on'the'belief'that'children'learn'more'
academically'by'repeating'a'grade'(Fait,'1982).''This'is'one'of'the'few'areas'in'education'
where'it'is'difficult'to'find'students'with'a'positive'(d'>'0.0)'effect,'and'the'few'that'do'exist'
still'hover'close'to'a'zero'effect.''Overall,'there'are'negative'effects'for'students'who'are'
retained,'and'there'are'more'positive'effects'in'the'long'term'for'promoted'students'than'
for'retained'students'–'even'when'matched'for'achievement'at'the'time'of'decision'to'
retain'or'promote.'
Retention'has'been'found'to'have'a'negative'effect'on'academic'achievement'in'language'
arts,'reading,'mathematics,'workIstudy'skills,'social'studies,'and'grade'point'average.''
Promoted'students'score'better'than'retained'students'on'social'and'emotional'adjustment'
and'behavior,'self'concept,'and'attitude'towards'school.''Jimerson'(2001),'in'the'most'
recent'study'on'retention,'based'on'169'achievement'effects,'found'a''mean'effect'of'd'='I
0.39,'and'this'negative'effect'was'mirrored'across'many'subjects:'language'arts'(d'='I0.36),'
reading'(d'='I0.54),'and'mathematics'(d'='I049).''A'further'246'effect'sizes'related'to'socioI
emotional'and'behavioral'outcomes'and'these'also'were'systematically'negative'(d'='I022);'
as'was'attendance,'which'was'lower'for'the'retained'students'(d'='I0.65).'
Holmes'(1983;'1989)'synthesized'the'results'from'63'students'on'the'effect'of'retention'
and'reported'an'overall'effect'of'd'='I0.15.'Thus'the'groups'of'nonIpromoted'comparison'
groups'on'the'various'outcome'measures,'over'most'academic'and'personal'educational'
outcomes'and'at'every'age'level.'This'negative'effect'increases'over'time,'such'that'after'
one'year'the'retained'groups'were'scoring'0.45'standard'deviation'units'lower'than'the'
comparison'groups'who'had'gone'on'to'the'next'grade'and'in'many'cases'were'being'tested'
on'more'advanced'material.''This'difference'became'larger'each'subsequent'year,'with'the'
difference'reaching'0.83'standard'deviation'units'for'measures'taken'four'or'more'years'
after'the'time'of'retention.''Moreover,'being'retained'one'year'almost'doubled'a'student’s'
likelihood'of'dropping'out,'while'failing'twice'almost'guaranteed'it.'These'negative'effects'
are'partly'caused'by'schools'and'teachers'not'providing'special'interventions'for'the'
retained'students,'and'thereby'the'students'are'retained'in'programs'that'were'not'
beneficial'to'them'in'the'previous'year.'Another'possible'effect'is'the''negative'influence'of'
peer'groups'on'the'beliefs'of'the'retained'student,'and'the'effects'of'being'forced'to'interact'
with'students'of'different'ages.'Holmes'(1989)'concluded'that'it'would'be'difficult'to'find'
another'educational'practice'on'which'the'evidence'is'so'unequivocally'negative'(see'also'
Byrnes,'1989;'Cosden,'Zimmer,'&'Tuss,'1993;'Dauber,'Alexander,'&'Entwisle,'1993;'
Grissom'&'Shepard,'1989,'House'1989;'Kaczala,'1991;'Mantzicopoulos'&'Morrison,'1992;'
Meisels'&'Liaw,'1993;'Morris,'1993;'Peterson,'DeGracie,'&'Ayabe,'1987;'Shepard,'1989;'
Shepard'&'Smith,'1989;'Tomchin'&'Impara,'1992).'
The'effects'are'bad'enough'for'achievement,'but'when'the'negative'equity'effects'are'
added,'the'situation'is'dire'for'retention.'Consider'two'students'for'the'same'achievement,'
and'it'is'for'times'more'likely'that'the'student'of'color'(African'American,'Hispanic)'will'be'
retained'and'the'other'(white)'student'promoted'(Cosden'et'al.,'1993;'Meisels'&'Liaw,'
1993).'The'only'question'of'interest'relating'to'retention'is'why'it'persists'in'the'face'of'this'
damning'evidence.'
To'cite'some'typical'conclusions:'longIterm'followIup'studies,'especially,'found'no'
difference'in'achievement'between'retained'and'promoted'participants.'On'teacher'rating'
of'reading'and'mathematics'achievement,'there'were'no'differences'between'the'groups.'



The'extra'year'had'produced'no'benefit'for'retained'children'over'controls'on'teacher'
ratings'of'social'maturity,'learner'selfIconcept,'or'attention'at'the'end'of'first'grade'
(Shepard'&'Smith'1989).'
The'research'indicate'that'the'threat'of'nonIpromotion'is'not'a'motivating'force'for'
students;'grade'retention'does'not'generally'improve'achievement'or'adjustment'for'
developmentally'immature'students;'economically,'grade'retention'is'a'poor'use'of'the'
education'dollar,'because'it'increases'the'cost'of'education'(the'retained'child'spends'an'
additional'year'in'the'public'school'system)'without'any'benefits'for'the'vast'majority'of'
retained'children;'characteristics'such'as'low'socioeconomic'status'and'peer'classroom'
conduct'affect'the'likelihood'that'a'child'will'be'retained'(Byrnes,'1989).'
Perhaps'one'of'the'most'frightening'and'costly'effects'of'retention'is'the'increased'risk'of'
dropping'out'of'school.''Although'one'of'its'goals'is'to'provide'children'with'the'
opportunity'to'be'more'successful,'and'therefore'stay'in'school'longer,'retention'clearly'has'
the'opposite'effect.''Being'retained'one'year'almost'doubled'a'student’s'likelihood''of'
dropping'out,'while'failing'twice'almost'guaranteed'it.''In'fact,'retention'is'the'second'
greatest'predictor'of'school'dropIout'(Foster,'1993).'
Students'are'retained'in'rather'arbitrary'and'inconsistent'ways,'and'those'flunked'are'
more'likely'to'be'poor,'male'and'from'a'minority,'although'holding'students'back'is'
practiced'to'some'degree'in'rich'and'poor'schools'alike.'The'effects'of'flunking'are'
immediately'traumatic'to'the'children'and'the'retained'children'do'worse'academically'in'
the'future,'with'many'of'them'dropping'out'of'school'altogether.'Incredibly,'being'retained'
has'as'much'to'do'with'children'dropping'out'as'does'their'academic'achievement.'It'would'
be'difficult'to'find'another'educational'practice'on'which'the'evidence'is'so'unequivocally'
negative'(House,'1989).'




